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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable provides an analysis of the state of the art on scalable control plane issues for 5G networks 
and  defines the requirements of the 5G-XHaul control plane, presenting also an initial design. The proposed 
design enables the unified control through well-defined SDN southbound interfaces of a transport network 
infrastructure composed of heterogeneous technology domains in a scalable way, whilst enabling 
virtualization and slicing, support for QoS and user mobility awareness.  

After providing a state of the art review of relevant 5G control architectures, the high-level requirements of 
the 5G-XHaul control system are defined and an initial view of the control plane architecture is presented 
together with the description of the functionality of the components. We then lay out the network virtualisation 
requirements to be fulfilled by the 5G-XHaul control plane and sketch an initial solution design for supporting 
multitenancy over the 5G-XHaul trasport network that will be further refined in subsequent WP3 deliverables. 

Quality of Service (QoS) support in the data plane technologies considered in the project, namely the optical 
and wireless is also examined. Previous work on traffic engineering, QoS routing and end-to-end QoS 
across domains is described. The requirements to be fulfilled by the end to end QoS mechanisms defined in 
5G-XHaul are also presented together with some initial design of QoS support in mmWave and in the control 
plane functionality. Moreover, we focus on the issues of SDN southbound interfaces for sub-6GHz 
technologies, such as LTE, WiFi and we further describe mmWave technologies. We also describe the 
southbound protocols for optical transport technologies (i.e. TSON and WDM-PON) and we define the 
requirements and an initial design proposal for the southbound protocol for candidate technologies in 5G-
XHaul. 

An analysis of the state of the art of the challenges of SDN when applied to large scale, highly dynamic 
networks is also presented. The requirements to be satisfied by the proposed 5G-XHaul solution are listed 
and an initial approach of the hierarchical and distributed control plane is described together with techniques 
such as rule caching, used to tackle issues of scalability and fast response to changing network conditions. 
Finally, we highlight the current and envisioned state of the art in RAN-transport interaction and user mobility 
awareness, focusing on the cases  which makes this interaction necessary. We also put forward our 
requirements and views on this topic, drafting an initial design of our planned interaction with 5G RANs. 

The work presented in this deliverable extends the high-level control plane architecture also described in 
D2.2 by providing detailed description of the functionality of the control-related components that will be 
developed and evaluated during the project. Their detailed implementation design and evaluation will be 
documented in D3.2 and D3.3 at the end of the second and third year of the project respectively. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

A major trend driving the design of future 5G networks is the desire to open the mobile networks to a plurality 
of industry verticals, instead of having a network focused only in delivering a mobile broadband service as it 
has been the case for the past generations. In this regard, the 5G-PPP initiative set up in Europe, has 
already recognized automotive, energy, health, media and manufacturing as the main verticals to be 
addressed by future 5G networks [1]. This trend has also been recognized by the NGMN, which has 
accordingly introduced the concept of network slicing [2]. 

Network slicing in 5G responds to the need of being able to address multiple vertical sectors in a cost 
efficient way using a single physical network infrastructure. The alternative, namely deploying purpose-built 
networks for each vertical is not economically sustainable. Thus, inspired by the advances witnessed in the 
past years in the area of cloud computing, network slicing leverages the concepts of virtualisation and 
softwarisation. Virtualisation is a technique that allows to provision abstract resources made of the slice or 
union of underlying physical resources; being the Virtual Machine (VM) abstraction the most common 
example of virtualization. 

The 5G community is currently studying how resources at the various levels of the network – namely access, 
transport and core – can be virtualized. In the context of 5G, virtual resources are referred to as Virtual 
Network Functions (VNFs). Softwarization is related to the management of these virtual resources, which, in 
order to reduce operational costs, need to be managed in an automatic way. In addition, softwarization 
should provide the operator with the ability to easily compose and deploy new network services, which could 
be for example instantiated through different network slices. 

Virtualisation and softwarisation will shape the architecture of future 5G networks, as recognized by the 5G-
PPP Architecture Working Group in [3]. In particular, the virtualisation and softwarisation trends will also 
affect the design of the future 5G transport networks, namely the networks connecting the 5G access and 
core network (CN). In addition to the general requirement to support slicing, future 5G transport networks 
also have to address specific requirements such as the cost effective transport of the fronthaul (FH) and 
backhaul (BH) interfaces required to support centralized (C-RAN) and distributed RAN deployments. In 
addition, future 5G transport networks will have to enable novel functional splits, which can provide a better 
trade-off between the pooling and coordination gains offered by C-RAN architectures, and the light transport 
requirements imposed by distributed RAN architectures. Examples of these novel functional splits have been 
discussed in [4]. 

This deliverable provides an analysis of the state of the art (SotA) on scalable control plane issues for 5G 
networks and  defines the requirements of the 5G-XHaul control plane, presenting also an initial design. The 
proposed design enables the unified control through well-defined SDN southbound interfaces of a transport 
network infrastructure composed of heterogeneous technology domains in a scalable way, whilst enabling 
virtualisation and slicing, support for QoS and user mobility awareness. The work presented in this 
deliverable extends the high-level control plane architecture also described in deliverable D2.2 by providing 
detailed description of the functionality of the control-related components that will be developed and 
evaluated during the project. Their detailed implementation design and evaluation will be documented in 
deliverables D3.2 and D3.3 at the end of the second and third year of the project respectively. 

1.1 Organisation of the document 

This deliverable is structured in eight main sections, plus references and list of acronyms. 

Beyond this introduction, Section 2 presents the current state of the art on SDN architectures for 5G 
networks, including works from relevant scientific conferences and journals as well as ongoing work from 
European projects under the 5G-PPP umbrella. The section also lists the high-level requirements that the 
5G-XHaul system should satsify and presents an initial view of the control plane architecture. The control 
plane components, their functionality and interactions are also described, thus providing a quite detailed view 
of the 5G-XHaul control plane system to be developed in the project. 

Section 3 presents an analysis of the SotA on virtualisation and multi-tenancy techniques applied in data 
centres which provide the foundations of  the proposed 5G-XHaul solution. We then lay out the network 
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virtualisation requirements to be fulfilled by the 5G-XHaul control plane and sketch an initial solution design 
that will be further refined in subsequent WP3 deliverables. 

Section 4 provides a review of the current work on QoS support for all data plane technologies considered in 
the project, namely optical and wireless. Moreover, QoS support in the control plane is also presented by 
describing the previous work on traffic engineering, QoS routing and end-to-end QoS across domains. The 
requirements to be fulfilled by the end-to-end QoS mechanisms defined in 5G-XHaul are also presented 
together with some initial design of QoS support in mmWave and in the control plane functionality. 

Section 5 looks at the state of the art on available SDN control and southbound interfaces of the transport 
technologies used in mobile/wireless and optical networks. We focus initially on the issues for Sub-6 GHz 
technologies, such as LTE, WiFi and we further describe mmWave technologies. We also describe the 
southbound protocols for optical transport technologies (i.e. TSON and WDM-PON) and we conclude the 
section with the requirements and an initial design proposal for the southbound protocol for candidate 
technologies in 5G-XHaul. 

Section 6 presents an analysis of the SotA of the challenges of SDN when applied to large scale, highly 
dynamic networks, such as a 5G-XHaul transport network across different domains (optical/wireless) and 
areas. The requirements to be satisfied by the proposed 5G-XHaul solution are listed and an initial approach 
of the hierarchical and distributed control plane is described together with techniques such as rule caching 
used to tackle issues of scalability and fast response to changing network conditions. 

Section 7 highlights the current and envisioned SotA of the interaction between the mobile network and the 
transport network, as well as on user mobility awareness, focusing on the cases that make this interaction 
necessary. We also put forward our requirements and views on this topic, drafting an initial design of our 
planned interaction with 5G mobile networks. 

Finally, Section 8 provides a summary and the main conclusions of this deliverable. 
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2 HIGH LEVEL 5G-XHAUL CONTROL PLANE ARCHITECTURE 

In this section, the state of the art on SDN control plane architectures for 5G networks is provided, describing 
related work found in the literature as well as relevant SDN architectures adopted by EU 5G-PPP projects. 
Subsequently, the requirements and initial design of the 5G-XHaul architecture for the control plane are 
described. 

2.1 State of the Art on SDN Control Plane Architectures for 5G 

In [1], an SDN controller adjusts the bandwidth dynamically for each radio access point (RAP) to baseband 
unit (BBU). Hence, the SDN controller provides flexible management and router selection for all radio access 
network (RAN) to core network connections, where the SDN controller comprises two main parts: the unified 
control entity (UCE) and the unified data gateway (UDW). The role of UCE is to define control rules for the 
mobility management entity (MME), the service gateway control plane (SGW-C), and the packet data 
network gateway control plane (PGW-C). The UDW determines the rules for data forwarding of the service 
gateway data plane (SGW-D) and the packet data network gateway data plane (PGW-D). Meanwhile, the 
paper explores different network architectures and techniques which could be exploited in future 5G systems 
such as non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), massive multiple input and multiple output (MIMO), 
cooperative communications and network coding, full duplex (FD), device-to-device (D2D) communications, 
millimeter wave communications, automated network organization, cognitive radio (CR), and green 
communications.  

The work described in [8], proposes a new architecture for leveraging SDN for 5G wireless networks, called 
SoftAir. The main goal in this paper is to exploit the benefits of using cloudification and virtualization to 
provide a scalable, flexible and more resilient network architecture. At the proposed architecture, the control 
plane provides the management and optimization tools for the data plane, which consists of software-defined 
base stations (SDBSs) in the RAN and software-defined switches (SD-switches) in the BH. The controller 
serves physical, MAC, and network functions on computers and remote data centers. The main contribution 
of the proposed SoftAir architecture can be categorised in five main properties. First, programmability, such 
that SDN nodes (SD-BSs and SD-switches) can be reprogrammed dynamically allocating different network 
resources. Second, cooperativeness, such that SDN nodes can be implemented and linked at data centers 
for joint control and optimization for improving the general network performance. Third, virtualizability, such 
that several virtual wireless networks can be implemented on a single SoftAir platform, while each network 
operates according to its own protocols and interacts with its allocated network resources without interfering 
with the other service providers. Fourth, openness, such that data plane elements (SD-BSs and SD-
switches), have common data/control interface protocols, regardless of the different data forwarding 
technologies provided by different vendors, such as CPRI and OpenFlow, so that the data plane monitoring 
and management can be simplified. And finally, fifth, visibility, where controllers are able to have an overall 
view over the whole network collected from data plane elements.  

[9] proposes a new multi-tiered cloud controller scheme and event processing mechanism for Software 
Defined Wireless Network (SDWN) architecture of the 5G network that results in a user-centric and service-
oriented architecture. To provide the proper radio environment required for 5G wireless communication, SDN 
along with NFV are used to guarantee the isolation of heterogeneous radio access networks such as LTE, 
Wi-Fi and W-CDMA. The main contribution of this paper is to provide a ubiquitous cloud radio access for 5G 
wireless networks, enabling the coexistence of other heterogeneous wireless networks by designing the 
proposed multi-tiered cloud controller. Another significant contribution in this paper is the design of a layered 
cloud scheme for the multiple controllers with two parts: the Edge Controller (EC) and the Global Controller 
(GC). The main logic behind this design is to reduce the response latency and balance the network load for 
the cloud of the controllers. The EC processes events within a single RAN domain, and the GC takes events 
across various RAN domains into account. The proposed architecture has two main processing blocks: on-
line transaction processing (OLTP) block and on-line analytical processing (OLAP) block. The OLTP block 
works on the low-level events and real-time statistics, such as events related to spectrum access. The OLAP 
block works on the high-level events and long-time statistics related to network status, such as load 
balancing mobile devices. The EC stores the statistics of all the access points belonging to one RAN into a 
monitoring server database. Second, according to the event type and the required QoE, the EC delivers the 
event to the OLTP and OLAP blocks, or forwards the event to the GC. The OLTP and OLAP blocks parse 
the events using specific algorithms. Third, the EC makes a decision based on the defined policies and 
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sends the control signal to the responsible component. Furthermore, NFV and virtualization allows to have 
several virtual operators sharing the same infrastructure and resources. Spectrum can be divided into slices, 
where each slice is dedicated to a virtual cloud of RANs based on the defined policy. So, clients have access 
to the Internet regardless of the type of radio access network or network operator being used. 

The authors in [12] propose a new scheme to deliver data flows in an intelligent way for 4G networks, which 
could be extended to 5G networks. This paper proposes to build application-awareness in the transport 
network, simply by sharing the LTE QoS parameters with SDN controllers used in the transport network. 
With the LTE QoS parameters, an SDN controller can provide more accurate and consistent end-to-end 
QoS, which results in an application-aware network. Moreover, in LTE, QoS and QoE factors can be 
estimated using Deep Packet Inspection (DPI). Layer four through layer seven inspection is provided by DPI, 
which yields not only context-awareness but also extracting meta data attributes, and other data that is used 
to calculate networking performance statistics for each flow. Furthermore, the proposed scheme performs a 
dynamic end-to-end flow control from packet gateways in the 4G CN, e.g. P-GW. In particular, the P-GW 
sends a request to the SDN controller to obtain the network conditions on each path between the P-GW and 
each content delivery node. The information can be used at the user terminal to select the best available 
content server. A tight coupling between the mobile and the transport network is an architectural principle 
that will be explored in 5G-XHaul. 

The work in [13] proposes a new scheme called SoftRAN, which proposes centralized control similar to the 
SDN architecture [185]. SoftRAN considers all base stations (BSs) in a geographical zone as one virtual 
aggregated BS, where individual base stations are just radio elements with some control logic. These radio 
elements are managed by a logically centralized element which makes control plane decisions for all the 
radio elements in that geographical zone. Hence, this logically centralized entity is called the controller of the 
huge base station. The controller maintains a whole view of the radio access network and provides a 
framework on which control algorithms can be implemented.  

The paper [14] uses a programmable forwarding plane and an SDN controller in the mobile BH to reduce the 
delay of data forwarding in the network. Control functions of the MME (Mobility Management Entity) and the 
S-GW are implemented as northbound applications on this controller. An intercell handover scenario is 
described as an illustration of the benefits of this approach. In this scenario, without an SDN controller, a 
substantial amount of request/confirm signaling messages between eNodeB pairs and between eNodeBs 
and MMEs is required. In contrast, the SDN controller can just push new forwarding rules through OpenFlow 
messages, avoiding inter-eNodeB control message exchanges, while the selection of the target eNodeB can 
be based on a set of predefined policies, thus also suppressing eNodeB-MME control messages. It is 
estimated that using this architecture, the handover delay can be reduced to 2-3 times the round trip delay 
between the User Equipment (UE) and the SDN controller. 

Finally, the CROWD project [22] proposed a two tier SDN architecture to control wireless and BH resources 
in very dense access networks. Regarding the physical infrastructure, CROWD considers LTE and Wi-Fi in 
the wireless access and OpenFlow switches in the BH network. The architecture clusters wireless and BH 
resources at the district level under the control of a CROWD Local Controller (CLC), and multiple CLC 
controllers are orchestrated by a CROWD Regional Controller (CRC). CLCs are in charge of configuring 
wireless and BH resources in short time scales, whereas CRCs optimize the network at longer time scales. 
CRCs also provide well defined APIs towards the applications and the network operators. 

2.1.1 5G-PPP EU Projects 

In this section we first review the architectural work put forward by the 5G-PPP association, and the architec-
tures of some of the 5G-PPP projects that relate to 5G-XHaul. We conclude the section by positioning the 
architectural work carried out in 5G-XHaul in relation to other 5GPPP projects. 

2.1.1.1 5G-PPP View on 5G Architecture 

The 5G-PPP Architecture working group has published a White Paper [3] describing the 5G-PPP views on 
5G architecture. Figure 1 highlights the main principles guiding the design of the 5G architecture identified by 
the 5G-PPP Architecture Working Group, namely: i) integration of heterogeneous technologies, ii) network 
slicing, in order to support multiple verticals with a single physical network, iii) support for end user and oper-
ational services, for example having a converged transport network for BH and FH traffic, iv) having native 
support for softwarisation, hence virtualising network functions, and effectively providing a “network of func-
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tions”, and v) integrate communication and computation, which is enabled by a joint SDN and NFV architec-
ture. 

 

Figure 1. 5G Architecture views from [3]. 

  

Next, we will highlight how some 5G-PPP projects
1
, and in particular 5G-XHaul, propose to address some of 

the previous architectural design principles. 

2.1.1.2 SELFNET 

SELFNET (https://selfnet-5g.eu/) is an EU project that aims at defining an architecture for providing Self-
Organizing capabilities over 5G networks based on five differentiated layers with the following logical scope: 

                                                      
1
 The descriptions of the different 5G-PPP projects are derived from contributions that these projects 

have submitted to various 5G-PPP working groups. 

https://selfnet-5g.eu/
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Figure 2: SELFNET overall architecture. 

Infrastructure Layer: This layer provides the resources required for the instantiation of virtual functions 
(Compute, Network and Storage) and supports the mechanisms for that instantiation. All network functions 
managed autonomously by the SELFNET framework will be based on this infrastructure. To achieve its 
functionality, this layer encompasses different sublayers. The Physical sublayer provides physical 
connectivity, networking, and computation and storage capabilities over bare metal. The Virtualization 
sublayer provides virtualization capabilities to instantiate virtual infrastructures. The Cloud Computing 
sublayer provides multi-tenancy support to the infrastructure layer together with a centralized point for 
facilitating the management of the infrastructure. 

Virtualized Network Layer: This layer represents the instantiation of the Virtual Networking Infrastructures 
created by the users of the infrastructure as part of their normal operational plan and those created by the 
SELFNET framework as part of the SON capabilities. In the context of SELFNET, all Network Functions will 
be virtual functions and they will be chained across the virtual network topology. 

SON Control Layer: This layer contains the applications that will enable the collection of data from sensors 
deployed through the entire system (SON Sensors) and the applications that will be responsible for enforcing 
actions into the Network (SON Actuators) as part of the enabling mechanisms to provide network intelligence 
in 5G networks. 

SON Autonomic Layer: This layer provides the mechanisms to provide network intelligence. The layer 
collects from the network pertinent information about the network behaviour, uses that information to 
diagnose the network condition, and decides what must be done to accomplish the system goals. It then 
guarantees the organized enforcement of the actions that are determined. 

NFV Orchestration & Management Layer: It is worth emphasizing that the control of the chaining of the 
Network Function (NF) applications is envisioned as a management functionality to be able to control the 
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topology of the Virtual Network layer depicted in the figure as Network Controller (SDN App) and included 
logically in the Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) functionalities. 

SON Access Layer: This layer encompasses the interface functions that are exposed by the framework. 
Despite the fact that internal components may have specific interfaces for the particular scope of their 
functions, these components contribute to a general SON API that exposes all aspects of the autonomic 
framework, which are “used” by external actors, like Business Support Systems or Operational Support 
Systems. 

A GUI is also provided on top of the SON API where a network administrator can interact and configure 
SELFNET and also obtain the complete status of the network, acting as a command and control centre. This 
GUI will also enable the network administrator to stop, verify or manually enforce any of the actions that 
SELFNET is governing, allowing always network administrators to have control over their infrastructure. 

2.1.2 5G-Crosshaul 

In the context of 5G-Crosshaul (http://5g-crosshaul.eu/), resources encompass communication technologies, 
storage and compute and hence are of different nature. The 5G-Crosshaul system architecture is shown in 
Figure 3. The architecture highlights that Crosshaul specific switching and processing elements, respectively 
the Crosshaul Forwarding Elements (XFE) and the Crosshaul Processing Unit (XPU), are the key 
components of the network fabric at the user plane level.  Control and signaling information are routed over 
the Crosshaul transport network.  An Adaptation Function (AF) is used to integrate legacy, non-Crosshaul 
specific, network elements in the new transport network. 5G-Crosshaul resources are controlled by the XCI 
and are managed by the MANO layer. The MANO is compliant with the European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI) reference architecture. In particular, a specific MANO is used for the 5G-
Crosshaul transport network, whilst one or more distinct MANOs are in charge of the core and access 
networks. 

The architecture allows decentralizing specific functions in the XPUs and disseminating intelligence 
throughout the whole transport system. When a Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is virtualized XPUs 
include some functions of the Base Band Units (BBUs). VNFs can be dynamically instantiated in the XPUs 
elements and can be moved at different locations under the management of the MANO. XFEs instead are 
multi-technology switches to meet different application constraints and to suit the different scenarios which 
have been envisaged for 5G. 

Applications are used to manage and optimize the network. Resources are managed dynamically and 
planned without resorting to expensive pre-provisioning, while at the same time energy and mobility of users 
that may cause the sudden appearance of traffic peaks is part of a multi-objective optimization problem. 
Specific aspects of the network behavior are optimized by applications such as the Resource Manager 
Application (RMA), Mobility Management Application (MMA), Energy Management and Monitoring 
Application (EMMA), Virtual Infrastructure Manager and Planner Application (VIMaP), Content Delivery 
Network Application (CDNA) and TV Broadcasting Application (TVBA). 

An important feature of the 5G-Crosshaul network is to support multi-tenancy. Tenants use and have 
allocated network, storage and compute resources within the transport system. An important distinction 
between the tenants depends on the level of control that each tenant has on the respective resources. 
Depending on the level of control, applications may access the controllers directly or access them via the 
NFV orchestrator. 

http://5g-crosshaul.eu/
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Figure 3: 5G-Crosshaul System architecture. 

 

2.1.3 Superfluidity 

The Superfluidity (http://superfluidity.eu/) architecture is the result of the combination of the emerging 
technologies involved in the project. Figure 4 depicts a high-level view of the overall architecture. 

 

Figure 4: Overall Superfluidity Architecture. 

 

At the top of the figure, the different components involved are depicted (C-RAN, MEC, vCore and DC), while 
at the bottom the different types of DCs are depicted (Cell-site, Local, Regional and Central). The big OSS 

http://superfluidity.eu/
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blue box represents the traditional operational support systems, which deals with all the components in order 
to create services for end users. 

An Extended-NFVI represents an evolution of the ETSI NFVI concept, considering the additional 
heterogeneity of its nature (including hardware, hypervisors, and other execution environments), and the 
federation of DCs at different geographies and different types. This extended-NFVI is common to all 
components, easing resource management and allowing an agile orchestration of services (superfluid). 

Starting from the left, the C-RAN component is split into two blocks, corresponding to the RRH and the BBU 
parts, the first residing in the cell-site and the second in a local DC (not far away from the RRH). This shows 
the usual C-RAN view, where multiple approaches can be considered for the functional split among them. 
The BBU boxes can be implemented as NFVs and also follow the SDN concept, as depicted in the figure, by 
using an SDN Controller and building a BBU App on top, which control the whole BBU network element 
operations. 

The MEC component appears next and is deployed in the same location (DC) as C-RAN. As C-RAN 
concentrates in the local DC a large number RANs, this is the right place to run MEC applications (Note: 
Other options are also possible, e.g. closer to the core; however, it would result in higher latencies). The 
MEC environment uses the same infrastructure as the C-RAN or other VNFs, making the solution very 
convenient and efficient. 

The vCore component is the next component to appear, comprising the central nodes of a mobile network. 
This Core runs in the common Extended-NFVI, usually located in regional DCs, easing the agility and fluidity 
when the nodes need to be migrated and/or scaled. The Figure depicts the expected evolution of mobile 
core networks towards the SDN model, where control plane and data plane components are completely 
separated, and the former ones fully control the latter ones on data processing tasks. (Note: The 
components shown are the ones resulting from splitting the 4G/LTE Core elements). 

The DC component corresponds to the traditional datacenter segment, where a large number of services are 
deployed. Those are located at central points and deal with a large amount of resources. Beyond traditional 
services, central DCs also implement NFV and SDN technologies, in order to control the network 
components inside the DC. For this reason, in this segment it is shown a generic VNE (Virtual Network 
Element), the SDN controller and a generic App element. 

Finally, the right most vertical is the common management and orchestration layer, which is the brain of the 
whole system. This vertical is an NFV-like set of functions, which allows for an integrated view of everything: 
network, services, DCs and services, managing the entire system in a superfluid way, taking advantage of a 
common extended-NFVI and achieving an end user centric view of the ecosystem. 

In the bottom of this vertical, a VIM-like set of components take care of the resource management on the 
different DCs, interacting among them to build a federated environment. In the middle, a set of VNF and App 
Managers handle the lifecycle details of particular VNFs and Applications. Also, a Platform Manager is used 
to manage service APIs and applications access to those APIs. Finally, orchestrators are able to orchestrate 
VNFs to create complex services and take the best decisions for Apps to be deployed and serve customers. 

2.1.4 SESAME 

The SESAME project (http://www.sesame-h2020-5g-ppp.eu/) proposes an approach, in which the integration 
of NFV and SDN (see the architecture in Figure 5) is necessary to implement a Cloud Enabled Small Cell 
(CESC) virtualized network. The CESC is a substantial evolution of the Small Cell (SC) concept, in which a 
multi-operator (i.e. multi-tenancy) enabled approach is coupled with an edge-based, virtualised execution 
environment. This is implemented by means of a micro-server facility to provide storage and compute 
capabilities. Multiple small cell network operators, physical and virtual, respectively SCNO and VSCNO, are 
able to use the shared infrastructure (that includes cloud based resources), each one using its own 
network ’slice’. The ensemble of SCs and micro-serves contribute to form the ‘CESC Cluster.’ At least one 
micro-server is enabled with backhaul connection to reach an operator’s Evolved Packet Core (EPC). 

 

http://www.sesame-h2020-5g-ppp.eu/
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Figure 5: SESAME Architecture. 

SDN and NFV allow achieving the adequate level of flexibility and performance isolation in the cloud 
infrastructure.  Small cell network functions and Network Services (NS) are hosted in the Light Data Centre 
(Light DC), which is the cloud-enabled solution at the mobile network edge. The Light DC is the collection of 
a potentially large number of micro-servers, which are connected together through an internal distribution 
network. Therefore, the SC is split into physical and virtual network functions, respectively Small Cell 
Physical Network Function (SC PNF) and Small Cell Virtual Network Function (SC VNF), with the latter 
running in the edge cloud. Furthermore, the Light DC provides the NFVI where to deploy virtualised functions. 
This approach leverages the full potentials of the multi-tenancy environment to support 3GPP Multi-Operator 
Core Network (MOCN) requirements. On the other hand, the ETSI MANO framework allows placement of 
VNFs leveraging on the Light DC execution environment to deploy network intelligence and applications near 
the small cells. 

The CESC Manager (CESCM) is the central service management and orchestration component in the 
architecture shown in Figure 5. It is responsible to integrate together the traditional 3GPP network elements 
management, and novel functional blocks. A single instance of the CESCM is able to operate over several 
CESC clusters at different PoPs, through a dedicated VIM per cluster. As shown by the figure, the NFV 
approach enables tenants to flexibly manage both PNFs and VNFs through the respective VNF EMS and 
PNF EMS. Virtualised network functions are not only restricted to SC VNF but also to others such asvirtual 
Deep Packet Inspection (vDPI) and vCache, referred to as service VNFs. The architecture shown above also 
makes use of Hardware Accelerators (HWA) for specific VNFs. The lifecycle of the virtualised function is 
managed by the VNFM. 

The NFVO is one key component of the CESCM and provides functionalities for managing and orchestrating 
VNFs and NSs within the CESC cluster. Besides orchestration of the NFVI resources (i.e. storage, compute 
and networking), the NFVO is also responsible for managing the VNF Forwarding Graph (VNFFG) (two or 
more VNFs in the Light DC including PNFs as well) over the resources available in the Light DC. In case of 
the SESAME system, which is conceived to support multi-tenancy, management tasks are carried out 
automatically by the NFVO relying on global and local optimisation methods. 

In the architecture shown in Figure 5 the VIM lays outside the CESCM and manages the NFVI that is created 
on top of the physical resources available within the Light DC. The VIM enables a unified view of the Light 
DC to users (i.e. SCNOs) and higher level tools. Moreover, the CESCM (through the NFVO) can 
communicate to the VIM (and the SDN controller attached to it) the NS to create and the specific VNF 
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forwarding rules, including the requested connectivity (e.g. virtual paths creation) within the Light DC. The 
NFVO requests the VIM for available resources where to deploy the VNFs and it subsequently requests VMs 
creation.  

In the system architecture proposed in Figure 5, SC VNFs need to be deployed over all CESCs (one per 
CESC per tenant) with the required network connectivity. Moreover, for a NS that includes service VNFs over 
HW accelerators (HWA), accurate deployment selection is crucial, considering simultaneously hardware 
requirements, radio coverage and Service Level Agreement (SLA) KPIs (e.g. latency). This calls for a more 
advanced placement process than in the radio agnostic procedure done by the VIM. The problem becomes 
even more complex with end-user’s mobility (i.e. handover). Even for NS without service VNFs on HWA, 
radio handover forces the NFVO to affect the service placement and migration process. NFVO should react 
to such a situation whereby a hitless service migration. Although, the idea of service migration is not new, 
customization to the 5G network and radio requirements can be addressed with the system architecture in 
Figure 5. 

Additional components of the architecture shown in Figure 5 are for example the CESCM Portal, which 
provides a web-based GUI for both SCNO and VSCNOs, thus giving access to management and 
orchestration functions without additional integration work. On the other hand, the SLA Monitoring 
component is used to collect network KPIs and alarms on a per tenant basis. 

2.1.5 5G NORMA 

The preliminary functional architecture degined by 5G NORMA (https://5gnorma.5g-ppp.eu/) shows the 
network logical functional blocks with their belonging to the different layers and their logical interconnections. 
This is a meta-architecture in that it manages and orchestrates end-to-end network slice instances, so only 
MANO functions are shown concretely, while control and data layer are both shown with abstract Virtual 
Network Functions (VNFs) and Physical Network Functions (PNFs) only. 
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Figure 6: Preliminary 5G NORMA functional reference architecture. 

The functional architecture reuses most of the elements of the NFV architectural framework, with some 
additions to cope with the support of network slicing and allow of the control of mobile network functionalities 
in a flexible way. These requirements result into the incorporation of three new functional elements. 

The Inter-slice Orchestrator is owned and operated by the service provider. It has a comprehensive view of 
the subset’s resource requirements and overall resources of according infrastructure providers. It handles 
the dynamic provisioning of the slices and manages the resource sharing (physical and virtualized 
resources) among slices, i.e., scaling up a slice may need another one to scale down. It executes policies 
decision to solve conflicting requirements between slices for sharing (virtual) resources and links, e.g. rules 

https://5gnorma.5g-ppp.eu/
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based on different slices’ priority policies. Based on its coordination decision it triggers the Slice Orchestrator 
for creating, updating or releasing the slice. It provides the input parameters and rules to the Slice 
Orchestrator for virtual resource orchestration. In case where some slices, possibly belonging to distinct 
tenants, share some VNF and/or PNFs, i.e., the common control and data layer functions, it coordinates the 
allocation of such resources among slices and tenants during their life cycle. A tenant who wants to optimize 
the resources among all the slices it owns may want to operate an Inter-slice Orchestrator on its own besides 
the one operated by his service provider. If and how this may be supported will be the outcome of the 
upcoming design iterations. 

The Slice Orchestrator is owned and operated by the service provider that operates the slice for the tenant 
which is not precluding that tenant and service provider may be the same. There is one instance per slice. It 
includes all functionality of the ETSI NFV Orchestrator, namely it optimally (re)allocates NFs in its slice (cf. 
deployment view) and performs lifecycle management of its slice, i.e., it binds together all VNFs’ life-cycle 
management via their respective VNF Managers. 

The SDM Controller is a key function of the 5G NORMA architecture. It is assumed to have an SDM 
controller instance per network slice. It controls all of the network slice’s dedicated PNFs and VNFs, 
indicated by black edges from its southbound interface (SBI) to all NFs (same rationale for overlaid edges 
and arrow heads as for the EM to NF interface, i.e. neither multicast nor inter-NF communication). The SDM 
Controller allows for the reconfiguration in the order of tens of milliseconds, to dynamically influence and 
optimize the performance of its network slice within the given amount of resources assigned to its network 
slice, i.e. at the time of the last (re)orchestration. On the other hand, the (re-)configuration done by EMs only 
occurs after (re-)instantiation and can be considered to take place at a different time scale (rater seldom, 
with extents in the order of several seconds). 

Following the SDN spirit, the SDM Controller also exposes a Northbound Interface (NBI) towards the 5G 
NORMA-MANO functions, whose scope is two-fold. The 5G NORMA-MANO to SDM Controller direction is 
used to define all the QoE / QoS constraints that have to be fulfilled for a given traffic identifier, that may 
range to a single flow to an entire network slice. The granularity of this API (that goes beyond the simple NF 
re-configuration) will be determined during the project, but some examples of its envisioned operation are 
provided next. For instance, the UL/DL scheduler can be dynamically configured by the SDM Controller to 
provide the needed QoE-related KPIs to HD Video Users flows, while maintaining resources for Best Effort 
user flows. The network capacity may be another KPI that the SDM Controller must fulfill, taking decisions 
about NF reconfiguration and routing. 

For efficiency reasons or due to the characteristics of a NF, as well as to transparently support multi-service 
for a single user terminal, it may be necessary to share some PNFs and VNFs among multiple network slices. 
For these common network functions, a separate SDM Controller is introduced. The SDM Controllers of all 
network slices that share the common NFs connect to the SDM Controller responsible for common NFs via 
their eastbound/westbound interfaces. This SDM Controller coordinates access of all the SDM Controllers of 
all the network slices that use its common NFs as part of their end-to-end network slices. It resolves potential 
conflicting requests.  

Every instance of a NF instance, dedicated as well as common, including the SDM Controller, is owned and 
operated by exactly one service provider. While dedicated NF instances are used by exactly one network 
slice, a single instance of a common NF is used by multiple network slices, possibly owned by different 
service providers. A single end-to-end slice may use common NFs of different common NF owners, i.e., a 
single slice may span a single chain of dedicated NFs (those of the slice owner) and multiple chains of 
common NFs, each owned by a certain service provider, including itself. 

2.1.6 Relation between 5G-XHaul control architecture and other 5G-PPP architectures 

5G-XHaul proposes an overarching layered architecture that is well aligned with the architectural principles 
laid out by the 5G-PPP association. This overarching layered architecture is depicted in Figure 7 and has 
been introduced in deliverable D2.2 [6]. 
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Figure 7. 5G-XHaul overarching layered architecture from [6]. 

The layered architecture described in Figure 7 embodies the principles of heterogeneous functional splits, 
and of virtualization, where network functions are implemented as Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), and is 
thus aligned with the 5G-PPP architectural principles. At the bottom of the layered architecture we have the 
managed physical infrastructure containing both network and compute resources. Above the managed 
physical infrastructure we have the infrastructure management layer that virtualizes both network and com-
pute resources, and offers these virtual resources to an external control layer, controlled by the 5G-XHaul 
tenants. Finally, a management and orchestration layer is in charge of creating service function chains or-
chestrating the per-tenant virtual resources. The 5G-XHaul layered architecture is well aligned with the 
5GPPP views on architecture and with complementary efforts carried out in other 5G-PPP projects. For ex-
ample, the SELFNET layered architecture shares a similar structure with the 5G-XHaul architecture, alt-
hough SELFNET puts more emphasis on autonomic aspects. Integration of network and compute re-
sources, and the fact of using separate controllers for each technology domain are also highlighted by the 
5G-Crosshaul architecture. The concept of a mobile architecture composed of VNFs that can be flexibly al-
located through distributed compute resources is one of the core components of the 5G-NORMA architec-
ture. 5G-XHaul shares with Superfluidity the view of distributed compute and storage resources instantiated 
at cell sites, local, regional and central data centres. 

However, whereas Figure 7 presents an overall architecture describing the 5G-XHaul overarching view, the 
development focus of 5G-XHaul is on the lower two layers of the layered architecture, namely the managed 
physical infrastructure layer and the infrastructure management layer. In particular, 5G-XHaul assumes a 
multi-technology transport network, comprising wireless, optical and Ethernet technologies, which are 
stitched together through a common SDN based control plane. The main goal of this heterogeneous 
transport network is to connect in a scalable way distributed compute and storage resources, and to pro-
vide virtualization capabilities allowing tenants to control their transport slices. These heterogeneous 
transport technologies are bound together by a common control plane, for which a set of requirements and 
an initial design are introduced in the next section. 
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2.2  5G-XHAUL Control System Architecture Requirements and initial Design 

2.2.1 Requirements on the 5G-XHaul Control Architecture 

Table 1 provides an overview of the requirements to be fulfilled by the 5G-XHaul control plane architecture. 

Table 1: Control Architecture Requirements. 

Number Summary Description 

R1 Multi-tenancy 
Tenants should be allowed to define 5G-XHaul virtual slices of the 
transport infrastructure and control the resources allocated to them 

through a well defined API. 

R2 
Data Plane 
scalability 

Data plane should be able to provide efficiently forwarding services 
to traffic belonging to different tenants over heterogeneous transport 

technologies. 

R3 
Control Plane 

scalability 

The 5G-XHaul control plane should be able to control a transport 
network of the scale of metro networks in terms of network elements 

integrating both wireless and optical transport technologies. The 
control plane should be able to cope with a large number of tenants 

enforcing their policies on the slices they define. 

R4 QoS Support 

The 5G-XHaul system should be able to provide differentiated QoS 
transport classes to traffic belonging to  different tenants based on 
the services they want to deploy on their networks e.g. fronthaul, 

backhaul, etc. 

R5 
Efficient Traffic 

Engineering 

The 5G-XHaul control system should enable traffic engineering 
techniques to be applied to efficiently allocate the available 

resources between tenant traffic and services. These techniques 
should include multi-path routing, resilience, point-to-point, point-to-
multipoint and multicast path setup, and energy efficiency (switching 

down network elements in times of low load). 

R6 
SDN–enabled south 
bound interfaces to 
transport devices 

Different data plane devices should offer appropriate SDN south 
bound interfaces to provide to the control plane a rich amount of 
monitoring and configuration parameters for enforcing policies. 

R7 
Mobile Network-

transport interaction 

The 5G-XHaul system should be able to utilise information from the 
mobile network with respect to mobility patterns to efficiently 

engineer the resources of the transport network. 

R8 
North-bound 

interface (NBI) 

The 5G-XHaul control plane should offer well defined NBIs that allow 
a higher level framework, such as a MANO orchestrator, to control 

the resources offered by the 5G-XHaul system. 

2.2.2 Initial 5G-XHaul Control System Architecture  

In this section, an initial view of the control plane architecture is presented together with the description of 
the component functionality and their interactions. This overview of the 5G-XHaul control plane architecture 
has also been presented in Section 5 of D2.2 [7] as part of the whole 5G-XHaul system architecture. 

Figure 8 illustrates the initial 5G-XHaul control plane architecture that is based on the following design 
principles:  

i. Full address space virtualisation is offered through an overlay, implemented using encapsulation at the 
edge of the transport network. This means that different tenants can use overlapping L2 or L3 address 
spaces in their slices. 

ii. Data plane scalability is achieved by isolating the forwarding tables of the transport network elements 
inside the 5G-XHaul infrastructure from any tenant related state (overlay). This is again achieved by 
encapsulating tenant frames at the edge of the network into transport specific tunnels. 
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iii. Scalability of the SDN control plane is achieved introducing the concept of areas. An area defines set of 
transport network elements that are under the control of a logically centralized SDN controller. A control 
plane hierarchy is introduced whereby higher level controllers are used to coordinate the actions of area 
level controllers.  

iv. Finally, the vision of a converged multi-technology (wireless, optical and packet switch) transport network 
is enabled by: i) the previously introduced areas, which embody a single type of transport technology 
(e.g. wireless mesh, optical or Ethernet), and ii) a transport adaptation function (TAF) that maps the per 
tenant traffic at the edge nodes to the transport specific tunnels of a given area.  

 

 

Figure 8: 5G-XHaul Control Plane Architecture. 

In order to support the previous principles, three types of transport nodes are defined in 5G-XHaul that are 
depicted in Figure 8. First, Edge Transport Nodes (ETNs), connect the tenant VNFs to the 5G-XHaul 
transport network, maintain the corresponding per-tenant state, and encapsulate tenant traffic into transport 
specific tunnels. Second, Inter-Area Transport Nodes (IATNs), support the necessary functions to connect 
different areas, which may be implemented using different transport technologies. Finally, regular Transport 
Nodes (TNs), support an area specific transport technology, and provide forwarding services between the 
ETNs and IATNs of that area.  

The interested reader is referred to Section 5.2 in [6] for an example of how the control plane architecture 
described in Figure 5 can be instantiated over the physical network architecture defined in 5G-XHaul. 

2.2.2.1 Edge Transport Nodes (ETNs) 

ETNs maintain per-slice state providing 5G-XHaul tenants the required abstraction to operate on their slices. 
To address this requirement, 5G-XHaul will introduce the notions of tenant ID (T-Id) and slice ID (S-Id), which 
are globally unique identifiers for the end-to-end slices instantiated by a tenant, as later discussed in section 
3; e.g. opA.slice1, where opA is the tenant ID for operator A and slice1 is the slice ID of a slice that operator 
A wants to deploy for a specific service. There is thus a 1:N relationship between tenant and slice IDs. While 
the above identifiers need to be globally unique in the control plane, in the data plane different local transport 
slice IDs may be used in each 5G-XHaul area, namely a Transport Slice ID (TrSlice-Id) will be used to 
represent in the data plane a given T-Id.S-Id, where TrSlice-Id may be different in each 5G-XHaul area (c.f. 
Figure 8). Notice that having a notion of slice ID at the data plane is useful in order to easily deploy policies 
at the tenant or slice level, e.g. deploying an ACL that binds all the traffic for a tenant to a given QoS class, 
or that drops all the traffic of a malfunctioning slice. Thus, a function is embedded in the ETNs that performs 
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the mapping between the global T-Id.S-Id of the control plane and the local Transport Slice ID in the data 
plane. In particular, an ETN embeds three major functions that are discussed next, namely: i) per-tenant 
Logical Datapaths, ii) a Forwarding Information Base (FIB), and iii) a TAF. These components are illustrated 
in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Detailed overview of an ETN. 

On the control plane, an ETN instantiates a logical datapath for each tenant having VNFs connected to that 
ETN. Logical datapaths receive high level control policies from the tenants own control plane, and push 
those policies to a local SDN controller in the ETN. The local controller in the ETN obtains the rules from 
each logical datapath, adds appropriate context, and pushes the rules to the ETN FIB. Introducing multi-
tenancy support at this last controller layer, which runs on the actual forwarding element, leaves intact the 
underlying performance-centric multi-stage FIB architecture design that performs the actual packet 
forwarding. Hence, a critical aspect in the design of the ETN is the datapath delay introduced by the ETN FIB. 
In order to minimize this delay, tenant-specific rules are often evicted, resulting in a small number of 
simultaneous rules hosted in the FIB. Consequently, a hierarchical structure of rule caches is used to scale 
up to a large number of rules coming from different tenants. Finally, the FIB matches tenant-specific rules 
and inserts packets into transport-specific tunnels, which are pre-instantiated and it is expected that traffic 
from multiple slices can be combined into a single transport tunnel. An initial design of the mentioned 
hierarchical cache system is provided in Section 6. 

An ETN uses encapsulation to isolate transport network elements from per-tenant related state. A Transport 
network Adaptation Function (TAF) is included in the ETN that pushes the corresponding transport header 
before injecting the packets into the transport network, whereby the transport header signals three major 
pieces of information: i) the transport tunnel (path) in the area, the ii) local Transport Slice ID, and iii) the QoS 
allocated to that tunnel. Each ETN features a TAF corresponding to the transport technology used in the 5G-
XHaul area where the ETN is located. At the moment, 5G-XHaul has proposed an initial design for an 
Ethernet TAF that is described in Section 3. However, TAFs for additional transport technologies may be 
considered in upcoming deliverables. 

2.2.3 Transport Nodes (TNs)/Inter-area TNs (IATNs) 

Transport Nodes (TNs) connect ETNs and IATNs within a given 5G-XHaul area (c.f. Figure 8). The concept 
of a TN is technology agnostic, thus a TN could be represented by a mmWave wireless node at the street 
level, by an Ethernet switch at the acces or metro segment, or by an active optical node at the metro network 
(e.g. TSON). Regardless of the actual technology, in 5G-XHaul a TN offers a dataplane abstraction where 
forwarding, along with some other primitives like bandwidth provisioning or reliability, can be programmed by 
a logically centralized control plane.  

Since the set of ETNs and IATNs available in a given area are fairly static, 5G-XHaul assumes that transport 
tunnels between ETNs/IATNs in an area are pre-provisioned. A pre-provisioned transport tunnel means that 
the ETNs and IATNs in that area have an interface representing such tunnel, and that the required TNs have 
the corresponding entries in their FIBs. Notice however that pre-provisioned transport tunnels do not need to 
be static, as tunnels can be reconfigured by the control plane if the network state changes. For example, the 
control plane may switch down a set of TNs for energy saving, while relocating all the affected transport 
tunnels to other TNs; the ETNs would be agnostic to this relocation. In addition, pre-provisioned tunnels may 
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be point to point tunnels, or multicast trees connecting a set of ETNs/IATNs in a given area. In the case of a 
multicast tree, the transport technology in the 5G-XHaul area needs to have support to replicate the data 
packets along the interfaces participating in each multicast group. In 5G-XHaul multicast group membership 
is managed by the logically centralized control plane. In the case of a 5G Mobile Network a multicast tree 
can be useful for example to connect base stations implementing a cooperative transmission scheme. Finally, 
transport tunnels are associated to a set of transport classes. In particular, 5G-XHaul has proposed a set of 
four transport classes, described in [3], dimensioned to transport fronthaul traffic, backhaul traffic, as well as 
traffic resulting from other functional splits. Thus, multiple transport tunnels to a given ETN/IATN may be pre-
provisioned representing the different transport classes.  

Inter-Area Transport Nodes (IATN) provide connectivity between neighboring 5G-XHaul areas (c.f. Figure 8). 
As illustrated in Figure 9, an IATN can be understood as an inter-connection function sitting above one TN 
for each area being connected by the IATN. The different areas can use the same or different transport 
technologies. The IATN interconnection function contains a control plane function and a data plane function 
that are described next.  

In the control plane, an IATN needs to discover the areas that it has access to, and convey the 
corresponding area identifier to the 5G-XHaul control plane. In addition, a unique identifier is required for an 
IATN that also needs to be conveyed to the control plane. This information is required by the control plane to 
be able to allocate paths at the area level.  

In the data plane, an IATN needs to implement the forwarding principle used in each of its connected areas. 
Thus, an IATN includes the corresponding TAF for each area it connects. IATNs maintain their own FIB 
function that maps tunnels from one area to tunnels of another area. In case, an IATN interconnects areas 
belonging to the same technology, technology specific optimizations are possible to accelerate the datapath 
that are currently being investigated. 

2.2.4 Hierarchical Controller Design 

In 5G-XHaul the control plane is composed of a hierarchy of controllers as illustrated in Figure 8. The top 
level controller, hereafter referred to as the Top controller is responsible for provisioning per tenant slices, 
and orchestrating the required connectivity across different 5G-XHaul areas and domains (e.g., optical 
transport domain, wireless transport domain). At the lowest level of the hierarchy we find the Level-0 
controller that is responsible for the provisioning and maintenance of transport tunnels between ETNs and 
IATNs of a given 5G-XHaul area; a Level-0 controller operates at the level of individual network elements. A 
set of Level-0 controllers are logically organized under a Level-1 controller, which is in charge of maintaining 
connectivity between the corresponding Level-0 areas, and operates with a higher level of abstraction, 
namely maintains state at the area level instead of maintaining state for each network element as Level-0 
controllers do. Notice that the proposed architecture is recursive in the sense that a Level-i controller can be 
defined to coordinate a set of Level-(i−1) controllers. Hereafter, and without loss of generality, we assume a 
three level hierarchy consisting of Level-0, Level-1 and Top controllers.  

Dimensioning the number of network elements under a Level-0 controller, or the number of Level-0 
controllers under a Level-1 controller depends on many factors and is a current area of research in 5G-
XHaul. A Level-0 controller is assumed to be in charge of an area instantiating a single type of transport 
technology, i.e. a mmWave area, an Ethernet area, or an active optical area. Thus, the number of elements 
under a Level-0 controller will be very dependent on the particular technology. For example, for scalability 
reasons a large number of mmWave transport nodes deployed at the street level can be partitioned into a 
plurality of areas and Level-0 controllers, whereas the optical or Ethernet switches composing the metro 
network could be controlled respectively by a different Level-0 controller. Notice that having technology 
specific controllers allows to develop solutions tailored to the control plane of each technology. Upper level 
controllers, i..e Level-1 and Top controllers, do not need to be technology specific since they operate at a 
higher abstraction level (the area level). In practice for scalability reasons controllers at each level will be 
deployed in clusters of synchronized controllers. 

In Section 6 an intial design of the hierarchical control plane is provided, including an intial set of functions 
allocated at each control layer. 
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3 MULTI-TENANCY OVER THE 5G-XHAUL TRANSPORT NETWORK  

In this section we provide an overview of the state of art in multinenancy and virtualization in networking. We 
start in Section 3.1 by surveying general virtualization primitives to then focus on network virtualisation 
techniques used in data center environment, which provide the foundations for the design carried out in 5G-
XHaul. Based on the state of the art analysis, in Section 3.2 we derive the requirements for the multi-tenancy 
mechanisms supported by 5G-XHaul, and provide an initial design. 

3.1 State of the Art on virtualisation/multitenancy 

Multi-tenancy represents an extremely challenging networking environment. Nowadays, more and more 
people and companies demand computational and networking resources from professionally managed 
infrastructures, without investing the significant capital and operational expense required for running their 
own infrastructure. These entities, hereafter referred to as 'tenants', utilize a subset of the resources provided 
by these infrastructures, however, in a transparent way that do not confuse them with side effects coming 
from the fact that 'virtualization' is used. Virtualization is a high technology trend that enables the provisioning 
of abstract resources, which are slices or unions of physical resources. The most well-known example is the 
Virtual Machine (VM) that depends on abstractions of the hardware resources of physical host machine(s) 
e.g. a VM can exploit a storage memory given as an abstract hard disk, that could be either half of an 
existing physical hard disk or the union of two physical ones. 

As described in D2.1 [1], the goal of 5G-XHaul is essentially to build a multi-tenant converged 
fronthaul(FH)/backhaul(BH) and wireless/optical transport network, where a 5G-XHaul operator leases 
connectivity services to 5G-XHaul tenants, for example a 5G mobile operator

2
. However, the 5G-XHaul 

vision goes beyond the traditional leasing of transport connectivity services between fixed locations, and 
embraces a softwarised vision of the network where tenants connect virtualised network functions (VNFs) 
and workloads across geographically distributed locations. In 5G-XHaul a tenant should be able to fully 
interact with its own virtual network in two ways: the tenant's endpoints (e.g. hosts and VMs) send packets, 
and the tenants control plane (e.g. routing protocols, manual configuration) configures network elements 
(e.g. switches and routers). Tenants should be able to define a set of virtual network elements (or datapaths) 
that they can configure (through their decoupled SDN control planes) as they would physical network 
elements, as well as to send packets to this network using the same switching, routing, and filtering service 
as they would have in their own physical network. 

In this section we review the relevant state of the art related to network virtualisation and multi-tenancy. First, 
we highlight why the virtualization primitives adopted by traditional transport network technologies fall short 
to address the 5G-XHaul requirements. Then, we review the work carried out in virtualisation for multi-tenant 
data centres, which will be foundational for the network virtualisation solution adopted in 5G-XHaul. Finally, 
we lay out the network virtualisation requirements to be fulfilled by the 5G-XHaul control plane and sketch an 
initial solution design that will be polished in subsequent WP3 deliverables. 

3.1.1 Traditional network virtualization primitives 

Network technologies operating at different layers have independently developed mechanisms to virtualize 
network resources. The result is that scattered across different technologies and layers we have available 
today a set of virtualisation primitives. For example, a common virtualisation technology is the use of Virtual 
LANs (VLANs) [23] to virtualise L2 broadcast domains. VLANs are often used in operator networks and in 
data centres, to isolate tenants for security and scalability reasons. Network Address Translation [24] is 
commonly used in home networks as well as operator networks to share a single public IP address among 
many end hosts; NAT is thus a form or virtualizing a single IP address resource. Virtual Private Networks 
(VPNs) [25], virtualize a direct L2 or L3 connection among distributed customer sites over a shared IP/MPLS 
infrastructure operated by an ISP. A very common implementation is to use MPLS VPNs, whereby Provider 
Edge (PE) routers instantiate a virtual routing and forwarding table (VRF) for each customer VPN. A VRF 
contains the PE routers connecting the different customer sites, as well as the MPLS Label Switch Path 
(LSP) connecting to the destination PE. MPLS VPNs allow customers to use overlapping IP address spaces. 

                                                      
2
 The interested reader is referred to [1] for a detailed description of the different actors interacting with the 

5G-XHaul system. 
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A more recent approach to virtualization is FlowVisor [26] that allows to virtualize an entire network element, 
namely an Openflow switch. In particular, FlowVisor enables the same OpenFlow-based forwarding plane to 
be shared among multiple logical networks, each with distinct forwarding logic. It is implemented as an 
OpenFlow proxy that intercepts messages between the OpenFlow switches and controllers, making sure that 
each controller is able to observe and control the slices of its corresponding switches. In [26], authors 
propose a two-layer hierarchy where the top layer consists of the tenant controllers configuring the 
corresponding network slices, while the bottom layer is a group of tree-like connected FlowVisor instances 
(usually only one instance) that is responsible for the network virtualization and the provision of each network 
slice to the corresponding tenant. 

The previous virtualization primitives are often used to enable multi-tenancy services. An example are the E-
Line, E-Tree and E-LAN connectivity services defined by the Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) [27]. An E-Line 
service consists of a point to point connection between two customer devices connecting over the shared 
infrastructure. An E-Tree establishes a tree type of connection between a root device and a set of leafs, and 
an E-LAN enables an “any to any” connectivity model at layer two. MEF services are identified at the 
customer demarcation points using VLAN tags or physical ports. 

Although the previous virtualization primitives provide some form of resource sharing and isolation, and can 
enable multi-tenancy, they fall sort to address all the 5G-XHaul multi-tenancy requirements identified in 
deliverable D2.1 [1]. The reason is that the presented virtualization primitives are tightly coupled to the 
physical infrastructure, which greatly complicates operations in an environment where tenant workloads and 
VNFs are supposed to be able to relocate between attachments points in a dynamic fashion. This can be 
understood through the following example. When defining a MEF service an operator needs to configure the 
ports of the physical switch connecting to the customer equipment with the appropriate VLAN. If the tenant 
decides to change its point of attachment, due to e.g. a VM migration, then the operator providing the MEF 
service needs to get involved and reconfigure the VLANs in the new switch. Hence, a solution where tenant 
workloads can freely move through the physical infrastructure without requiring changes on the physical 
network infrastructure is required to fulfil 5G requirements. Next, we survey the solutions that have appeared 
in the data centre space that need to fulfil similar requirements. 

3.1.2 Data centre virtualization 

Flexible instantiation and mobility of VMs are requirements that have recently appeared in the cloud 
networking space, and that have been implemented in large centralized data centres. Following the 5G 
trend, 5G-XHaul attempts to enable a cloud-like operation but over a geographically distributed area 
connected through a transport network. Therefore, in this section we review the existent work on network 
virtualisation for multi-tenant data centres, which will lay the foundation for the initial 5G-XHaul network 
virtualisation design presented in Section 3.2. 

The considered approaches on data centre network virtualisation are compared in terms of: i) the network 
abstraction exposed to tenants, ii) the mechanisms employed to achieve virtualization, and the degree of 
achieved virtualisation, iii) the control plane mechanisms that allow tenant VMs to discover each other, and 
iv) the assumptions that each mechanism makes on the underlying physical infrastructure 

3.1.2.1 Tenant abstraction 

A common tenant abstraction in a multi-tenant data centre is that of a layer two (L2) switch. This means that 
a tenant perceives all its VMs, as if directly connected to a layer two switch, thus belonging to the same 
broadcast domain. This abstraction is convenient because all tenant L2 and L3 protocols will work out of the 
box, and hence it enables an easy migration of tenant workloads to the cloud. An example of network 
virtualisation solution offering a L2 switch abstraction can be found in [28] or [30]. The L2 abstraction can be 
easily generalized to a combined L2/L3 abstraction, whereby tenant VMs are grouped into subsets of VMs 
connected at L2, and then L2 domains can be routed at L3. This abstraction maps nicely to the structure of 
web applications, where load balancers, web servers and database servers are often segregated in different 
routed L2 domains. An example of this tenant abstraction can be found in [29] where the virtualisation layer 
already offers tenants the possibility of instantiating a virtual router connecting the different L2 domains. This 
is the same approached followed by some commercial products like VMWare’s NVP [15]. A complementary 
proposal on tenant abstraction can be found in [31], where it is argued that for efficiency reasons a tenant 
abstraction should not only describe connectivity patterns between VMs, but also bandwidth requirements. 
The reason is that if the virtualisation platform is made aware of the bandwidth requirements between tenant 
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VMs, then it can more efficiently embed virtualisation requests (or slices) coming from multiple tenants over 
the physical infrastructure. In this regard in [31] a virtual oversubscribed cluster abstraction is proposed 
where subsets of VMs are grouped in L2 domains operating at a bandwidth, B, and different L2 domains are 
connected to each other at L3 with an oversubscription factor O. The authors demonstrate how the proposed 
abstraction increases the number of simultaneous tenants served, as compared to an L2 abstraction, where 
full bandwidth any to any communication patterns between VMs need to be accommodated.  

All the previous abstractions have in common that the control plane of the tenant’s virtual network is a pre-
defined one (L2 or L3), and is already offered by the virtualisation platform. A solution to enable tenants to 
execute their own custom control plane, as posed by the 5G-XHaul architecture described in deliverable 
D2.2 [6], is to consider the tenant control functions as VNFs, and have the virtualisation substrate forward 
traffic between these VNFs. For example, a tenant’s VNF could be a virtual switch controlled by the tenant 
using a protocol like openflow. An alternative, is to virtualize the individual elements of the physical 
infrastructure and offer tenants a direct control interface for their virtual network. This approach is described 
in [32], where a network of )OpenFlow switches is virtualized allowing each tenant to define an arbitrary 
virtual network topology. Elements of the virtual topology are also openflow switches, and can hence be 
controlled by the OpenFlow controller hosted at the tenant’s premises. The technique followed in [32] to 
implement such tenant abstraction is to intercept the LLDP messages generated by the tenant controllers, 
and return them to the tenant controller as if coming from the corresponding virtual switch.  

Finally, another interesting abstraction is the one proposed in Network Virtualization Platform (NVP) [36], In 
NVP a tenant can define multiple layer two domains where subsets of their VMs are attached, and this layer 
two domains can be connected with tenant specific datapaths, such as a virtual router, which could also 
implement access control policies to define security groups, isolate a VM, etc. 

3.1.2.2 Means to achieve virtualization 

In the data centre space virtualization consists of allowing each tenant to connect VMs using a custom 
address space, where the tenant VMs are instantiated on different physical servers, possibly sitting on 
different racks. Thus, solutions can be classified according to whether they allow tenants to use overlapping 
L2 or L3 address spaces (full address virtualisation), or not. In a nutshell, all proposed virtualisation solutions 
use some form of encapsulation that decouples the tenant address space from the address space used by 
the physical infrastructure, and maintain some form of mapping between the addresses of the tenant VMs 
and the transport addresses of the servers where these VMs are instantiated. In this section we review the 
concrete virtualisation mechanisms used by some representative solutions in the state of the art. 

VL2 was an early data centre virtualisation approach proposed in [28]. VL2 does not provide full address 
virtualization. Instead, the full IP address space is partitioned into Locator Addresses (LA), used by the 
physical infrastructure switches, and Application Addresses (AA), used by the tenant VMs. A VL2 agent is 
defined that operates inside the hypervisor of physical servers, and intercepts the packets generated by the 
tenant VMs. For each packet the VL2 agent appends an outer IP header containing the LA address of the 
physical server where the destination tenant VM is located. Notice that VL2 allows for VM mobility as long as 
the VL2 agents are updated with the corresponding mapping between AA and LA addresses. The 
mechanisms used to update this mapping are discussed in Section 3.1.2.3. 

Unlike VL2, Netlord [29] is a system that provides full L2 and L3 address virtualisation, meaning that tenants 
can use overlapping L2 and L3 address spaces. In Netlord an interface inside a VM is uniquely identified by 
a 3-tuple composed of: a tenant Identifier (tenant_ID), a MAC Address Space ID (MACASID), and the 
interface MAC address. Thus, only this 3-tuple needs to be unique in the system. A Netlord Agent (NLA) in 
the origin server hypervisor intercepts outgoing packets from a VM, and encapsulates them with a custom IP 
and Ethernet headers that are used both to route the packet through the physical infrastructure and to 
convey the information that the receiving NLA needs to deliver the packet to the correct target VM. The 
encapsulation mechanism used in Netlord allows to reuse commodity switches in the underlying physical 
infrastructure. However, Netlord functionalities are required not only at the Netlord agent in the hypervisors, 
but also at the edge, i.e. Top of Rack (ToR), switches. In Netlord an outer Ethernet header containing the 
MAC addresses of the ingress and egress ToR switches is added to the transmitted tenant frames. In 
addition an outer IP header is also added with the following encoding. The NLA agent encodes in the source 
IP address field the MAC address space identifier (MACASID) for this packet, and in the destination IP 
address field the NLA encodes both the port of the egress switch connecting to the server that hosts the 
target VM, and the tenant ID. Hence, upon receiving a packet, the egress ToR switch drops the Ethernet 
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header, looks up the destination IP address, and resolves the outgoing port for the packet. Upon receiving a 
packet, the destination NLA is able to recover the 3-tuple identifying the target interface by: i) obtaining the 
tenant ID from the destination IP address, ii) the MACASID from the source IP address, and iii) the 
destination MAC from the Ethernet destination address at the inner Ethernet header. 

VXLAN is a standardized encapsulation mechanism [30] to enable virtualisation of layer two segments. 
Similar to the MAC address space ID (MACASID) in Netlord, VXLAN defines a VXLAN Network ID (VNI) 
representing a L2 broadcast domain. Different VNIs can connect to each other through a L3 router. Thus, 
VNIs are the equivalent in the virtualized domains of VLANs in the physical infrastructure. The main 
difference is that the VNI is 24 bits long, compared to the 12 bits available in VLAN ID, hence allowing to 
multiplex a much larger number of tenants over the shared infrastructure. In terms of encapsulation, VXLAN 
defines a custom header transported over UDP. VXLAN encapsulation is performed by a software agent 
running in the servers’ hypervisor, called Virtual Tunnel End Point (VTEP). VTEPs maintains a binding 
between all the tenant MAC addresses of the VNIs connected to that VTEP, and the transport IP address of 
the VTEP where the VM containing a particular MAC address is connected. Upon receiving a packet, the 
target VTEP looks up the VNI in the VXLAN header, pops the IP, UDP and VXLAN headers, and delivers the 
payload to the target VM. VXLAN defines transport multicast groups for each VNI to efficiently transmit per-
VNI layer two broadcast frames over the physical infrastructure. Notice that unlike Netlord, VXLAN only 
requires the presence of the VTEP in the servers’ hypervisor, and does not require any special treatment 
from the physical network devices. However, unlike Netlord, VXLAN does not explicitly include the tenant ID 
in the encapsulation header, which hinders the deployment of tenant specific policies. 

Finally, SEC2 [35] uses network virtualization that is supported through Forwarding Elements (FEs) and a 
Central Controller (CC). FEs are essentially Ethernet switches with the ability to be controlled from a remote 
CC that stores address mapping and policy databases. FEs perform address mapping, policy checking and 
enforcement, and packet forwarding. The network architecture has three levels: one core domain, multiple 
edge domains identified by an edge domain id (eid), and several customer networks connecting to an edge 
domain. To isolate different customers within each edge domain, SEC2 uses VLAN with the scope limited 
within the same edge domain, thus, eliminating the limitation of the number of customers that can be 
supported due to VLAN ID size. In order to communicate across edge domains, SEC2 uses MAC in MAC 
encapsulation [16]. SEC2 provides full L3 address virtualisation. 

3.1.2.3 Control plane: Discovering tenant addresses 

In the description of the virtualisation mechanisms provided in Section 3.1.2.2 it has not been discussed how 
the binding between the tenant addresses and the corresponding transport addresses is obtained, or 
refreshed if VMs moved. This is the main job of the control plane, which is discussed in this section. 

In VL2, the VL2 agent residing in the server hypervisor maintains a mapping between Locator Addresses 
(LA) and Application Addresses (AA). For this purpose VL2 contains a Directory Service (DS) providing 
eventual consistency between the LA to AA address mappings. The DS in VL2 is implemented through a 
read optimized cluster of DS servers, for load balancing purposes, which receive requests from VL2 agents 
when these do not know a particular AA to LA mapping. The goal of the DS cluster is to respond to queries 
from VL2 agents in less than 10 milliseconds. On the other hand, VL2 agents discover the AA addresses of 
the VMs connecting to them and report new bindings to a cluster of Replicated State Machine (RSM) 
servers. This RSM servers are optimized for writing, and the RSM cluster is synchronized using Paxos [17] 
so that the servers in the cluster eventually converge to a common shared state. The read optimized DS 
servers refresh their stored bindings from the RSM servers every thirty seconds. Once a binding is looked up 
from the DS, it is cached in the requesting VL2 agent to speed up subsequent look ups. Notice that the 
described system provides eventual consistency, in the sense that it is possible for a DS server or VL2 agent 
to contain a stale cache entry. In this case the target VL2 agent will generate and error message and the 
corresponding cache entry will be invalidated. The underlying assumption in the design of the VL2 Directory 
Service is that VM mobility is infrequent, and that most of the bindings will only need to be set up at 
provisioning time. 

To maintain the bindings between 3-tuples and the MAC address of the corresponding egress ToR switch, 
Netlord uses a custom protocol called NL-ARP, which combines the functions of ARP and DHCP. Like VL2, 
Netlord assumes that instantiation of new VMs or VM mobility are rare events. When the Netlord Agent 
(NLA) in the servers’ hypervisor detects a new binding, it broadcasts a NLA-HERE message to all other 
NLAs in the network. A special tenant ID is reserved to exchange information among all NLAs. Equivalently, 
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the NL-ARP protocol also supports NLA-WHERE and NLA-NOTHERE messages to cope with stale entries. 
In order to minimize NLA-ARP load, the entries learned through NL-ARP are never expired, and instead are 
corrected through the previous messages. In [29] it is shown that in a data centre environment NL-ARP 
results in negligible overhead. However, it is uncertain how this protocol would behave over a transport 
network like the ones considered in 5G-XHaul. 

VXLAN [30] features two mechanisms to construct the bindings between the MAC addresses of a VNI and 
the transport IP address of their corresponding VTEP: i) address learning in the data plane, and ii) address 
learning in the control plane using MP-BGP [18]. In the data plane, VXLAN can learn address bindings by 
means of flooding, as it is done by regular Ethernet bridges. Upon receiving a frame for which there is no 
binding in the VTEP forwarding table, the VTEP broadcasts the frame to all VTEPs active in that VNI using 
the pre-setup multicast group. Thus, when the VTEP where the target MAC address is connected receives 
the broadcast frame, it replies with a unicast frame to the origin VTEP, which learns and caches the address 
binding; an example of such broadcast/unicast frame exchange is an ARP Request/response exchange. 
Notice that even though VXLAN recommends to map the layer two broadcasts into per-VNI multicast groups, 
this approach may introduce significant amount of flooding in the physical infrastructure reducing the 
bandwidth available to other connectivity services. Hence, some VXLAN implementations contemplate an 
alternative control plane to construct address bindings based on MP-BGP. Compared to flooding, which is 
reactive, using MP-BGP address bindings are constructed in a proactive manner. VTEPs monitor the MAC 
addresses of the tenant VMs connected to them, and as soon as a new binding is learnt, a VTEP 
communicates it to the other VTEPs in that VNI. This approach is similar to the NLA-HERE messages 
defined in Netlord. However, using MP-BGP comes with the advantage that the scalability mechanisms 
defined in BGP can be immediately reused. For example, instead of propagating the bindings directly to all 
VTEPs in a VNI, in BGP a VTEP can deliver the new binding to a Route Reflector (RR) node, which then 
distributes the update to the affected VTEPs. In addition, to increase scalability a cluster of RR nodes can 
organized in a hierarchical way [19]. The role of MP-BGP is thus to distribute address bindings to the 
corresponding VTEPs, but a solution is needed to form unique addresses instead of the plain tenant 
addresses, which could overlap between tenants. For this purpose, in [20] a new Network Layer Reachability 
Info (NLRI) element for MP-BGP is being defined that adds a Route Distinguisher (RD) to disambiguate 
VXLAN tenant addresses. The proposed RD may be composed of the VNI, if this is guaranteed to be unique, 
or may contain additional information in scenarios where VNIs cannot be guaranteed to be unique, such as a 
data centre interconnect scenarios. Alternative to MP-BGP, some virtualization solutions are also using 
XMPP as a mechanism to distribute tenant VM to transport node address bindings on a per VPN basis [37]. 

3.1.2.4 Data plane: Underlying Topology and forwarding 

All the virtualisation solutions discussed so far share an agent at the edge of the network that encapsulates 
tenant frames into transport tunnels. In this section we discuss what assumptions each solution makes on 
the underlying physical infrastructure. 

VL2 [28] is very tight to the topology of the physical network infrastructure because it assumes that the 
network is wired in a Fat-Tree topology. A Fat-Tree [21] is a form of Clos network, i.e. non-blocking, which 
guarantees that there is no oversubscription, meaning that all servers connecting to the network can always 
communicate to any other server in the network at the full rate of their network interface, regardless of where 
the other server is located

3
. A characteristic of the Fat-Tree topologies is the abundant number of equal cost 

multi paths to a given destination, required to avoid blocking. Hence, VL2 makes use of multi-path to balance 
flows and maximize utilisation. In particular VL2 uses Valiant Load Balancing (VLB), whereby to route to a 
given destination a random intermediate switch is selected, which then uses ECMP routing to reach the final 
destination. 

Netlord shares with VL2 the intent to proactively spread load across multiple paths. For this purpose, Netlord 
makes use of SPAIN [33], a technique to enable efficient use of multiple paths in network of layer two 
switches. SPAIN switches run a routing algorithm to all possible destinations, namely ToR switches in 
Netlord, and then use VLAN tags to encode a given path between two end points. Thus, Netlord agents 
(NLAs) contain a SPAIN agent that inserts a VLAN to the outer Ethernet header in order to signal the path to 
be followed by the packet; this can be understood as a form of source routing. In particular, NLAs hash the 

                                                      
3
Of course, this is assuming that there is no congestion, i.e. multiple servers willing to talk to the same desti-

nation simultaneously. 
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5-tuple of tenant packets in order to obtain the corresponding VLAN for a given destination. In this way, 
different flows are forwarded through different paths, but packets within one flow always follow the same 
path to avoid re-ordering. SPAIN also proactively monitors the health of different paths by periodically 
injecting custom traffic into the transport tunnels. 

Finally, VXLAN [30] is the simplest mechanism regarding the assumptions made on the underlying physical 
network, as it only assumes that the underlying network can forward IP frames. Making no assumption on 
the underlying network maximises the deployment scenarios for VXLAN, but can also jeopardize 
performance if the underlying network is not overprovisioned. 

3.2 Requirements and Initial Design 

Based on the SotA analysis presented in the previous section we describe in Section 3.2.1 a list of 
requirements to be fulfilled by the virtualisation solution designed in 5G-XHaul, and provide in Section 3.2.2 
and initial design, which will be further revised and evaluated in upcoming deliverables. 

3.2.1 Requirements on 5G-XHaul virtualisation 

Table 2 provides an overview of the requirements to be fulfilled by the 5G-XHaul virtualisation mechanisms. 

Table 2: 5G-XHaul virtualisation requirements. 

Number Summary Description 

R1 Tenant workloads 

Tenants should be allowed to connect to a 5G-XHaul virtual slice 
standard workloads (VMs or VNFs) that assume a TCP/IP stack. 

Hence, protocols like ARP, and other protocols based on L2 
broadcasts, should work out of the box. 

R2 Tenant abstraction 

When defining a 5G-XHaul slice, tenants should be allowed to 
connect directly their VNFs assuming a layer two switch abstraction. 
In addition, tenants should also be able to define custom datapaths 
connecting the tenant’s VNFs. Custom datapaths will be controlled 

by the tenant through a northbound interface. 

R3 
Address space 
virtualisation 

5G-XHaul tenants will be able to use overlapping L2/L3 address 
spaces. The physical infrastructure will impose no restrictions on the 

address spaces used by the tenants. 

R4 Management plane 
5G-XHaul will offer a management plane to allow the 5G-XHaul 

infrastructure owner to set up new slices, monitor SLA compliance, 
and detect failures. 

R5 Efficiency 

The 5G-XHaul control will have mechanisms to minimize flooding 
over the shared infrastructure. The 5G-XHaul virtualization 

mechanism will benefit from a tight coupling with the physical 
infrastructure. 

R6 Per-tenant policies 
The 5G-XHaul infrastructure owner should be able to deploy per-
tenant policies, which will affect all the slices instantiated by the 

tenant. 

R7 Scalability 
The 5G-XHaul virtualization solution should be able to scale to 

practical metro networks, and to instantiate a large enough number 
of slices to address the use cases described in deliverable D2.1 [1]. 

R8 Transport agnostic 
The 5G-XHaul virtualisation should be able to operate under different 

underlying transport technologies 

3.2.2 Initial Design  

In this section we describe an initial design of the 5G-XHaul virtualization mechanisms that will enable multi-
tenancy and transport network slicing. It is to be noted though that this initial proposal is subject to be 
modified in subsequent deliverables. In addition, the current proposal does not cover all the aspects of a full 
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virtualization solution, but will instead focus on the area of the abstraction presented to tenants, and the 
encapsulation mechanisms required to enable virtualization. 

This section builds on the initial control plane design described in Section 2.2, where the different types of 
transport nodes participating in 5G-XHaul have been introduced: i) Edge Transport Nodes (ETNs), ii) Inter-
Area Transport Nodes (IATNs), and iii) Transport Nodes (TNs). This section also builds on the internal 
components of an ETN illustrated in Figure 9. 

Figure 10 illustrates the abstraction offered by the 5G-XHaul network to a 5G-XHaul tenant. Hereafter we 
refer to this abstraction as the 5G-XHaul slice. A slice provides a tenant the means to describe its 
connectivity requirements, and provides tenants a virtual representation of their own transport network that 
the tenants are allowed to control through the 5G-XHaul north-bound interfaces. In addition, a 5G-XHaul 
slice has a spatial component as tenants have to declare in which ETNs, locate in different geographic 
locations, they want to use in their slice. Notice though that the 5G-XHaul slice only considers the network 
aspects, while it is assumed that compute requirements in each ETN would be provisioned through another 
system. 

 

Figure 10: Tenant abstraction proposed in 5G-XHaul. 

A 5G-XHaul slice is composed of the following components: 

- Virtual layer two segments. Emulate a layer two segment, i.e. a broadcast domain, over a set of 
tenant virtual entities (VNFs or vDPs). 

- Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). Identified within a slice by a MAC address (VNF_@) scoped to 
a single layer two segment. VNFs are physically bound to an ETN. Notice that VNFs per-se are 
considered outside of the scope of the 5G-XHaul slice. From the perspective of a 5G-XHaul slice a VNF 
is treated as a network end point. 

- Virtual datapath (vDP). Datapath containing custom network control logic defined by the tenant. 
Unlike a VNF that is only attached to a single layer two segment, a virtual datapath may have several 
interfaces, each one connected to a different virtual layer two segment. Each interface of a virtual 
datapath is identified by a MAC address (vDP_@). Figure 10 provides examples of the rules that a 
tenant can define to control the behaviour of a vDP. These rules provide a <match, action> abstraction, 
where the defined matches may include the logical ports of a vDP, the addresses of the VNFs/vDPs, and 
packet modification actions. The definition of these rules, and the north-bound interface used to provision 
these rules are left for future work. 
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- Layer two segment identifier (L2SID). This is the fundamental identifier in a 5G-XHaul slice. It is 
similar to the MACASID in Netlord or the VNI in VXLAN. L2SIDs are unique system wide, meaning that 
L2SIDs cannot be reused within or across slices. Therefore, the size of the LS2ID limits the maximum 
number of slices supported in the system. Following up on the requirements devised in D2.1 [1] the 
L2SID field should have a size of at least 24 bits, allowing for 16.7M layer two segments. As a matter of 
example a 24 bit L2SID could be defined by: i) stacking two VLAN tags in the data plane, ii) by using a 
VXLAN header (although not necessarily over UDP+IP), iii) by injecting a fake UDP header and 
encoding the L2SID in the source and destination ports (16 bits each), or iv) by injecting a fake IP header 
and encoding the L2SID in the source or destination IP addresses (32 bits each). We leave as future 
work the definition of the actual encoding of this field. 

Figure 10 provides a logical view of a transport slice, which must be instantiated over the physical 
infrastructure. Figure 11 illustrates one such possible instantiation. It can be seen how, as explained in 
Section 2.2, the 5G-XHaul infrastructure is partitioned in areas composed of ETNs, IATNs and TNs. Thus, 
the VNFs and vDPs defined in a slice are always instantiated in the ETNs which may be located in the same 
or different 5G-XHaul areas. The rational is to limit the virtualization layer to the edge of the network, while 
keeping the forwarding elements in the transport network, TNs and IATNs, as simple as possible. Notice that 
layer two segments in a slice can be defined regardless of the actual ETN where a VNF/vDP is attached to. 
Indeed the 5G-XHaul control should support that VNFs/vDPs move to a different ETN. 

 

Figure 11: Instantiation of a 5G-XHaul slice over the physical infrastructure. All virtual elements are 
instantiated over ETNs, which will be connected through the infrastructure. 

The main task of the virtualisation solution defined in 5G-XHaul is to “wire” the forwarding information base 
(FIB) in the participating ETNs (c.f. Figure 9), in order to enable the connectivity defined by the tenants in a 
slice. For this purpose, the fundamental bindings that need to be maintained by an ETN are the following:  

- On the TX side: <L2SID, VNF_@/vDP_@>  destination ETN_@. Where “destination ETN_@” is 
the transport address of the ETN where this particular VNF/vDP is located.    

- On the RX side: <L2SID, VNF_@/vDP_@>  ETN port. Where “ETN port” is the internal interface 
in the receiving ETN connecting to the VNF/vDP having the address equal to VNF_@/vDP_@ for the 
layer two segment with ID equal to L2SID.  
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A control plane function is assumed to deliver these bindings. However, hereafter we assume that these 
bindings are already populated in the ETNs, and leave as future work the definition and evaluation of this 
control plane function. 

Another binding can be derived from the fact that the L2SID is unique in the system, namely L2SID can be 
linked to the tenant instantiating that layer two segment. This is important, because having an explicit tenant 
ID inside the packet is useful to provision per-tenant policies in the ETNs or even inside the transport 
network (TNs and IATNs).  

Figure 12 provides a conceptual overview of the steps followed by a packet inside the ETN datapath
4
. Notice 

though that Figure 12 only deals with the data plane components of the ETN, namely the Forwarding 
Information Base (FIB) and TAF defined in Section 2.2.  

On the lower left corner of Figure 12 we can see that an ETN is pre-provisioned with a set of interfaces, 
sitting between the FIB and the TAF blocks (c.f. Figure 9), representing transport tunnels to all the ETNs and 
IATNs in the same 5G-XHaul area of this ETN, or representing a multicast tree grouping some of the 
aforementioned ETNs/IATNs in the 5G-XHaul area. For example, the datapath of ETN1 in Figure 12 would 
contain pre-instantiated tunnels to ETN2, ETN3, IATN1, IATN3 and possibly multicast trees grouping some 
of the previous nodes. On the lower right corner of Figure 12 we can see how VNFs, which may belong to 
different slices, connect to the ETN FIB. For the purpose of this description a VNF can be understood as a 
Virtual Machine

5
 executing a tenant specific logic connected to the 5G-XHaul slice. 

Once the ETN FIB receives a packet from a VNF, the first action performed by the FIB is to insert in the 
packet header the corresponding L2SID; where there is a binding between the VNF port and the L2SID. It is 
assumed that this binding is provisioned when a VNF is added to a slice by a management system. A VNF 
generates Ethernet packets, having as Ethernet source address (ETH.SA) the address of the VNF in the 
slice where it operates, i.e. VNF_@, and as Ethernet destination address (ETH.DA), the address of a VNF or 
vDP in the same slice residing in the same layer two segment. Thus, a second stage in the ETNs FIB is to 
look up the tuple <L2SID, ETH.DA> and derive the transport address of the ETN where the VNF/vDP with 
address ETH.DA for the layer two segment L2SID is attached. The result of this look up can be twofold: i) if 
ETH.DA is attached to another ETN, the look up returns the ID of the internal tunnel that provides 
connectivity to the destination ETN, and ii) if ETH.DA is attached to the same ETN, for example if ETH.DA 
contains the address of a vDP instantiated in this ETN, the look up returns the internal interface or the follow 
up stage where the packet needs to be delivered. In the case that ETH.DA corresponds to vDP instantiated 
in this ETN, the packet goes through the corresponding virtual datapath that may modify the packet headers, 
including the L2SID field. For example, a virtual datapath instantiating an IP router would modify the Ethernet 
and LS2ID fields. After executing the virtual datapath a look up is performed based on the <LS2ID, ETH.DA> 
fields of the resulting packet to determine the transport address of the final ETN where the VNF/vDP with 
address ETH.DA in this layer two segment is attached, and the tunnel ID required to reach the destination 
ETN. 

There is an important point to consider in the datapath design described in Figure 12. As previously 
explained an ETN has pre-provisioned tunnels only to the ETNs and IATNs inside the same 5G-XHaul area. 
However, the destination ETN for a given packet may be located in a different 5G-XHaul area. In this case, 
the packet should be routed to an IATN in the 5G-XHaul area that will later on forward the packet to the next 
area in the direction of the destination ETN. Notice that restricting the transport tunnels to only the ETNs and 
IATNs in a given area is beneficial because reduces the FIB pressure on the TNs/IATNs, which only need to 
maintain state to reach the other ETNs/IATNs inside the same area. However, it poses a problem when the 
destination ETN is in a different area, because both the transport address of the final destination ETN and 
the one of the destination IATN inside the area should be included in the transport header pushed by the 
TAF; otherwise the IATN receiving the packet would not be able to continue forwarding the packet until the 
final destination ETN. Whether transporting both addresses in the transport header is possible will depend 
on the actual transport technology used in the underlay. Next, we discuss an implementation assuming an 
Ethernet transport underlay based on a MAC in MAC (Provider Backbone Bridging) [16] TAF.  

                                                      
4
 This is a conceptual description, hence actual implementation may vary 

5
 Or equivalent, e.g. container or unikernel 
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Figure 12: Functional view of an ETN transmission pipeline. 

Figure 13 illustrates the header added by an Ethernet TAF. Essentially, the Ethernet TAF adds an outer 
Ethernet header consisting of an Ethernet source address, set to the address of the originating ETN, an 
Ethernet destination address, set to the address of the final destination ETN (not the intermediate IATN), a 
Backbone VLAN field (B-VID), whose value will be discussed later, and a 24 bit I-SID field. 

 

Figure 13: Proposed encapsulation in the Ethernet TAF. 

The previous encoding leaves unsolved the problem of how to signal the destination IATN in the same 5G-
XHaul area, in case that the destination ETN is located in a different area. For this purpose, the following 
provisional solution is considered. The B-VID field contains a 12 bit VLAN-ID field that can be used to 
encode up to 4096 different paths per each destination address within the same 5G-XHaul area. Notice that 
having multiple paths to a given destination is useful for load balancing purposes, or to implement different 
forwarding policies. For example, and ETN may decide to forward packets from different tenants through 
different paths. In any case, for the scenarios considered in 5G-XHaul, 4096 paths for each ETN/IATN within 
an area are considered excessive in practice. Therefore, part of the VLAN space in the B-VID field devoted 
to signal multiple paths for a given destination, can be segregated and used instead to signal a particular 
IATN as destination inside a given 5G-XHaul area. For example in the case of Area 1 in Figure 11 two IATNs 
are present. Hence, one could allocate 6 bits of the VLAN-ID in the B-VID field to signal paths to one of the 
IATNs, resulting in 32 possible paths to each IATN, and 64 possible paths to each ETN in that area.  
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Another important aspect to highlight in the design of the Ethernet TAF is that the I-SID field in the transport 
header depicted in Figure 13 can be used to encode a tenant identifier, which only needs to be unique inside 
a 5G-XHaul area. Encoding a tenant identifier in the transport header is useful because per-tenant policies 
can be applied both at the ETN and IATN level. For example the I-SID field could be hashed in the TAF to 
decide the particular path to a given destination to be followed, or the I-SID field can be used to hash 
different flows to different QoS classes, for example if Stochastic Fair Queuing (SFQ), or an equivalent 
mechanism, is applied in TNs and IATNs as a simple means to provide isolation between tenants.To 
conclude the description of this preliminary 5G-XHaul virtualisation solution, Figure 14 describes the receive 
datapath that allows the destination ETN to deliver the packet to the appropriate VNF. First, upon receiving a 
packet, the TAF checks if the destination address in the transport header coincides with the address of this 
ETN, and in that case pops the transport header and forwards the packet to a follow up stage. This second 
stage looks up the <L2SID, ETH.DA> pair, where ETH.DA is the one in the inner Ethernet header, and 
obtains the internal port of the locally attached VNF the packet needs to be delivered to, or the vDP in case 
this packet is addressed to a virtual datapath instantiated in this ETN. In the former case, the packet is 
delivered to the VNF after popping the L2SID field, and in the latter case the packet is processed according 
to the tenant’s defined virtual datapath and transmitted back to the TX pipeline illustrated in Figure 12. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Functional view of the ETN reception pipeline. 
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4 QOS SUPPORT IN 5G-XHAUL 

In this section we introduce the QoS mechanisms and algorithms that form the basis of the QoS capabilities 
to be supported in 5G-XHaul. This is an essential component of a carrier grade system, such as 5G-XHaul, 
which will enable a 5G-XHaul provider to enforce and guarantee SLAs to its tenants.  

We structure this section in the following way. First, we survey in Section 4.1 technology specific QoS mech-
anisms included in each of the technologies considered in 5G-XHaul, namely mmWave and Sub6 in the 
wireless domain, TSON and WDM-PON in the optical domain, and Ethernet in the packet switch domain. 
Thus, Section 4.1 describes mechanisms included in the medium access layer of each technology devoted 
to support different types of QoS. Section 4.2 takes a closer look at the wireless domain, and surveys Traffic 
Engineering (TE) and QoS routing mechanisms proposed in the literature, which sets the scene for some of 
the developments that will be carried out in 5G-XHaul in upcoming deliverables. Section 4.3 focuses on inter-
technology aspects, and specifically on how to provide consistent QoS across heterogeneous technology 
domains, which is one the main challenges faced by the design of the control plane in 5G-XHaul. Finally, 
section 4.4 extracts a set of requirements from the presented state of the art discussion, and introduces an 
initial overview of the 5G-XHaul QoS specific mechanisms that will be further elaborated on upcoming WP3 
deliverables. 

4.1 State of the Art on technology specific QoS aspects 

We describe in this section specific mechanisms included in each technology considered in 5G-XHaul, which 
allow a network element to support different types of QoS, or QoS classes. We structure the discussion into 
QoS mechanisms for mmWave in Section 4.1.1, Sub-6 in Section 4.1.2, WDM-PON and TSON in section 
4.1.3, and finally Ethernet in Section 4.1.4. 

4.1.1 QoS support in mmWave 

A meshed backhaul can be made by linking together a number of mm-Wave (802.11ad) local area networks. 
In 802.11ad a number of wireless stations (STAs) are grouped into a personal BSS (Basic Service Set) or 
PBSS. Within a PBSS, one STA is identified as the PBSS Control Point (PCP) and is responsible for 
managing the scheduling of transmissions between the STA of the PBSS. IEEE 802.11ad defines specific 
QoS-related mechanisms including contention-based access (contending station identities and time windows 
are defined by the PCP) and the possibility to follow a scheduled TDMA (Scheduled channel time allocation) 
and polling-based access (dynamic channel time allocation), which allow a more precise QoS provision than 
the typical contention-based access of the 802.11 family [38]. 

All STAs within a PBSS operate on the same wireless carrier frequency. Backhaul traffic is passed to/from 
the small cell from/to the core-network by exploiting a cascade of PBSS wireless links, interconnected by the 
switch elements of the mesh node. This is a multi-hop network, where the performance of each hop for a 
given data flow depends on a number of factors such as the load of competing flows on the PBSS, the 
physical data rate of the link (dependent on path loss and interference) and its error characteristics. Since 
line-of-sight operation is assumed, the mesh may require mesh nodes only placed to relay traffic without an 
associated small cell to backhaul.  

Furthermore, meshes built using the IEEE 802.11ad (WiGig) technology are able to exploit the established 
QoS mechanisms of 802.11 based on traffic categories (TC) and traffic streams (TS). Individual MAC service 
data units (MSDUs) are identified by a traffic identifier (TID) value. There are 16 possible TID values, eight 
identify TCs, and the other identify parameterised TSs. The TID is assigned to an MSDU in the layers above 
the MAC. 

TCs indicate the user priority (UP) of the MSDU. The 8 values (0 to 7) map directly to the 802.1D (Ethernet) 
priority tags. Each TS has an associated traffic specification (TSPEC) which details characteristics and QoS 
expectations of the flow.  

In conclusion, the 802.11ad QoS mechanisms can provide rich information to allow differentiation between 
different fronthaul/backhaul flows (for example, flows of different traffic classes). 
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4.1.2 QoS support in Sub-6GHz 

Nowadays IEEE 802.11-based technologies share the definition of a QoS provisioning framework 
established in the IEEE 802.11e amendment [39]. Notwithstanding, QoS related issues are permanently 
under continuous scrutiny [40], with the result of new amendments being released by the IEEE P802.11 
working group. 

IEEE 802.11e introduced new access mechanisms for single-hop radio links (client station  access 
point), namely: Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and Hybrid Coordination Function Controlled 
Channel Access (HCCA). 

HCCA is a centralized approach whereby the access point (AP) schedules transmissions through polling (the 
scheduling algorithm is implementation dependent). This coordinated scheduling enabled by HCCA allows a 
precise configuration of the QoS. However, support of HCCA is not mandatory and there are very few (if any) 
commercial implementations available today. Furthermore, HCCA cannot be applied to multi-hop networks, 
which define the configuration envisioned by 5G-XHaul for wireless backhauling. 

According to the distributed scheme, EDCA, frames for transmission are classified into four different access 
categories (AC) according to 802.1D user priorities: 

 VO: for voice (UP values 6 and 7). 

 VI: for video (UP values 5 and 4). 

 BE: for best effort (UP values 3 and 0). 

 BK: for background traffic (UP values 2 and 1). 

Later, IEEE 802.11aa [41] introduced intra-AC traffic differentiation which defines two new access categories 
in order to extend the granularity of EDCA with regards to voice and video traffic (A_VO for UP 7 and A_VI 
for UP 4). Besides, with IEEE 802.11aa Stream Classification Service, data streams can be arbitrarily 
mapped into access categories (i.e. classification not based on 802.1D). 

Each access category is represented by a different transmission queue. With EDCA, the standard Carrier 
Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) access is honoured, where each access category 
plays with the same rules (i.e. random contention) but applies different access parameters to obtain a 
differentiated performance. Hence, EDCA cannot guarantee QoS levels (e.g. minimum throughput or 
bounded delay) but it is suitable for its application over multi-hop wireless paths with some caveats [42]. For 
multi-hop mesh networks, the IEEE 802.11s amendment [43] introduces yet another (optional) channel 
access scheme, called Mesh Coordination Function Controlled Channel Access (MCCA), whereby stations 
can reserve time intervals for periodic data transmission in a distributed manner. Yet, MCCA still relies on 
contention and, although notably reduced, it also shows the same endemic drawbacks of the CSMA (e.g. 
hidden node problem [44]). 

In order to provide guaranteed QoS over a multi-hop wireless backhaul, the alternative to the traditional 
random contention of the IEEE 802.11 family consists in adopting a deterministic access such as TDMA. As 
a first step, it can be achieved in a distributed way, as proposed in [45], where the MAC combines 802.11’s 
DCF random access and regular scheduling of packet transmissions in order to repeat the sequence of 
channel accesses which resulted successful. A similar approach is proposed in [46], which adds a more 
adaptable TDMA frame structure, depending on varying traffic conditions. However, it is accepted that a 
more precise control is achieved through a centralized radio resource management. In [47], authors 
demonstrate the benefits of a centralized TDMA scheduling over a set of IEEE 802.11-based access points. 
Although their implementation is focused on the RAN, the same idea could also be applied to the BH radio 
links. The drawback of this approach is the requirement of a very precise time synchronisation of the 
transport nodes and the central controller; recent works state that μs-level synchronisation can be achieved 
even over-the-air [48].  

4.1.3 QoS support in TSON and WDM-PON 

TSON is proposed as a metro network technology for efficient transport of packet traffic over WDM networks 
in the core. TSON supports TDM operation for Ethernet frames and consists of frames with certain number 
of time slices. In each frame the number of time slices and the duration of the time slice is configurable. With 
the flexibility of configuring time-slice duration as well as the frame size there is a wide range of steps in 
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which TSON can support guaranteed data rate and latency. The details of the TSON operation and 
configuration using the southbound protocol are explained in Section 5.   

The granularity of the traffic bandwidth per time slice which can be configured on Griffin [101] goes from 6.8 
Mb/s up to 8.8 Gbps. Working with the time slice duration, the minimum latency that can be achieved having 
single time slice goes from 13.1 μs to 118.2 μs. Using different combinations of time-slice duration and 
TSON frame size, various levels of QoS can be achieved and hence TSON can act as a transport platform to 
map QoS between different technology domains (packet-to-optical or wireless-to-optical etc.). Details about 
the QoS capabilities of TSON technology can also be found in the relevant publications [100][101][102].  

Being WDM-PON a physical layer (layer 1) technology, i.e. higher layers are not terminated in the WDM-
PON domain, QoS information on higher layers is not accessible, and WDM-PON can be considered 
transparent regarding QoS. However, the WDM-PON based fronthaul considered in 5G-XHaul supports QoS 
monitoring by providing input on the health of the physical layer transport to the control plane, such as the 
operation temperature, transmitted/received optical power, as well as alarms on the outage or malfunction of 
the optical modules.  

4.1.4 QoS support in Ethernet for joint backhaul and fronthaul 

The FH network has stringent delay and jitter requirements; in 5G the BH network will also have critical delay 
requirement for some new emerging services such as tactile internet, while traditional Ethernet provides only 
best effort service in which congestion will be a big problem. If there is congestion, delay, jitter and packet 
loss will occur. A possible solution to resolve this problem is to pre-allocate a forwarding path for a fronthaul 
and/or backhaul flows, and reserve bandwidth along the path. Pre-allocating resources will avoid the 
problem of delay and packet loss due to congestion. MPLS(-TP) is ideal for this purpose, MPLS labels can 
be used for path definition, and bandwidth can be reserved along the path. The path definition and resource 
reservation can be achieved by a centralized SDN controller or by signalling such as RSVP-TE. Similar work 
for Ethernet is ongoing, namely 802.1Qca [53]. 

Conventional Ethernet/MPLS/IP forwarding do not take delay and jitter into account when looking for a path 
for a packet or flow. In 5G-XHaul, the SDN controller should know the network’s delay and jitter value, or 
similar parameters, such as if [49] pre-emption is supported. The network elements should be able to report 
this capabilities/performance to the controller through a southbound protocol (c.f. Section 5). The SDN 
controller should also take delay and jitter capability into account when calculating a path. 

In a conventional Ethernet architecture, QoS support is realized via scheduling algorithms, congestion 
control as well as traffic policing and shaping. However, requirements such as delay and jitter, reliability, etc, 
are not well addressed. In this regard, the IEEE TSN task group is developing new mechanisms and 
protocols for better QoS performance in Ethernet. The TSN work includes: 802.1Qbu[49], 802.1Qbv[50], 
802.1Qcc[51], 802.1CB[52], and other planned work. 

4.1.4.1 Ethernet Scheduling Algorithms 

Scheduling algorithms include Priority Queue (PQ), Weighted Round Robin (WRR), Weighted Fair Queue 
(WFQ), (HQoS), etc.  

In the PQ mechanism, packets are classified into queues with different priorities, and the queue with highest 
priority is served first. In a worst case, queues with low priority may starve, which may not be acceptable. 
Normally, the priority of a packet is set in the 3-bit ToS field in Ethernet header, which can support up to 8 
priority levels. 

WRR serves queues in a round-robin order, and empty queues are skipped. A weight value is used to 
allocate bandwidth to different queues. For example, if there are three queues: A, B and C, and their weights 
are 40%, 40% and 20% respectively; then in a cycle queue A and B will be served twice and queue C will be 
served once. WRR does not take packet size into account, which means the bandwidth allocation is not so 
accurate; flows with large packet size will actually have more bandwidth. WFQ [54] [55] is similar to WRR, 
but takes the packet length into account. WFQ supports fair bandwidth distribution for variable packet length. 

Hierarchical Quality of Service (HQoS) suggested by [56] is a QoS technology that employs multiple levels of 
QoS scheduling. The flow classification can be based on C-VLAN, P-VLAN, CoS and Option 82, etc. 
PQ/WFQ can be used at each scheduling level. Figure 15 shows an example of multi-level scheduling from 
[56] (Figure 24). 
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Figure 15: HQoS Architecture in [56] (Figure 24). 

4.1.4.2 Ethernet Congestion Control 

When the total amount of output traffic exceeds a physical threshold (e.g. a physical link), or a logical 
threshold (such as bandwidth for a tenant which is identified by a VLAN value, or a service identified by a 
priority value), congestion control methods must be considered. Congestion control is implemented in 
Ethernet via Tail Drop, Random Early Detection or PAUSE mechanisms.   

In a network element, when there is congestion, packets in the tail of a queue are dropped by default. The 
problem of this method though, is that for TCP based communications, tail drop may introduce fluctuations in 
the network links, which lead to underutilized resources.  

When the average queue buffer lengths are more than a threshold (e.g. 50%), Random Early Detection 
(RED) [57] begins to delete packets in the queue; as the buffer length increase, more packets are deleted. 
Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED) is an extension to RED. If there are multiple virtual queues in a 
port, WRED can be used, and there is a weight value attached to each virtual queue. At a certain threshold 
value, queues for low priority traffic can delete more packets; and the weight values are configurable. The 
advantage of RED/WRED is that, it starts dropping packets before the queue is full, hence avoiding 
significant fluctuations in network speed. 

Ethernet PAUSE frame, as defined in Annex 31B of [58], can be used to inform the sender to stop sending 
data for a specified period of time. The downside of the PAUSE operation is that it may cause head-of-line 
(HOL) blocking, delay all the traffic in a link, rather than only the flows causing a problem. A solution is to 
implement multiple virtual output queues, e.g. output queues based on CoS or VLAN, and perform flow 
control on a virtual queue basis. 

4.1.4.3 Ethernet Traffic Policing and Shaping 

Traffic policing guarantees the committed data rate, and traffic shaping ensures that the traffic is sent at a 
smooth data rate while reducing traffic bursts.  

Committed Access Rate (CAR) provides the network operator with the means to define bandwidth rate limits 
on an ingress port, egress port, or a virtual/sub port. CAR is implemented using tokens. For example when a 
packet is forwarded, certain amount tokens are removed; if there is no sufficient tokens for a packet, the 
packet is dropped. 
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In single-rate traffic policing, two token buckets are used. The capacity of one token bucket is the committed 
burst size (CBS). The capacity of the other token bucket is the peak burst size (PBS). Tokens are filled into 
the CBS bucket and the PBS bucket at the rate of CIR (Committed Information Rate). When the two buckets 
are full, extra tokens are dropped. 

When the network traffic is complex, double rate traffic policing can be used, whereby tokens are filled into 
the CBS bucket at the rate of CIR and into the PBS bucket at the rate of PIR (Peak Information Rate). 

Traffic shaping is similar to traffic policing, but with a Generic Traffic Shaping (GTS) queue. If a packet does 
not have sufficient tokens for transmission, then it can wait in the GTS queue for more tokens, rather than 
getting dropped immediately. Therefore, Traffic Shaping may increase the packet delay as compared to 
Traffic Policing. 

4.1.4.4 Advanced QoS mechanisms in Ethernet 

802.1Qbu [49] defines a mechanism for time-critical frames to suspend the transmission of a non-time-critical 
frame even if part of the frame is already on the wire, and send one or more time-critical frames before 
resuming the transmission of the non-time-critical frame. This pre-emption can be performed over a non-
time-critical frame multiple times. 802.1Qbu can reduce the transmission delay and jitter significantly, which 
is critical to support fronthaul. 

802.1Qbv [50] develops a scheduling mechanism for the transmission of frames based on timing derived 
from IEEE Std 802.1AS, in order to get a deterministic transmission delay. 

The Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP) has been accepted by the professional, industrial, consumer, and 
automotive markets. 802.1Qcc [51] aims to add some enhancements to SRP which include support for more 
streams, support to layer 3 streams, deterministic stream reservation convergence, etc. 

Finally, 802.1CB [52] defines solution for duplicate frame creation and elimination, which enhances reliability. 
This is useful in cases that there is packet drop or corrupt packet but retransmission does not work well. 

4.2 State of the Art on Traffic Engineering (TE) and QoS routing in wireless transport networks  

Given its specific weight in 5G-XHaul, in this section we survey TE and QoS routing for wireless transport 
networks. We start by surveying TE mechanisms in general in Section 4.2.1, while putting special emphasis 
on the proposals adopting the SDN architecture, which will be the basis for the 5G-XHaul control plane. 
Then, in Section 4.2.2 we survey previous work on QoS routing, both for the Sub-6 and mmWave wireless 
technologies considered in 5G-XHaul. 

4.2.1 Traffic Engineering (TE) in wireless networks 

Traffic engineering relates to extraction of traffic requirements and their respective placement [59]. Thus the 
goal of traffic engineering is to optimize load distributions and to minimize bandwidth consumption [60]. 
Traditionally, traffic engineering had been modelled with Poisson arrival models. The Poisson traffic model 
has worked well for voice traffic; however is not applicable to IP traffic which has different requirements 
captured by QoS requirements (e.g., end-to-end delay, jitter, or packet loss probability), in addition to the 
resiliency of the system to failures. The afore description mainly relates to the core network but the current 
trend in wireless networks, with the huge variety of accessed services in relation with the high network 
flexibility described in the 5G use cases makes traffic engineering important for them as well [61]. 

The key traffic engineering aspect in wireless networks studied in the past is the identification of the proper 
path/radio for certain services. However, the limited flexibility and service variety made the system modelling 
easier. Threshold based solutions for xMBB services manage to properly identify and distribute traffic, with 
the drawback of defining the service classes in an arbitrary way [62]. On top of the traffic characterization, 
multipath schemes distribute flows among paths thus ensuring resiliency one the one hand, at the cost of 
increasing complexity [62]. Proper traffic characterization may have even more benefits if multicast services 
are identified [63]. 

The previous schemes mainly target human traffic with limited number of service types and without 
considering emerging services. Thus, new proposals targeting these services are proposed in the literature  
[64][65]. These schemes target the definition of service classes specifically for these new services using e.g., 
data mining schemes thus avoiding the arbitrary selection of the service classes and using a more objective 
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way to extract the traffic differentiation thresholds. However, these schemes target only certain service types 
and do not use a holistic framework that could be extended to other services as well. Additionally, these 
schemes, are not flexible enough to identify every potential new service class and focus on specific service 
types (e.g., in [65] advanced meter reading, distributed energy resources  handling for e.g. wind and solar 
parks, and demand and supply side management are considered). 

Apart from the flexibility required by 5G services, traffic engineering solutions also have to consider dynamic 
deployment or operational conditions. For example, backhaul limitations as well as changing backhaul link 
characteristics have to be considered when placing the traffic in the respective links and when identifying 
optimum paths (in case of multihop) [66]. Thus, traffic engineering schemes have to consider the varying 
nature of links on the one hand and the traffic characteristics on the other so as to place them in the 
respective links [67]. 

One potential way for handling the above challenges is the analysis of past actions of the UEs in various 
networking environments and the extraction of behavioural patterns. This, since it is based on the past 
behaviour of the users will enable more accurate predictions and more proper extraction of service classes – 
these classes could consist of combinations of services (such as video streaming and VoIP). The 
combination of the previous mechanisms with additional context information (such as location, date, 
weekday, time period, etc.) could enable more accurate decisions for both for access and backhaul. On the 
other hand the cost for gathering past user behavioural information and the extraction of the user 
behavioural profiles is a demanding process that has to be carefully optimized to avoid introducing further 
bottlenecks in the network operation. 

4.2.1.1 State of the Art for TE in SDN-based Wireless Systems 

Although traffic engineering (TE) has been studied extensively under ATM, IP/MPLS networks in the past, 
the unique features of SDN require SDN-specific TE methods [68]. Moreover, there have been very few 
studies on QoS/TE for SDN-based wireless networks, which also require specific solutions due to the lossy 
behaviour of wireless links, temporary congestions due to fading, and in-network interference between the 
links. 

The three main components of TE for such networks were a) Admission Control, which decides whether to 
accept or reject a new connection evaluating whether its QoS requirements can be satisfied, b) Bandwidth 
Enforcement, through well-known traffic shaping methods such as Leaky Bucket, and c) Traffic classification. 
In IP, route optimization was the focus of TE solutions, mostly focusing on load balancing or shortest path 
based methods.  

In [70], a hybrid architecture comprising a distributed OLSR daemon to configure the in band control network 
and a centralized SDN controller to configure the data plane is proposed, while demonstrating an Internet 
gateway balancing policy. In [69] an architecture for wireless backhauling, where the SDN controller 
operates on an abstracted view of the mesh network is proposed and is only used to configure end-to-end 
flows. Compared to these studies, [88] is the first paper to propose forwarding policies that consider both 
network and available computing resources enabled by specific OpenFlow wireless extensions. 

In [88], we have devised an SDN-based solution for wireless mesh networks, proposing two SDN forwarding 
policies for multi-radio mesh nodes that can mitigate precarious network states (e.g. link congestion). The 
proposed policies consider both network state and available computing resources in the network elements, 
and have been evaluated in a testbed of constrained devices (Raspberry Pi). Through experiments, we 
showed that the proposed policies can mitigate external interference, achieve flow balancing, and are 
lightweight enough to work on constrained devices. 

4.2.2 State of the Art in QoS routing for wireless transport systems 

In wireless backhaul networks, one of the key challenges is the QoS provisioning in a multi-radio multi-
channel backhaul network [85]. The nodes in the wireless mesh backhaul are going to support different 
applications (video, voice) with different QoS requirements. Therefore the provisioning of QoS considering 
different applications is a major challenge that should be further investigated. To this end, intelligent 
mechanisms are required to achieve efficient channel utilization, load balancing and network capacity.   

In multi-hop backhaul, the way that packets can be routed across the network should be further investigated 
to ensure that the path selection not only considers links of high bandwidth, but also takes into account link 
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stability to avoid frequent route fluctuations and channel diversity to minimize interference. Moreover, routing 
algorithms can provide balanced load at backhaul nodes to prevent bottlenecks. 

To this end, routing and scheduling can be seen as two key operations that can provide high resource 
utilization, load balancing and capacity in dense small cell networks. In the state-of-the art literature, multiple 
routing and scheduling schemes were proposed and grouped [86] for different implementation options (e.g. 
whether routing and scheduling is separated or jointly performed in distributed or centralized manner).  

The following sub-sections give an extensive SotA of QoS routing and scheduling algorithms assuming 
different backhaul technologies (e.g. Sub-6 GHz and mmWave), which are the key wireless technologies 
considered in 5G-XHaul. 

4.2.2.1 Sub-6 GHz QoS routing algorithms 

In the literature, wireless backhaul systems are mainly investigated under the Wireless Mesh Networks 
(WMN) topic [79]. WMNs define a wireless network, where the end-to-end communication is done through 
multi-hop communication of the WMN nodes. WMNs are self-organized and self-configured, with WMN 
nodes automatically establishing and maintaining mesh connectivity among themselves. Although there are 
different communication technology options for WMNs, IEEE 802.11 is the substrate that is studied most 
commonly due to the wide-spread availability of IEEE 802.11 devices and the related WMN standard of IEEE 
802.11s, which includes (non-QoS) algorithms for multi-hop communication.  

In this subsection, we present the state of the art on Sub-6 GHz routing algorithms, pointing out the design 
principles of such algorithms and the related requirements incurred by 5G-XHaul project. First, we provide 
the design principles of such algorithms: 

 WMN nodes can be multi-channel, for which the joint channel assignment and routing algorithm can 
provide the most efficient solution. 

 WMN nodes can have multiple radios, allowing simultaneous communication at different channels. 

 A routing algorithm might define a multi-path routing, where the communication between the source 
and destination is done using multiple routes. This option can improve reliability, if the paths are chosen 
accordingly. 

 The routing metric used to choose between alternative routes is crucial for end-to-end performance. 

Most studies on QoS-aware wireless multi-hop routing focus on mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). However, 
since these studies consider mainly unlicensed bands, and hence uncontrolled interference, they mostly aim 
to improve certain performance metrics such as delay instead of providing QoS guarantees. In [71], the 
authors introduced a distributed joint channel assignment and routing protocol in multi-channel multi-radio ad 
hoc networks, where at each hop a local optimization is performed by selecting the least interfered channel 
according to a channel interference index. To find the least interfered path for network load balancing on a 
global scale, a length-constrained widest-path routing is done. The proposed approach is shown to improve 
system goodputs and end-to-end delays. In [72], a fuzzy logic solution is proposed for improving traffic 
regulation and the control of congestion to support both real-time multimedia (audio/video) services and non-
real-time traffic services for MANETs. In [73], the lack of realistic lower layer models in previous works has 
been highlighted and a QoS-aware routing protocol (and admission control mechanism) considering mobility, 
shadowing, and varying Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) has been proposed. It is shown that 
proactively maintaining backup routes for active sessions, adapting transmission rates, and routing around 
temporarily low-SINR links can improve the reliability of services. 

In [74], the authors proposed a QoS-aware routing protocol for multi-radio MANET to support real-time 
multimedia communication. In this proposal, channel usage info is embedded in control messages of 
OLSRv2, so that each node can obtain a view of topology and bandwidth information of the whole network. 
Based on the obtained information, a source node determines a logical path with the maximum available 
bandwidth to satisfy application QoS requirements. In this way, congested links are avoided and the load on 
the network can be distributed. 

Among the few studies on QoS routing in WMNs, in [89] the importance of accurate bandwidth estimation is 
highlighted for QoS routing protocols for which, a method for available bandwidth estimation, based on dual 
carrier sensing and packet probing is proposed.  In addition, a hop-by-hop QoS routing protocol, enabling 
alternate route identification when shortest paths are congested is derived. Through simulations, the 
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improvement achieved by such approach in the overall system throughput is shown. In [75], an on-demand 
bandwidth-constrained QoS routing protocol for multi-radio multi-rate multi-channel WMNs with the IEEE 
802.11 DCF MAC protocol is proposed. A distributed threshold-triggered bandwidth estimation scheme is 
used, which predicts the residual bandwidth of a path with the consideration of inter-flow and intra-flow 
interference. Through simulations, it is shown that the proposed approach can discover paths that meet the 
end-to-end bandwidth requirements of flows (admission control) and protect existing flows from QoS 
violations. 

In [76], the problem of QoS provisioning in terms of end-to-end bandwidth allocation in WMNs is studied. It is 
shown that the problem of finding a feasible path is NP-complete under the considered interference models. 
A k-shortest path based algorithmic framework is used to find the optimal solutions through formulating them 
as optimization models. An on-line dynamic routing is also proposed and is shown to have a comparable 
performance to the optimal QoS routing algorithm. Moreover, based on their results, authors claim that, 
contrary to wireline networks, minimizing resource consumption should be preferred over load distribution 
even in lightly loaded WMNs. 

In [77], the problem of identifying the maximum available bandwidth path in WMNs is studied, and it is 
proven that the proposed hop-by-hop routing protocol could satisfy the consistency and loop-freeness 
requirements. The consistency property guarantees that each node makes a proper packet forwarding 
decision, so that a data packet does traverse over the intended path. Through simulations, it is shown that 
the proposed available path bandwidth metric outperforms existing path metrics in identifying high-
throughput paths. 

In [78], a joint QoS-aware routing protocol and channel assignment is proposed for IEEE 802.11 multi-radio 
systems. The method is built on OLSR and uses a distributed bandwidth estimation, where each node 
estimates the available bandwidth from channel busy states. The bandwidth information is piggybacked to 
HELLO and topology control (TC) messages for dissemination of topology and available bandwidth 
information. Simulation-based evaluations show significant performance improvement compared to single 
radio OLSR, multi-radio OLSR and OLSR with differentiated services (DiffServ) in terms of network 
aggregate throughput, end-to-end packet delivery ratio, delay and delay jitter.  

As a result, the QoS routing studies for MANETs consider the varying topologies and link conditions along 
with the lack of a centralized unit. On the other hand, the QoS routing studies on WMNs consider a static 
topology, yet, an environment with uncontrolled interference (unlicensed bands), while lacking a centralized 
unit. Hence, the proposed solutions mainly are distributed sub-optimal methods with no QoS guarantees due 
to the potential out-of-network interference. In 5G-XHaul, we will focus on licensed bands for Sub-6 GHz 
systems that can provide QoS guarantees and will develop centralized routing solutions, based on SDN 
principles, that satisfies the data rate and delay constraints for each flow. 

4.2.2.2 mmWave QoS routing algorithms 

In the literature, there are several works that focus on the use of millimeter wave communications in WPAN 
and outdoor mesh networks. Most of these studies turn the scheduling and routing into an optimization 
problem in which the objective function is generally to maximize throughput. As will be detailed in this 
subsection, common constraints considered in these formulations are the delay and traffic demands of 
individual flows.  

In [80] the concurrent transmission scheduling problem was introduced. Since millimeter wave 
communications provide highly directional antennas and great amount of bandwidth, there is a chance to 
exploit spatial time division multiple access to allow both interfering and non-interfering links to transmit 
simultaneously in the same time slot. Based on the SINR at each receiver, the corresponding flow 
throughputs were introduced in order to prioritize certain flows that need to be allocated above others. The 
optimal scheduling problem was formulated in which there are transmission requests of data from the nodes 
to the Controller and the controller is in charge of maximizing total throughput by finding the maximum 
number of flows scheduled, subject to minimum flow throughout requirements. A heuristic algorithm was 
proposed based on a slot by slot decision in which the idea is to try to schedule as many flows as possible in 
the network. To do this a hybrid multiple access of CSMA/CA and TDMA is defined, in which there is a super 
frame that consists of three phases: A beacon period for network synchronization and control messages, a 
contention access period used to transmit requests to the controller, and finally a channel time allocation 
period (CTAP) for data transmissions. The CTAP period contains timeslots that are allocated to certain flows 
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depending on the optimization results, so the controller makes scheduling decisions based on the 
maximization of network throughput. 

Other works focused on scheduling schemes that take into account interference suppression and beam 
searching mechanisms in order to again, maximize network throughput. In [81] another proposed scheduling 
algorithm was developed to avoid interference by using optimization algorithms based on SINR (Signal to 
Interference plus Noise Ratio) and SLNR (Signal to Leakage plus Noise Ratio) measurements and simple 
priority factor scheduling. A scenario was defined in which a picostation schedules beams to each user 
equipment (UE) on a given time slot. In the SINR based scheduling, the scheduler selects the beam with 
highest SINR in each iteration and computes the interference from other selected beams to the same user. 
In the same way, the SNLR based scheduling selects the highest SNLR at each step and computes the 
interference caused by this particular beam to other users. In the conventional priority factor scheduling (PF), 
each UE is scheduled to transmit depending on a priority factor that relates the instantaneous data rate to an 
average data rate of user i. Simulations showed that SNLR, SINR and PF scheduling schemes function in a 
better way that conventional Round Robin scheduling in which all beams associated to each UE are divided 
into groups and each group is assigned a time slot. 

Other works like [82] add to the optimization problem of concurrent transmissions the idea of beam-
searching, and the fact that an exhaustive search for highly directive beam alignment between receiver and 
transmitter introduces alignment overhead, which puts restrictions on the time needed to obtain a scheduling 
decision. Specifically, this work defines the search taking into account sector-level and beam-level 
beamwidths which need to be correctly dimensioned and optimizes throughput, taking special care to avoid 
increasing alignment overhead too much (i.e not so narrow beams). So, a joint beamwidth selection and 
transmission scheduling optimization is proposed in which the objective goal is to maximize system 
throughput needs to be resolved by the controller, restricting also time for beamwidth alignment. 

In [83] a more practical scenario is considered, where the routing and scheduling using millimeter wave 
backhaul is addressed in which the objective is to select backhaul links and paths to maximize throughput 
and minimize delay for users in a network. This approach takes as main objective to design a dynamic link 
scheduling algorithm to maximize BH capacity for a given time window. In [83] a Central Unit (CU) serves as 
a controller and traffic aggregator for dense small cell networks, access points (s-AP) have been provided 
with access links for backhaul based on 60GHz. It is assumed that the channel knowledge is given in the CU. 
The optimization problem is the minimization of the total number of time slots, defining the ratio of the 
demand over the BH link capacity towards an s-AP. The objective is to find the paths that traffic should follow 
and links to be activated to maximize system performance. The novelty of this solution is to propose a two 
stage problem using LP relaxation: a path selection algorithm and a packet scheduling problem. After 
defining the time slot that each link is going to use, a scheduling algorithm decides how to forward packets 
throughout the network with a minimum number of hops. Packets are sent to their destinations and 
intermediate nodes store these packets in queues and in turn forward them to adjacent nodes. Simulation 
results were shown with interesting discoveries. Regarding the path selection algorithm findings were that in 
long-distance links Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) impacts performance and in the scenario of low number of 
paths between CU and s-APs, the short distance LOS links could increase throughput performance. 
Regarding the scheduling algorithms it was shown that the average time delay decreases with the number of 
paths created to each of the nodes. There is in fact a trade-off between maximizing throughput of the 
network and coping with maximum delay when more paths are created, because when more paths between 
CU and s-AP are defined, the time needed by the CU to send all traffic to all nodes increases. 

In [84], the authors discussed the problem of minimum time length link scheduling in 60 GHz ad hoc wireless 
networks using directional antennas with directional beamforming, under both traffic demand and signal to 
interference and noise ratio constraints. They discussed both single hop and multi-hop scenarios. For the 
multi-hop scenario, it is assumed that some nodes do not have direct link to each other, e.g., if their distance 
is longer than the transmission range or if the LoS path between them is blocked. To reach these nodes, 
intermediate nodes are needed to relay the traffic. For this scenario, a complex problem formulation was 
developed, incorporating both route selection and flow conservation constraints. 

Finally, a related problem is that of topology design for mmWave networks. Whilst the geographical location 
of wireless backhaul nodes may be known, often they are co-located with small cells, and an open design 
question is which nodes should connect to which. This dictates the toplogy of the network. Previous work 
has considered the merits of tree, ring and mesh topologies [87]. It concluded that meshes offered higher 
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capacity and resilience. With a mmWave 802.11ad backhaul the topology design is the same as the design 
of the membership of individual PBSSs. 

4.3 State of the Art on end-to-end and multi-technology QoS 

In this section we review end to end QoS schemes that are relevant to the design of the 5G-XHaul control 
plane. Notice though that the 5G-XHaul infrastructure is comprised of multiple technology domains, but it is 
administered by a single entity. It is important to keep this in mind in the context of this section, because 
existent work on inter-domain or cross-domain often deals with interconnecting domains administered by 
different entities, e.g. different operators. The same distinction applies when referring to end-to-end QoS. In 
the context of 5G-XHaul the end-to-end context refers to the multiple technology domains embodied in a 5G-
XHaul deployment. Nevertheless, existent work in inter-domain QoS still provides valuable insight into the 
design of the 5G-XHaul QoS aspects, and thus it is reviewed in this section.  

The problem of guaranteeing QoS across multiple technology domains, can be broken up into two sub-
problems: i) defining QoS classes that are consistent across domains, whereby a QoS class specifies a per-
hop behavior in each forwarding element, and ii) computing end to end paths traversing different domains, 
which can be subject to QoS (bandwidth, delay) or reliability (disjoint forwarding elements, fast reroute) 
constraints. In addition, the end-to-end or inter-domain QoS problem has been addressed at the IP layer or 
at layers below IP. Even though 5G-XHaul proposes a forwarding plane that operates below the IP layer, in 
this section we also review inter-domain solutions for IP networks as they also offer valuable insights in the 
design of end-to-end QoS mechanisms for 5G-XHaul.  

A building block for inter-domain QoS at the IP level is the use of DSCP markings [90]. DSCP codes are 
marked in the IP header (IPv4 or IPv6) and signal a QoS class for the forwarded packet. An example of 
supported classes can be found in [90]. Hence, inter-domain QoS is possible if each domain treats DSCP 
codes in a consistent matter, i.e. DSCP codes translate into a particular forwarding behavior (e.g. policy and 
scheduling) in the network elements of a domain. Below the IP layer other approaches exist, like the traffic 
classes (TCs) defined in 802.1Q for Ethernet, or the priority bits in the MPLS header [91]. In the case of 
802.1Q eight traffic classes are defined, which offer a consistent framework across all IEEE 802 
technologies. In practice upon entering an Ethernet domain the DSCP codes in the IP header are translated 
to an equivalent TC in the 802.1Q header; an exemplary mapping between DSCP and 802.1Q TCs is 
described in [92]. QoS mapping is also relevant in the wireless access domain. In the case of wireless IEEE 
802 technologies, such as Wi-Fi, generated packets are already marked with the appropriate TC, which can 
then be mapped to an 802.1Q TC in a subsequent Ethernet segment. In the case of cellular networks 
alternative QoS signaling mechanisms have been defined. For example, LTE QoS is instantiated through the 
concept of a bearer that defines a particular treatment of the packets of a flow in the radio and transport 
network segments. In particular, in LTE, radio bearers are defined in the wireless segments (between UE 
and eNodeB), which are then mapped to a given DSCP code in the transport network, which is assumed to 
be an IP network. The eNodeB is the entity in the cellular network in charge of performing this mapping. 
When a packet is received from the radio, it is encapsulated into an IP tunnel between the eNode and a 
gateway in the core network, and the appropriate DSCP code is signaled in the outer IP header of this tunnel. 
In turn if the transport network provides an Ethernet interface, the DSCP code in the outer IP header is 
mapped to an appropriate TC in the Ethernet header [93], which allows transport equipment to provide the 
appropriate treatment to the packet. 

The other problem that arises when defining end-to-end QoS mechanisms is the computation of paths 
crossing different administrative and/or technology domains. At the IP layer BGP is the path vector protocol 
used for inter-domain routing in the internet. BGP does not provide QoS mechanisms, hence some research 
works have proposed BGP extensions in this direction that allow to choose a route according to the 
advertised QoS metrics [94]. Below the IP layer BGP has also been extended to interconnect different optical 
domains using Optical BGP (OBGP) [95]. OBGP is a distributed approach allowing different domains to 
exchange availability of optical wavelengths. An alternative approach is the Path Computation Engine (PCE) 
architecture propose in the IETF [96]. The PCE architecture advocates for having a separate entity outside of 
the forwarding path in charge of computing paths in a domain, which is in line with the SDN architecture. 
Forwarding elements can then request the PCE server for routing paths, instead of computing the paths 
themselves. This architecture comes with certain advantages, like the fact that more powerful CPUs can be 
embedded in the PCE server in order to run complex path computation algorithms. In a multi-domain 
scenario, each domain is controlled by a different PCE, and PCEs from different domains coordinate with 
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each other in order to define end to end paths. There are two main models for inter-PCE coordination, 
namely peer to peer or hierarchical. In [97] a peer to peer model for PCE interconnection is proposed where 
the originating PCE sequentially requests routes towards the destination domain to its peer PCEs, to finally 
select the best subsequent path. The hierarchical PCE model has been widely studied in the literature. For 
example a multi-layer hierarchical PCE control plane for routing in ASON networks has been proposed by 
the ITU [98], where parent PCEs aggregate wavelength availability information from child PCEs. In [99] a 
hierarchical PCE approach for end to end path computation in inter-domain GMPLS networks is proposed, 
where A PCE controlling a domain abstracts this domain as a single node towards its parent PCE. Thus, 
PCEs at the higher layers compute inter-domain routes with a simplified topology. Aggregating per domain 
topology for inter-domain path computation comes with the advantage of hiding topology details, and 
reducing the complexity to compute end to end paths. However, topology aggregation may result in sub-
optimal end to end paths. In [100] two inter-domain PCE coordination schemes are compared that use 
different levels of topology aggregation. First, Backward Recursive PCE-Based Computation (BRPC) is 
considered where each domain is represented by a set of entry and exit Border Nodes (BNs). In BRPC the 
domain hosting the final destination node, referred to as Dn, starts computing the shortest paths within its 
domain between all its entry BNs and the destination node. Then, domain Dn delivers to the PCE in charge of 
the domain Dn-1 a reduced topology consisting of the entry BNs in Dn and the final destination with 
appropriately weighted links. Hence, domain Dn-1 solves the same shortest path problem between its entry 
BNs and the final destination and delivers the resulting simplified topology to domain Dn-2. This procedure is 
repeated until the domain hosting the source node is reached. BRPC is compared to a per-domain PCE 
approach where the origin domain, D1, starts computing its shortest path towards the next domain D2, which 
then solves its shortest path towards D3 constrained by the entry node decided by D1. This procedure is 
repeated until the domain hosting the destination node is reached. Notice that the per-domain approach is 
simpler but may result in suboptimal end to end paths. 

4.4 5G-XHaul QoS Requirements and Initial Design 

In this subsection, the fundamental requirements of QoS-based networks are analyzed within the scope of 
5G backhaul/fronthaul networks, and the specific requirements that should be addressed within 5G-XHaul 
are derived (Section 4.5.1). Initial approaches that are being evaluated in 5G-XHaul to address specific re-
quirements are provided in Section 4.5.2. These solutions will be further elaborated on the upcoming WP3 
deliverables. 

4.4.1 5G-XHaul QoS Requirements 

According to the discussion presented in this section, Table 3 summarizes the requirements to be fulfilled by 
the QoS mechanisms defined in 5G-XHaul. 

Table 3: 5G-XHaul QoS requirements. 

Requirement 
Technology 

domain 
Summary Description 

R1 All domains Traffic description 

In 5G-Xhaul, the traffic description is crucial for 
proper allocation of network resources to sup-
port the required QoS. The description should 
include type of traffic (CBR, VBR, etc.) and the 

corresponding traffic parameters, such as 
Peak rate, Burst size, etc. Traffic specification 
(TSPEC) of 802.11ad detailed in Section 4.1.1 
and the transport classes defined in D2.1 can 

be a baseline. 

R2 All domains 
QoS policy specifi-
cation and contract 

The QoS parameters to be included in the QoS 
contract (Service Level Agreement, SLA), and 
hence to be considered in 5G-XHaul, should 

be defined. These could relate to QoS guaran-
tees, QoS monitoring, etc. The QoS mecha-

nisms defined in 5G-XHaul should allow to de-
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fine QoS policies between different tenants at 
the transport level, and also should accommo-
date the different transport classes defined in 

D2.1 [24]. 

R3 All domains QoS signalling 
5G-XHaul should provide a solution for the 

signalling of QoS configuration updates within 
the network. 

R4 All domains 
QoS marking / 

Packet classifica-
tion 

5G-XHaul should provide a consistent QoS 
marking scheme that can be recognised 

across the different technology domains con-
sidered. 

R5  
QoS-aware Xhaul 

mechanisms 

5G-XHaul will develop mechanisms that would 
enable the transport network to ensure that the 

QoS requirements are satisfied. A subset of 
related mechanisms is provided below. 

R5.1 
mmWave, 

sub6 

Backhaul/Fronthaul 
Routing and 
Scheduling 

5G-XHaul should provide scalable scheduling, 
1) to allow efficient utilization of backhaul links 
by dynamically (de-)activating / steering beams 

towards different small cells (based on traffic 
and channel variations), 2) to establish and re-
configure multi-hop paths to accommodate dif-

ferent traffic classes (based on per class re-
quirements, load / energy consumption statis-

tics) 

R5.2 
Ethernet, 

TSON 
Priority Queuing 
and scheduling 

5G-XHaul should support Priority Queuing on a 
port in order to give some flows highest priori-

ty; and scheduling algorithm such as WFQ, 
etc., in order to fair scheduling in other case 

R5.3 Ethernet 
Resource reserva-

tion 

Use VLAN as a way of path definition and per-
form correspondent path calculation. 

Support the add /remove of VLAN tag and 
bandwidth reservation based on VLAN/Port 

R5.4 All domains Scalability 

5G-XHaul should provide mechanisms to allow 
path computation across technology domains. 
A hierarchical PCE approach will be consid-

ered, where topology aggregation can be used 
to reduce complexity but should not result in 

sub-optimal paths. 

The considered inter-domain path computation 
should also allow to compute back up paths for 

fast recovery 

R6 All domains Admission control 

Given a new flow or slice request, the admis-
sion control scheme should decide to accept or 

reject that new request. The acceptance 
should maintain the QoS of the already estab-

lished connections. 

R7 All domains Traffic policing 

The 5G-XHaul network must police entering 
traffic to detect any violation of the QoS con-
tracts. Policing is performed on each packet 

before entering the network. Example solutions 
are described in Section 4.1.4.3. 

R8 All domains 
Traffic Shaping 

 
If sources send traffic without shaping, packets 

may be detected as nonconforming and be 
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discarded. Traffic shaping controls the shape 
of the traffic before sending it to the network. 
Example solutions are described in Section 

4.1.4.3. 

R9 All domains 
Congestion Control 

and Buffer Man-
agement 

A network can take either proactive or reactive 
measures to control congestion. Some exam-
ple solutions are described in Section 4.1.4.2. 

4.4.2 Initial design of 5G-XHaul QoS mechanisms 

Based on the requirements listed in the previous section, in this section we introduce an initial design for the 
5G-XHaul TE and QoS mechanisms on the mmWave and Ethernet domains. The presented mechanisms 
will be further developed in upcoming WP3 deliverables. 

4.4.2.1 5G-XHaul routing and scheduling in mmWave transport networks 

In 5G-XHaul, we devise a QoS-aware forwarding algorithm deployed in a mmWave SDN controller that will 
take into consideration the data rate and delay constraints of the traffic classes defined in D2.1. The consid-
ered objectives for this forwarding algorithm are: 

 Maximize Throughput: Without any given flow demands, this objective can be used to initialize the 
network. 

 Load Balancing (Min-Max Link Utilization): To distribute the load to the network, so the new demands 
will result in less route reconfigurations. 

 Minimum Number of Resources Required: To minimize the airtime needed to carry a given demand 
set. An extension is Minimum Number of Nodes Required, to be able to turn off nodes. 

 Minimum Number of Scheduling/Routing Table Updates for Link/Node Failures. 

The devised QoS-aware forwarding algorithm will be formulated first as a mathematical optimization problem. 
Then, the use of an IP Solver or a sub-optimal heuristic method will be considered. 

Although centralized QoS-aware forwarding algorithms can be implemented in SDN-enabled networks, one 
challenge to be tackled in 5G-XHaul is the maximum 50 ms – 250 ms of allowed service interruption (hence, 
failure recovery) requirement defined by NGMN. In an SDN architecture, the controller decides the forward-
ing rules based on the last known network state. Hence, controller-initiated path restoration depends on: Sta-
tistics collection interval, delay in statistics data communication, processing delay of the alternative routes, 
and delay in route update dissemination. 

For such a quick failure recovery, in addition to centralized failure detection/recovery methods to be applied 
by the SDN controller, localized detection and recovery actions should be derived and implemented. Such 
local actions can also be necessary if the (wireless) connection to the controller is lost or the controller goes 
down. Since actions are taken locally, inconsistencies may occur that can lead to data path loops or dead 
ends. This could be avoided by only installing sets of backup paths that, when merging all possible edges, 
do not result in loops. For dead ends, the alternative path can be set to null to trigger back signalling or 
crankback routing in case of failures. 

4.4.2.2 5G-XHaul QoS mechanisms for mmWave wireless transport 

For the mmWave technology, 5G-XHaul considers both an existing technology, namely IEEE802.11ad 
based meshing, and a future mmWave technology available in the 5G time-frame. When using 
IEEE802.11ad a number of aspects are defined in the standard, particularly the physical layer and the MAC. 
However, the algorithms that exploit the MAC toolbox (e.g. scheduling of frame transmissions) are not 
standardised, and the networking of 802.11ad WLANs together to form the mesh is also subject to imple-
mentation. This section describes initial design thinking for an 802.11ad solution and for future technologies. 

Examples of operation of the 802.11ad MAC is described are Deliverable D2.2 [6]. The scheduler, running in 
the PCP (coordinator) of each PBSS, is able to manage time allocations to meet the QoS needs of the dif-
ferent transport flows and transport classes. The following fields of the TSPEC for 802.11ad are particularly 
relevant to supporting QoS sensitive backhaul/fronthaul traffic: 
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 Traffic type:  can indicate Periodic traffic. 

 User Priority: if prioritization is needed. 

 Minimum service interval: minimum time between two successive service periods. 

 Maximum service interval: maximum time between two successive service period. 

 Minimum Data Rate. 

 Mean Data rate. 

 Peak data rate. 

 Burst size: maximum burst size that can arrive at the peak data rate. 

 Delay bound: maximum time in microseconds to transport an MSDU. 

 Reliability: physical layer error-rate. 

Figure 16 shows a section of a BH network, with the transfer of packets from a small cell to a point-of-
presence linked to the core network (CN). Packets are delivered over two hops from the highlighted small 
cell to the CN ingress point. With a suitable switch implementation, for example, using an ASIC, the switch-
ing delay can be very small (< 1µs), and we also neglect the time to transfer packets from the switch to the 
MAC (and vice versa). Therefore, the latency is dictated by the delay incurred over the wireless links. 

 

Figure 16: Example of an 802.11ad-based backhaul network with delay elements pin-pointed. 

For the 802.11ad MAC a typical air interface frame transmission, from one STA to another, is shown in Fig-
ure 17: An example of an air interface frame for 802.11ad. The frame carries a MAC payload formed by 
aggregating MAC PDUs (MPDU) together into an AMPDU. After a guard interval (the guard interval is only 
present when switching between service periods), a PHY preamble is sent which includes training and chan-
nel estimation fields and a header that indicates the length of transmission, the MCS, Packet Type and other 
parameters. Following the payload blocks, there is a short inter-frame spacing (SIFS) followed by a trans-
mission of an acknowledgement message, the block ACK, sent from the AMPDU receiver to the transmitter. 
This acknowledges the success/failure of each MPDU within the AMPDU. 
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Figure 17: An example of an air interface frame for 802.11ad. 

The overhead per air interface frame to transmit an AMPDU is approximately 4+2.47+3+2.47=11.94 µs (here 
we ignore the transmission time of the block ACK). 

With respect to the scheduling of the air interface frames, a number of methods are supported by 802.11ad. 
These fit into a framing structure with a period called the beacon interval. The schedule is determined by the 
PCP. Allocations can either be service periods (SP) or contention-based access periods (CBAP). With an SP, 
the transmitting and receiving STA are specified. With CBAP, a pair of STAs are defined, and they contend 
for the air time. An example beacon interval is shown in Figure 18. The beacon header interval carries con-
trol signalling including one or more of beacon transmission, beamforming training, and announcement man-
agement frames. 

 

Figure 18: An example of a beacon interval. 

SPs can be scheduled in three different ways (Figure 19): 

i. Pseudo-static allocation – a periodically reoccurring SP for a given transmitter /receiver. 

ii. Using announcement management frames at the start of a beacon interval. 

Using dynamic scheduling, where a grant is issued before each SP.Using (i), the PCP can pre-allocate ser-
vice periods for each (unidirectional) link of the PBSS to send data. This is essentially a circuit-switched air 
interface allocation. The advantages are that latency before access to the air for a given link is known a priori, 
and if the service periods are short the latency is also short. Furthermore, the overhead from control signal-
ling is minimised since there is no need to poll STAs to determine air time requirements and grants are infre-
quent (only needed to refresh the pseudo-static allocation). On the other hand this method wastes air inter-
face time if a link in the PBSS is unable to fully exploit its allocation, whilst at the same time data is queued 
up for other links. 

Methods (ii) and (iii), in particular, allow flexible statistical multiplexing and packet scheduling. Whilst unnec-
essary idle times on the air can be avoided, the overhead from polling and grants must be considered. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 19: Different scheduling methods for an 802.11ad PBSS with two STA using service periods, 
(a) pseudo-static allocation, (b) announcement management frames, (c) dynamic scheduling. Note: 
control signalling not associated with scheduling is not shown – this would be common to all meth-

ods. 

Allowing a throughput reduction permits lower latency because: 

- The PCP is able to use air time freed up for frequent poll/grant signaling (method (iii)). Alternatively, 
able to accommodate idle air time of pseudo-static scheduling (method (i)) 

- The PCP can employ shorter and less efficient service periods so that the scheduler can react quick-
ly and give air time to highest priority traffic. Additionally MPDUs can be shorter, and since data is 
not released from an MPDU until it has all been received (the error detection is per MPDU) this re-
duces latency of the payload packets. 

The mean latency is linearly dependent on the scheduling period, as explained in Figure 20. At low schedul-
ing periods the air time for transmission of MPDUs as a fraction of the beacon interval drops significantly and 
this results in the fall in the maximum sustainable load. Since link loading will tend to increase as data is 
backhauled from the small cell towards the ingress point to the core network, low latencies can be achieved 
for the initial hops (say < 50 µs if we assume negligible switching delay and negligible scheduling advance) 
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with an increase for later hops (say 200 µs with the same assumptions). Note, this is a best-case if we as-
sume the last hop links are running close to their nominal throughput (e.g. 4 Gbps for a MCS12 link) since 
the traffic is unidirectional, not very bursty and no errors are modelled. Also we have ignored other control 
signalling (beaconing and beamforming), and assumed a MCS12 link – with slower links the time overhead 
for poll/grant transmission grows because the code rate for these also drops, and the over the air time also 
increases. Note that this constraints the support of fronthaul traffic over mmWave technologies to topologies 
with a limited number of hops. 

 

Figure 20. Explanation of linear dependency of 11ad latency on scheduling interval. 

Future work will consider the support of more than one transport class over an 802.11ad mesh, with algo-
rithms offering the differentiated QoS being developed and evaluated. Initial attention will be paid to the MAC, 
but extensions to the networking aspect (forwarding behavior of mesh nodes) is possible. The network topol-
ogy will be assumed to be defined by an external planning tool and will not be addressed. Failover handling 
is also of interest, with the recovery time being dependent on the link status monitoring within the 802.11ad 
technology, and the forwarding correction using distributed and/or centralized intelligence. 

For the case of two-level scheduling, which is discussed in Section 4.2, routing and scheduling should be 
supported as new functionalities at the SDN controller for the case of mmWave multi-hop mesh network. A 
physical deployment for such scenario could be the case of small cells which can also relay traffic to other 
small cells via flexible in-band backhauling. To this end, local schedulers (e.g. 802.11ad nodes) coordinate 
multiple small cells by providing local scheduling of data flows given different service requirements. Less 
granular scheduling is performed in global schedulers that coordinate clusters of 802.11ad schedulers. An 
exemplary physical deployment is shown in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: Physical deployment for two-level scheduling. 

In the proposed two-level scheduling, the routing part, which performs the selection of the multi-hop paths to 
forward traffic with different QoS, is based on the average backhaul channel conditions and load/energy 
consumption long term statistics. In a more dynamic manner, flow scheduling is also supported to schedule 
the forwarding of data to next hops/users, in a way that the service-oriented KPIs can be met. 

The algorithms to be used are going to be further studied in D3.2; however we provide here some initial con-
siderations for the architecture and the inputs/outputs for the scheduler’s design. Below, a high level mes-
sage sequence chart is provided that shows what information is required and extracted by the schedulers. 
As can be seen, the Local Scheduler selects the per-flow time schedules and fast switch on/off decisions 
(e.g. for load balancing). In coarser time scale, the Cluster Scheduler selects which links/paths to be activat-
ed per traffic and destination.  

Local

SchedulerSDN Agent

Cluster 

Scheduler

Path Selection

Flow 

Scheduling

Measurements, estimated traffic demand, per service QoS

Link Activation indication, switch on/off decisions

switch on/ off decisions, per flow
time schedules

BH channel, load, etc

SDN Controller

 

Figure 22: Two-level mmWave Scheduler’s Inputs/Outputs. 

4.4.2.3 Initial design considerations on 5G-XHaul Ethernet QoS mechanisms 

Ethernet can be used for both fronthaul and backhaul. Traditionally Ethernet is widely used for best effort 
service. If Ethernet is used for fronthaul, in order to meet the critical delay and jitter requirements, a path 
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must be defined and bandwidth reserved along the path for a fronthaul flow, so as to avoid congestion. In 
case of congestion, delay, jitter and packet loss will be a common problem. 

This can be achieved by configuring VLAN. In an Ethernet switch, a VLAN will be configured between one 
uplink port and one downlink port. One VLAN Tag configured in multiple adjacent switches define a data 
path. Bandwidth should also be reserved for this VLAN on the port.  

The 5G-XHaul level-0 SDN controller can then be used to calculate the path, configure VLAN tags, and 
make the bandwidth reservation along the path. In addition to resource reservation, priority queues can be 
used as an alternative and complementary to support different QoS.  
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5 SDN SOUTHBOUND INTERFACES OF 5G-XHAUL TRANSPORT 

TECHNOLOGIES 

As the communications industry tries to keep up with the exponentially growing demand for mobile video traf-
fic, advances in networking technologies need to take place in order for contemporary and future networks to 
accommodate this demand. These advances bring in significant complexity and the need for greater coordi-
nation among network elements, especially in Radio Access Networks (RANs), and fronthaul and backhaul 
transport networks, for efficient operation. In this context, 5G-XHaul proposes a unified control plane for a 
multi-technology transport network. Such unified control plane builds on the principles of SDN architecture, 
where a centralized control plane interacts with different technologies through technology specific south-
bound interfaces (c.f. Section 2.2.2). In this section we review southbound interfaces for the candidate wire-
less, optical and packet technologies considered in 5G-XHaul. In addition, we derive requirements for the 
these interfaces and provide an initial design for some of the southbound protocols considered in the 5G-
XHaul.  

This chapter is structured in the following way. In Section 5.1 we initially focus on the Sub-6 GHz technolo-
gies for wireless transport, and then describe southbound interfaces for mmWave technologies. In section 
5.2 we describe the southbound protocols for fixed network transport technologies, specifically for Time 
Shared Optical Networks (TSON) and WDM-PON. In section 5.3 we describe southbound protocols to con-
trol Ethernet switches. We conclude in section 5.4 by deriving requirements for southbound interfaces and 
proposing an initial design for the technologies considered in 5G-XHaul. 

5.1 State of the Art on Southbound Interfaces for Wireless Technologies 

In this section we review SDN southbound interfaces for wireless Sub-6 GHz technologies on Section 5.1.1, 
and for mmWave technologies on Section 5.1.2. We survey both research works looking at more fundamen-
tal aspects of architecture and interface design, and at concrete protocol and interface definitions. 

5.1.1 State of the Art on SDN southbound interfaces for sub-6GHz wireless technologies 

Although 5G-XHaul focuses on wireless technologies for the transport network, in this section we present 
some of the state of the art approaches for SDN programmability of the wireless RAN, since the same tech-
niques could be used in the transport. In particular, we focus on wireless technologies in the sub-6GHz 
bands. These include both approaches driven by the limitations of each technology, and built for a specific 
technology, and approaches that are more agnostic and applicable to several protocols for wireless commu-
nications. 

5.1.1.1 LTE RAN SDN approaches 

LTE’s distributed control plane is suboptimal in the cases of dense deployments, with multiple mobile clients 
and limited licensed spectrum. In such cases, radio resource allocation, handover managements, interfer-
ence management and load balancing become very difficult to manage and coordinate across the different 
LTE entities (base stations, core networks). To this aim, an approach for SoftRAN has been proposed [13]. 
SoftRAN defines a centralized control plane, by abstracting all the base station in a geographical area, as 
virtual base stations, consisting of a controller and radio elements.  

In SoftRAN, the base stations are abstracted, and considered as just radio elements with a minimal control 
logic. The centralized controller is in charge of instrumenting their operation inside the dense network. The 
radio resources are abstracted as a 3D resource grid, based on the base station index, time and frequency. 
From the network operator’s perspective, the base stations in a single geographical area are conceived as a 
single “big” base station, with the 3D resource grid. 

The operation of the centralized controller is designated as follows: the radio elements inside an area, peri-
odically send the local network state from their area and perspective. Given these updates, the local control-
ler updates the “RAN Information Base”, consisting of interference maps, flow records and network operator 
preferences, in case of prioritizing certain flows over others. 
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Nevertheless, the implementation of such a scheme in a real-network topology, using contemporary equip-
ment seems to be infeasible, as the UEs will continuously sense the physically deployed base stations in 
cases of handovers, and will need to carry out the traditional handshaking procedures. A thorough approach 
would imply the restructuring of the LTE stack for both UE and base stations. Nevertheless, the application 
of such a scheme, through a centralized control plane would lead to smoother handovers, with less ping-
pong effects, reduce dropped connections, as well as smoothen the transmission powers used by multiple 
base stations in dense setups. Moreover, a requirements analysis has been conducted regarding the back-
haul bandwidth capacity needed for supporting the SoftRAN architecture. For a given backhaul capacity of 
500Mbps, up to 20 base stations can be supported, with 50 clients per cell, and 10 flows per client. 

Similar to the previous approach, OpenRAN [106] proposes an SDN network inspired by Cloud-RAN. It con-
sists of wireless spectrum resource pools, a cloud computing resource pool and an SDN controller. The wire-
less spectrum pool is covering multiple heterogeneous wireless network. According to the dynamic network 
requirements, the OpenRAN SDN controller establishes the virtual base stations in the wireless spectrum re-
source pools, and the corresponding virtual baseband unit in the cloud, by automatically installing the PHY 
and MAC protocols. Other mobile network SDN approaches in the RAN include SoftCOM [107], an approach 
proposed by Huawei, which is a Cloud based architecture, leveraging SDN and NFV, to transform future 
networks and operations. 

5.1.1.2 Wi-Fi SDN approaches 

More specifically to WiFi, the Odin framework [108] has been proposed. Odin introduces programmability in 
Enterprise WLANs which need to support a wide range of services and functionalities, such as authentication, 
authorization, accounting and load balancing. Odin is implemented as follows: a master application is 
running on top of an OpenFlow controller and has a global view of flows in the network, clients connected to 
the network, and the infrastructure that comprises the network. Odin agents run on the WiFi APs. Together, 
the master and agents implement a Wi-Fi split-MAC (see CAPWAP[109]). A TCP connection is used 
between the agent and the master (established at boot time). It serves as Odin’s control channel, and used 
by the master to invoke commands on the agents and collect statistics from them. Applications running on 
the Odin framework implement network services using interfaces exposed by the master. 

OpenRF [112] is another solution applied to WiFi devices solely. It consists of a cross-layer architecture for 
managing MIMO signal processing. OpenRF enables access points on the same channel to cancel their 
interference at each other’s clients, while beamforming their signal to their own clients. OpenRF is self-
configuring, so that network administrators need not understand MIMO or physical layer techniques. The 
Intel WiFi driver is used to support OpenRF on off-the-shelf Intel cards. OpenRF is able to manage the 
complex interaction of cross-layer design with a real network stack, TCP, bursty traffic, and real applications.  

5.1.1.3 Technology agnostic wireless RAN SDN approaches 

Similar to SoftRAN, OpenRadio [105] has been proposed but with applications to both LTE and WIFi. 
OpenRadio is an approach for a programmable wireless network dataplane. OpenRadio is abstracting the 
PHY and MAC layers through a programmatic interface, so that an operator is able to describe a protocol by 
defining rules to match subsets of traffic streams, and actions in order to process them. Example of such 
actions can be encoding/decoding data, scheduling traffic on the channel, etc. OpenRadio’s declarative 
interface is built on a principled refactoring of decision and processing paths in wireless protocols. 
Specifically, wireless protocols are finely partitioned into two separate parts: processing blocks which specify 
how a protocol transforms analog waveforms into bits, and decision logic which specifies when different 
processing transformations are used. For example, the 54 Mbps OFDM decoding sequence of 802.11g is a 
processing specification, while interpreting the signal field of the 802.11 PHY layer control header to 
determine that the payload will be at 54 Mbps is a decision specification. The processing plane encapsulates 
the series of signal processing algorithms used in a PHY processing chain where each module corresponds 
to a single algorithm. For example, the processing plane will have modules for FFT, 64-QAM mapping and 
slicing, convolutional encoding, Viterbi decoding, etc. These modules correspond to blocks in a signal 
processing chain. The decision plane encapsulates all the decision logic functionality. 

OpenRadio has been designed in order to utilize multi-core DSP architectures. Nevertheless, the majority of 
the computation is spent in the processing plane of the compatible protocols (LTE/WiFi/3G), while the 
decision overhead is negligible. Heavy decision problems can however incur inter-core communication 
overheads, thus implying that the decision/processing plane separation is not the best approach. 
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5.1.2 Protocols to implement Southbound Interfaces for Sub-6 Technologies 

A number of technologies are utilized per each method for the low level handling of the wireless networking 
technologies, each one speaking to a different API, or accessing variable complexity parameters. Some of 
the demonstrated southbound interfaces are the following: 

 SNMP: Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is an Internet-standard protocol for collecting 
and organizing information about managed devices on IP networks and for modifying that information to 
change device behaviour. Through standardized interfaces and objects, configuration parameters of the 
wireless device can be accessed (as long as the device is SNMP compliant). Approaches leveraging the 
SNMP protocol for low level SDN support include services that are deployed in testbed environments 
(e.g. [113],[114],[115]), as well as the obsolete version of OpenRoads (OpenFlow Wireless) [116]. 

 Interaction with the wireless driver: This solution is applicable only to devices that support an open 
source driver (mainly WiFi devices). Such solutions are adopted by the OpenRadio, OpenRF and Odin 
frameworks. The southbound interface usually consists of low level commands for communicating with 
the wireless device, or via the proc filesystem for the interaction of the kernel space with the user space. 
Other solutions include the provisioning of APIs directly inside the wireless driver, such as the one 
adopted by [117], where very low parameters e.g. the Interframe space for WiFi can be configured or 
monitored. 

 Technology Specific APIs: This solution is more universal, and relies upon the existing interfaces that 
commercial off-the-shelf equipment provision. For example, in [118] authors have developed a service 
for accessing and configuring parameters in different equipment for the LTE network. Depending on the 
components, either JSON APIs or secure shell commands are used for configuring or reading 
parameters from the equipment. The authors bundle their service with Open-vSwitch, for enabling also 
OpenFlow configurations beyond the LTE network. 

5.1.3 State of the Art on mmWave southbound interfaces 

A mmWave meshed backhaul solution has been developed by Interdigital within the 5G-Crosshaul project 
[118]. The mesh is controlled by a central controller running on OpenDaylight, whilst the mesh nodes imple-
ment an OpenVSwitch with an OpenFlow southbound interface, Figure 23. Mesh control includes self-
organization of the multi-hop topology, low-latency routing, QoS support, and failover management for high 
reliability, Figure 24. Based on the information available it appears though that the proposed SDN mesh 
solution uses standard OpenFlow for forwarding, which is agnostic to wireless conditions. Therefore, in the 
proposed solution the SDN controller cannot deploy traffic engineering algorithms able to cope with the 
variability of the wireless medium. 
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Figure 23: Edgehaul network design (taken from [120]). 

 

Figure 24: Edgehaul mesh software functions (taken from [120]). 

Another paper in [109] considers a hybrid control architecture for a wireless meshed backhaul infrastructure. 
Load balancing and routing tables may be determined by a central SDN controller, or in case of failed or 
delayed communication to the controller a distributed algorithm operates. Since SDN control signalling, for 
example, OpenFlow messaging, is carried in-band over the wireless links of the mesh, the risk of message 
loss or delay is considerable. The paper demonstrates performance advantages for the hybrid architecture. 

5.1.3.1 Management, and OAM operations to be supported by a mmWave SDN southbound protocol 

In this section we discuss the API between the MAC entity of a mmWave mesh node and a SDN controller. It 
is assumed that the mesh is made from 802.11ad [110] radios connected by switches/routers, as in [119] 
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and as described in Deliverable D2.2 [6]. This API could be the southbound interface or it could be an 
internal interface between an SDN agent running in the mesh node and the MAC. Control of the routing of 
data through the mesh is similar to the SDN control of the data plane in a conventional routed or switched 
packet network, and will not be discussed further here. Failover recovery is envisaged to occur above the 
MAC, either in the network element of the mesh node alone, or in combination with the SDN Controller. 

Besides the mesh routing/forwarding, another key aspect is the execution of the desired mesh topology. 
Whilst the mesh node locations are known, the grouping of 802.11ad STAs into different personal BSSs 
(PBSS, Personal Basic Service Set) is required to form an 802.11ad mesh. Within a PBSS, one STA is 
identified as the PBSS Control Point (PCP) and is responsible for managing the scheduling of transmissions 
between the STAs of the PBSS. All STA within a PBSS operate on the same wireless carrier frequency. The 
topology may be centrally calculated, and then the assignment of STAs to PBSS (and any frequency 
allocation there) can be pushed down from the SDN controller(s) and agents to the MACs. We describe now 
through an example how the selection of the node acting as PCP in an 802.11ad based wireless mesh 
network can affect the topology of the network. Figure 25 provides an example physical topology, assuming 
that each 802.11ad node contains two back to back antennas, and highlights a set of potential PBSSs that 
can be created. 

 

Figure 25: Example 802.11ad topology and potential PBSS configuration. 

Note that in Figure 25 node C can either be part of the green PBSS or of the red PBSS. Likewise, node E 
can be part of either the green PBSS or the purple PBSS. Figure 26 depicts the resulting physical topologies 
depending on the PBSS where nodes C and E participate. 
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Figure 26: Physical topologies resulting from different PBSS configurations. 

There may be the need to redesign one or more PBSS during the live operation of the mesh, although not all 
use-cases require it. If a link fails the failover algorithm may exploit an alternative path, without needing to 
change any PBSS configuration (although in one PBSS a STA to STA link will no longer exist if it has failed). 
If a mesh node is added then in some circumstances the new STAs can join existing PBSSs without external 
control input. However, if for energy reasons the SDN controller decides to shut down some transport nodes 
the impact may be big enough to justify a PBSS reconfiguration. 5G-XHaul will study how to design south-
bound interfaces that allow to remotely configure an 802.11ad PBSS. 

Another type of management actions to be supported by a mmWave 802.11ad device is for example an 
switch off command, which could be useful for failover testing (STA fails rather than a particular link) or 
energy efficiency algorithms. 5G-XHaul will study what south-bound interfaces are best suited to carry this 
type of management actions. 

Scheduling operation 

Considering the scheduling operation within the PCP of a PBSS, a conventional approach is for each MAC 
to expose, to the switch, a number of QoS queues identified by different Traffic Identifiers (TID) for each 
destination MAC address in the PBSS. The PCP then shares the air time between these transmit queues 
according to a hard-coded queue discipline that respects the QoS parameters associated with each TID. 

Protection for SDN control signalling is needed because it is sent in-band over the wireless mesh. The use of 
a unique TID for the signalling permits the assignment of a higher priority for scheduling, more robust 
channel coding, higher retransmission limits and dedicated receiver reordering queues. 

In principle, the SDN controller can influence the scheduler by either controlling the mapping of packets to 
TIDs, or by modifying the associated QoS parameters. For example, if a flow is mapped to a traffic stream 
(TS) then the values of the traffic specification (TSPEC) such as Mean Data Rate and Minimum Data Rate 
can be set. More direct control could also be envisaged, for example, specification of the air time allocations 
(on average) for each TID of each link. Knowing the MCS per link, which should be quasi-static for line-of-
sight links the mean throughput as a result of the allocations would be known. An interface to allow an SDN 
controller interact with a PCP scheduler will be studied in 5G-XHaul. 

Monitoring operation 

A rich set of mmWave specific parameters can be read from the MACs and used by the SDN controller, for 
example:7 

- MSDU/MPDU/bytes sent/rx per link. 

- MCS per link per direction. 

- Failed transmissions (MPDU errors) per link. 

- Radio measurements (e.g. SNR, RSSI, per link). 
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- Average pkts queued (per queue, so per link per TID). 

- Channel number (implies frequency). 

Using these measurements, the SDN controller would be able to compute the effective bandwidth available 
to each (TX,RX) pair and to set TSPEC values appropriately (see above). 5G-XHaul will design southbound 
protocols that allow an 802.11ad MAC to convey the previous parameters to an SDN controller. 

5.2 Southbound Interfaces for Optical Technologies 

Optical transport networks are an integral part of the overall 5G network architecture and hence bringing 
them under the same management/control framework of SDN is essential for the end-to-end service 
provisioning and optimal resource allocation. In this context, there has been some work already done for the 
long-haul optical transport networks in [121][122] for elastic optical networks with fixed-grid / flexible-grid 
programmable optical components. The general approach in [121] has been to extend the OpenFlow 
protocol specification to include features and capabilities of the optical devices and then expose these 
through an OpenFlow Agent that speaks a technology specific southbound protocol (e.g. SNMP, TL1 etc.) 
and Extended Openflow protocol as northbound. This approach enables the common OpenFlow abstraction 
across the packet as well as optical transport network and facilitates using existing open-source SDN 
controller software to manage a converged network. The southbound protocol from the controller point of 
view in this case is the extended OpenFlow protocol. There are some other approaches for enabling 
software-defined control of the optical devices through a hybrid OpenFlow+GMPLS approach using 
appropriate protocol for certain features of the devices or properties that are important across the network. 
Recently, with OpenFlow specification 1.4, there is some support to specify properties of optical devices and 
as vendors start implementing these specifications, the OpenFlow support will be natively available for 
optical transport equipment as well. In case of 5G-XHaul, we are proposing to use the optical solutions at the 
edge of the network to connect RAN side equipment to the core network and hence we focus particularly on 
Time-Shared Optical Network (TSON) technology and WDM-PON technology. In following sub-sections, we 
describe the state-of-the-art SDN southbound solutions for these technologies. 

5.2.1 Southbound interface in Time Shared Optical Network (TSON) 

State of the Art 

TSON is a novel TDM over WDM technology with flexible timeslots and frame lengths to support different 

sub-lambda service granularities and guarantees. Since it was proposed by the HPN group at University of 

Bristol, state of the art work on the TSON control plane is what is described in the following sections. 

Introduction 

The basic functions for the operation of TSON domains are implemented in internal modules, within the 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) controller, that cooperate together for the on-demand provisioning of 

connectivity between TSON nodes, usually TSON edge nodes. These modules are implemented in 

OpenDaylight bundles that provide a set of services, which act as consumers of the TSON driver, making 

use of the methods exposed by its interface to configure and collect information about the TSON domain. 

Following the common OpenDaylight approach, the interface of the services implementing the TSON basic 

functions is described through the YANG language. It is exposed as an internal interface within the SDN 

controller, but it may also be exported as an external REST interface that makes use of the HTTP protocol.  

TSON Connection Service 

The Connection Service provides the functionalities to create, manipulate and destroy intra-domain TSON 

connectivity and is one of the services that expose a REST interface towards external entities. The main 

remote procedure calls included in its YANG model are related to the creation, modification and deletion of 

network paths, with the specification of attributes like end-points, tributary traffic, bandwidth, timing 

constraints in case of advance reservations, and resilience options. Notifications are used to notify events 

related to the established network connections, for example a failure or a modification triggered by internal 

procedures (e.g. for the automated recovery). 
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Figure 27: TSON Connection Service in CONTENT SDN controller. 

Internally, the Connection Service is implemented as a consumer of other OpenDaylight services, as shown 

in Figure 27. In particular, it relies on the TSON path computation service to retrieve the list of the TSON 

nodes that must be configured to support a given traffic flow, together with the details of the ports and the 

resources (wavelengths and time-slots for TSON ports) to be cross-connected. Moreover, it interacts with the 

TSON driver to request the actual configuration to be performed on the virtual nodes at the data plane. 

The Connection Service is a stateful service and it is responsible for the whole lifecycle of each TSON intra-

domain connection, from creation to tear-down. For example, during the setup phase it is responsible to 

implement any rollback function in case of cross-connection failures in one of the nodes in the path. 

Moreover, when a path is established the Connection Service is responsible to organize the recovery of the 

service in case of data plane failures notified from the TSON driver. The specific protection or restoration 

mechanisms to be applied depend on the parameters requested for each connection. 

TSON Path Computation Service 

The TSON Path Computation Service is responsible to elaborate the paths associated to a given TSON 

connection, taking into account the characteristics of the connection (e.g. bandwidth, metrics or objective 

functions to be applied, nodes to be excluded), the current availability of the TSON resources in the virtual 

infrastructure and the specific constraints of the technology (i.e. the continuity of wavelengths and time-slots 

along the path). 

The TSON Path Computation Service is a consumer of the TSON Topology Service, an extended version of 

the basic topology service available on the SDN controller that includes the details of the TSON resources. 

The interaction between the TSON Path Computation Service and the Topology Service is used for the initial 

synchronization of the topology available on the data plane, as well as for asynchronous notifications related 

to resource failures occurred at runtime. These procedures allow the Path Computation Service to maintain a 

continuously updated view of the topology status. 

On the other hand, the Path Computation Service acts as the only responsible for path elaboration. It is 

invoked by the Connectivity Service (which is a consumer of the Path Computation Service) whenever a new 

path needs to be created, in order to obtain the list of nodes and resources to be configured, and it receives 

a confirmation when the path is correctly established. Moreover, the Path Computation Service is also 

notified by the Connectivity Service whenever an existing path is modified or removed on the Virtual 

Infrastructure. Consequently the Path Computation Service is able to maintain a synchronized view of the 

availability of the data plane resources and the details of the established flows, and it is consequently able to 

operate in a stateful manner. 
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It should be noted that while the Path Computation Service is implemented as an internal service of the SDN 

controller that maintains the control on the lifecycle of the computed path, the actual computation can be 

delegated to external applications implementing algorithms specialized for the given technology. In this case, 

it must be guaranteed that these algorithms are always running on an updated version of the topology view. 

The algorithms can be implemented through an external module, called SLAE (Sub-wavelength Lambda 

Allocation Engine), which returns the nodes and the ports to be cross-connected to create the requested 

path, together with the wavelength(s) and the time-slot(s) to be used, in compliance with the wavelength and 

time-slot continuity. The algorithms implemented in the SLAE have the objective to maximize the utilization 

and the efficiency of the wavelengths and time-slots available in the data plane. 

These capabilities of TSON nodes are categorised into two main branches of (1) configuration, and (2) 

operation, which are described in XML format and are accessed by REST services. 

In the configuration mode the TSON TDM features of the system can be determined, where parameters such 

as time slice length, overhead and frame duration are exposed. In the operation mode on the other hand the 

TSON light paths are established and updated where time slices are allocated to different flows at the 

ingress node, which are transparently switched in the TSON core. 

 

TSON XML data model 

The TSON XML model with sample information is printed in the following section. The XML message is sent 

from the controller to the TSON agent through REST interfaces. It carries both the configuration and the 

operation information required at the TSON node.  

<Request> 

<Request_type>Commit_All</Request_type> 

<Request_id>10</Request_id> 

<Request_Mode>Burst</Request_Mode> 

<Request_source>0</Request_source> 

<Request_destination>1</Request_destination> 

<Request_Kchar>7</Request_Kchar> 

<Request_Burstsize>8</Request_Burstsize> 

<Request_Burstnumber>9</Request_Burstnumber> 

 

<Request_TimeSliceCNTRL0>10 129 12 13 14</Request_TimeSliceCNTRL0> 

<Request_TimeSliceCNTRL1>10 11 12 13 14</Request_TimeSliceCNTRL1>    

 

<Request_Lambda0Buffer0ts>11111</Request_Lambda0Buffer0ts> 

<Request_Lambda0Buffer1ts>11111</Request_Lambda0Buffer1ts> 

<Request_Lambda0Buffer2ts>01101</Request_Lambda0Buffer2ts> 

<Request_Lambda0Buffer3ts>01101</Request_Lambda0Buffer3ts> 

<Request_Lambda1Buffer0ts>01101</Request_Lambda1Buffer0ts>        

<Request_Lambda1Buffer1ts>01101</Request_Lambda1Buffer1ts> 

<Request_Lambda1Buffer2ts>01101</Request_Lambda1Buffer2ts> 

<Request_Lambda1Buffer3ts>01101</Request_Lambda1Buffer3ts> 

<Request_Header0>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15</Request_Header0>         

<Request_Header1>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15</Request_Header1> 
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<Request_Header2>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15</Request_Header2> 

<Request_Header3>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15</Request_Header3>      

 

<Request_Header0_mask>0001111011111101</Request_Header0_mask>         

<Request_Header1_mask>0001111011111101</Request_Header1_mask> 

<Request_Header2_mask>0001111011111101</Request_Header2_mask> 

<Request_Header3_mask>0001111011111101</Request_Header3_mask>      

</Request> 

 

The TSON node as the physical FPGA node agent, use the REST API as the vertical interface to 

communicate with other platforms. The REST API exposes a number of configuration and operational 

features, which are defined using XML of TSON node as programmable features to the external applications. 

The requests made through the controller are identified by the function requests (Request_type), the 

sequential number of command (Request_id) for logging purposes, and the mode of operation. 

<Request_type>Commit_All</Request_type> 

<Request_id>10</Request_id> 

<Request_Mode>Burst</Request_Mode> 

 

The TDM features of the TSON technology such as time slice size, overhead size, and frame size are 

directly controllable. The TSON nodes, which are located in the same network, need to have the same 

configurations as the TSON operates in a synchronised manner and thus having identical TDM attributes is 

essential. The controller will adopt some features which guarantee that the virtual nodes in the same domain 

have common TDM features. The lines below demonstrate the XML fields which are used for TDM 

configuration on the nodes. (Request_Kchar) refers to the overhead to be considered for each time slice, 

(Request_Burstsize) relates to the duration of time slices bursts which comprised overhead and data, and 

(Request_Burstnumber) which describes the frame size, as each frame is based on the repetition of a 

number of time slices. 

<Request_Kchar>7</Request_Kchar> 

<Request_Burstsize>8</Request_Burstsize> 

<Request_Burstnumber>9</Request_Burstnumber> 

 

Apart from the TDM attributes, operational information such as time slice allocation, header matching, 

switching information is sent to the nodes to provision light paths for different traffic flows. The configuration 

information as demonstrated below comprise of the source and destination of the light paths 

(Request_source), (Request_destination), the TX/RX information which are identified by 

(Request_Lambda1Buffer3ts), the switching information where the signals out of TSON are directed optically 

(Request_TimeSliceCNTRL0), and the Ethernet header (Request_Header0) and the masking bit maps 

(Request_Header0_mask) for identifying different flows at the ingress. 

<Request_source>0</Request_source> 

<Request_destination>1</Request_destination> 

<Request_TimeSliceCNTRL0>10 129 12 13 14</Request_TimeSliceCNTRL0> 

<Request_Lambda1Buffer3ts>01101</Request_Lambda1Buffer3ts> 
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<Request_Header0>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</Request_Header0>   

<Request_Header0_mask>0001111011111101</Request_Header0_mask 

 

TSON basic REST API 

After deploying the service, a URI is used to communicate with the TSON interface. The URI for testing 

purposes is set to (http://localhost:8080/AbstractionInterface/Agent0webresources), where the local host is 

used for calling services locally on the test machine. The path to call the FPGA (either physical or virtual) is 

("Call_FPGA") which is added to the URI.  

After calling the service for testing using the http monitor the following information are received which 

demonstrate the correct HTTP communication with code 200 after committing the new information including 

both configuration and operation data. 

Request: POST http://localhost:8080/AbstractionInterface/Agent0webresources/Call_FPGA? 

timestamp=1414502761877 

Status: 200 (OK) 

Time-Stamp: Tue, 28 Oct 2014 13:26:02 GMT 

 

Sent: 

Commit_All 10 Burst 0 1 7 8 9 10 129 12 13 14 10 11 12 13 14 11111 11111 01101 01101 

01101 01101 01101 01101 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

0001111011111101 0001111011111101 0001111011111101 0001111011111101 

 

Received: 

Commit_All 10 Burst 0 1 7 8 9 10 129 12 13 14 10 11 12 13 14 11111 11111 01101 01101 

01101 01101 01101 01101 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

0001111011111101 0001111011111101 0001111011111101 0001111011111101 

5.2.2 Southbound interface in WDM-PON 

The WDM-PON based fronthaul not only needs to respect the strict parameters imposed by specifications 
such as CPRI or OBSAI, but also to provide flexibility in order to support load-balancing and switching 
capabilities [123]. For this purpose, WDM-PON provides configurable, transparent, low-latency point-to-point 
connections between ports at the central OLT and individual distributed ONUs. Depending on the connection 
requirements, power consumption can be reduced for unused WDM-PON ONU terminals.  In order to take 
advantage of these features and to optimize the data path provisioning on the network, similar to other 
technologies, communication to a centralized management and control plane will be required. Internal 
management of the WDM-PON domain is provided via an auxiliary management and control channel 
(AMCC) enabling communication between the ONUs and the OLT. The purpose of this AMCC is the physical 
layer control and monitoring of the ONUs. For instance, the wavelength setting and control is performed via 
this AMCC. The controller in the OLT can also switch on or off a particular ONU when it is not in use, in order 
to save power consumption. 

The centralized management and control plane controls the WDM-PON domain as a whole. This also 
includes decoupling the control plane from the data plane and centralizing it into an SDN based intelligent 
network controller, having a complete view of the whole network. The control plane can monitor and change 
the forwarding behaviour of the WDM-PON data plane in real time through vendor-independent (and 
standardized) software interfaces. 

http://localhost:8080/AbstractionInterface/Agent0webresources
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In general, the electrical or optical cross-connect and optical active components at the OLT can be deployed 
with the intent for SDN integration, enabling different control and monitoring functions for flexible 
management. Particularly, to achieve the dynamic allocation of traffic load, the central SDN controller can 
reconfigure the data routing path in the electrical/optical switch. Moreover, the status of activated ONUs can 
be read from the OLT, including the channel number, wavelength deviation, received power level, etc. 

The following items are available at the SDN interface of the WDM-PON domain, located at the OLT: 

Table 4: Preliminary SDN features of WDM-PON. 

Control items 

Command Refers to Action 

Set input port - wavelength 
relationship 

Input port / wavelength port 
Set input switch to connect input port 
to fix-wavelength laser (provides input-
port to ONU connection) 

Turn off ONU Specific wavelength ONU 
Send command on specific 
wavelength to disable ONU TX 

Turn on ONU Specific wavelength ONU 
Send command on specific 
wavelength to enable ONU TX 

   

Monitoring items 

Parameter Refers to Details 

RX power Wavelength 
Received power on specific 
wavelength to monitor operation 

Wavelength deviation Wavelength 
Grid-deviation of wavelength received 
from ONU 

ONU status ONU 
Status / health of ONU, identified by 
wavelength 

Input-port - connection Input port Connected wavelength 

ONU identifier ONU 
Identifier or geo-location of ONU on 
particular wavelength 

 

5.3 Southbound Interfaces for Ethernet Technology 

Ethernet switching or packet processing based on Ethernet headers has been part of the OpenFlow 
specification from version 1.0 [124]. There are multiple improvements/enhancements to the OpenFlow 
specification over the years to enable Ethernet packet parsing/processing based on various parts of the 
header [125]. There is some work undertaken by operators to use SDN for controlling the MEF based Carrier 
Ethernet equipment as Carrier Ethernet is becoming a preferable choice of packet transport in the 
telecommunications industry. Even with standards compliant Ethernet switching equipment, there are certain 
features of the device or a particular vendor’s way of implementing the standards. In this case, we require 
extensions to the OpenFlow southbound protocol to expose these features and be able to control them to 
take advantage of the proprietary implementation for performance or cost reasons. In 5G-XHaul we will 
assume that SDN enabled Ethernet switches are at least compliant to OpenFlow 1.3 [125]. 

5.4 Requirements and Initial Design for the SDN southbound for 5G-XHaul technologies 

In this subsection, we describe the requirements of the southbound protocol implementation for the SDN 
control of 5G-XHaul technologies. These requirements are captured in the following table followed by the 
discussion of how southbound protocol capabilities of each technology currently satisfy these requirements. 
This will be a very initial discussion and based on these we will propose an initial design for developing a 
common framework for southbound protocol implementation for all 5G-XHaul candidate technologies. 
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5.4.1 5G-XHaul southbound interface requirements  

Table 5: 5G-XHaul southbound interface requirements. 

Requirement Summary Description 

R0 Capabilities Information 

The southbound protocol implementation should be 
able to retrieve device capabilities in terms of amount of 

resources, switching/forwarding and monitoring the 
state. 

R1 Network State Monitoring 
The southbound protocol implementation for each tech-

nology should support collecting device state infor-
mation at the periodicity required by each technology. 

R2 Topology Discovery 
The southbound protocol implementation should be 

able to initiate topology discovery, read topology infor-
mation (or peer-node information) from the devices. 

R3 
Forwarding/Switching 

Configuration 

The southbound protocol implementation should be 
able to configure the switching configuration as well as 

data processing capabilities of the device. 

R4 Resource Allocation 

The southbound protocol implementation should be 
able to support allocation of required resources to vari-
ous data-processing units (or flows/connections) at cer-

tain granularities. 

R5 Managements Actions 

The selected southbound protocol should allow the con-
trol to trigger certain management actions on the net-
work elements, like for example switching it down for 

energy saving purposes. 

 

5.4.2 Initial Design for the 5G-XHaul southbound protocol implementation 

In this sub-section, we propose an initial design of the SDN southbound interface for various candidate 
transport technologies used in 5G-XHaul. There is already some work done on the southbound protocols for 
these technologies and initially we will use the existing southbound interfaces to control the network ele-
ments. Even the existing open-source SDN controllers support multitude of southbound protocols including 
SNMP, TL1, CAPWAP etc. to support a plethora of networking devices. The important part of bringing devic-
es under the control of SDN controller is to be able to create right abstractions for the devices’ data model 
and expose their properties and status through the controller for network applications to use. The OpenFlow 
protocol as southbound is an option and could be explored as an initial design approach. The approach to-
wards controlling devices using SDN is shown in the Figure 28 below. 
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Figure X: SDN southbound for 5G-Xhaul technologies 

In the proposed approach, we need to build OpenFlow agents for each candidate technology and device as 
there are device specific control interfaces for different vendors and technologies. The openflow specification 
natively supports packet processing capabilities of devices and recently support some optical device 
capabilities as well. However, there is no support for representing and controlling wireless capabilities of the 
devices in OpenFlow yet. In this context, we need to develop OpenFlow agents for wireless technologies. 
Based on the initial assessment of the capabilities of southbound protocol support, most of the devices 
(Ethernet, mm-Wave and Sub-6) support some sort of Openflow interface or SNMP interface. However, for 
WDM PON and TSON, we need to develop OpenFlow agents to support the proposed approach. 

OpenFlow Devices
(Natively supporting 
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Non-OpenFlow
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SDN Controller

Applications/Higher Tier Controllers
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OpenFlow
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Figure 28: OpenFlow SDN southbound approach for 5G-XHaul technologies. 

Figure 29: Protocol specific SDN southbound approach for 5G-XHaul technologies. 
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The other approach that we can take in 5G-XHaul is (see Figure 29) to implement southbound protocol 
plugins for various technologies depending on the suitability of protocols to expose and control various tech-
nology specific parameters. The existing SDN controllers support a framework for southbound drivers for 
specific technologies and devices and then converting into network state abstractions maintained by the con-
troller. The applications or higher tier controllers can then use the API exposed by the SDN controller. 

Next, we introduce an initial southbound interface design for each of the technologies considered in 5G-
XHaul. 

5.4.2.1 Sub-6 wireless transport technologies 

The transport wireless Sub-6 technologies considered in 5G-XHaul are based on IEEE 802.11 radios. The 
interested reader is referred to Deliverable D2.2 [6] for a detailed description of the considered technologies. 
In this section we describe the initial design for the southbound interfaces that will be developed in 5G-XHaul 
to control the Sub-6 wireless nodes.  
Two types of south-bound protocols will be considered: i) an OpenFlow based south-bound plugin with wire-
less extensions, which will be used to control forwarding within the Sub-6 wireless mesh, and ii) a 
REST/NETCONF based southbound plugin to manage the state of the IEEE 802.11 radios. 

The southbound based on OpenFlow extensions will support requirements R1 (Network state monitoring), 
based on extensions to OpenFlow port statistics, R2 (Topology Discovery), based on LLDP, and R3 (For-
warding/Switching), based on abstracting the point to multi-point nature of the wireless medium with multiple 
point-to-point links. The management protocol based on REST/NETCONF will support requirements R4 (re-
source allocation), by allowing for example to configure the wireless channel used for each radio or the time 
slots allocated to each link, and R5 (management actions), by for example allowing to shut down a device or 
instantiate new virtual interfaces. 

5.4.2.2 mm-Wave Technology 

The transport wireless mmWave technologies considered in 5G-XHaul are based on IEEE 802.11ad radios. 
The southbound interface will be similar to that used with Sub-6 radios, so that elements of the design can 
be re-used. R0 (Capabilities) and R1 (Network state monitoring) will also be realised using OpenFlow exten-
sions. With respect to R2 (Topology Discovery), the main functionality is the ability to push down a PBSS 
configuration for an 802.11ad STA, namely the PBSS identity, channel assignment and whether the STA is 
the PCP. If this is not used the STA will determine the PBSS configuration autonomously but this may be 
sub-optimal. The control protocol for R2 and R3 (Forwarding/Switching) is still to be decided. The manage-
ment protocol for R4 (resource-allocation) and R5 (management actions) is currently open. 

5.4.2.3 Time Shared Optical Networks 

The TSON technology currently supports the approach of a protocol specific southbound interface. The im-
plementation of southbound protocol is through a TSON agent which provides REST API to the SDN control-
ler. The controller can use this REST API to send configuration data in the XML format as described in sec-
tion 5.2.1 of this document. Therefore from the SDN controller point of view, there is only one southbound 
interface based on REST APIs that is currently sufficient for all requirements mentioned in the requirements 
table. The XML data model sent over REST will be extended as part of the development of southbound inter-
faces to support different monitoring data and certain management actions as the TSON solution is further 
developed with its data-plane capabilities.  

5.4.2.4 WDM-PON 

The WDM-PON technology considered in 5G-XHaul currently supports the control of ONUs through the OLT 
using the AMCC protocol (both upstream and downstream). The initial design to implement an SDN interface 
for the WDM-PON system will involve the development of a NETCONF agent running on an embedded Linux 
over the soft-processor within the FPGA board of the OLT. We will define the YANG models to represent the 
data model of the WDM-PON OLT node and define RPCs to set and retrieve data through the controller. All 
the requirements will be fulfilled using the NETCONF protocol where the SDN controller will implement the 
NETCONF client and the OLT will implement the NETCONF agent which will further translate NETCONF 
RPC calls to AMCC receiver/transmitter APIs through the local controller on the OLT. 
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5.4.2.5 Ethernet Transport 

Ethernet transport technology currently uses OpenFlow protocol for all southbound communications between 
the SDN controller and the switch. As the initial design, we will use the OpenFlow southbound interface for 
all requirements. The management actions (R5) could be supported over OVSDB or using the CLI of the 
switch depending on the support available for specific device. 

5.4.3 Requirements mapping to initial design summary table 

Table 6: Mapping of requirements to initial design 

 
R0 

(Capabilities) 

R1 

(Monitoring) 

R2 

(Topology) 

R3 

(Forwarding / 
Switching) 

R4 

(Resource 
allocation) 

R5 

(Management 
Actions) 

Sub-6 
(LTE, 
WiFI) 

OpenFlow 
Extensions 

OpenFlow 
Extensions 

LLDP 
Protocol spe-
cific approach 

NETCONF / 
RESTCONF 

Device and 
driver Specific 

commands 

mmWave 
OpenFlow 
Extensions 

OpenFlow 
Extensions 

Autonomous 
/ TBD 

TBD TBD TBD 

TSON 
Protocol spe-
cific approach 
(REST API) 

Protocol 
specific ap-

proach 
(REST API) 

Protocol 
specific ap-

proach 
(REST API) 

Protocol spe-
cific approach 
(REST API) 

Protocol 
specific ap-

proach 
(REST API) 

Protocol spe-
cific approach 
(REST API) 

WDM 
PON 

NETCONF NETCONF NETCONF Does not apply NETCONF NETCONF 

Ethernet OpenFlow OpenFlow 
LLDP pack-
ets analysed 
by controller 

OpenFlow OpenFlow OVSDB, CLI 
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6 SCALABLE CONTROL PLANE DESIGN 

The advantages of logically centralizing the control intelligence of the network in a controller, as proposed by 
SDN, are well-known. However, it also presents some challenges when applied to large scale, highly 
dynamic networks, such as a 5G-XHaul transport network across different domains (optical/wireless) and 
areas. The burden of determining, installing and reconfiguring data paths due to network status changes (e.g. 
topology, and link capability) and varying service requirements (e.g. due to instantiation of new slice from a 
tenant, UE mobility, etc. ) may exceed the computation capabilities of a central controller. Meanwhile, the 
response time of the network changes greatly affects user experience. Therefore, the placement of the 
controller needs to be considered to ensure that the latency of the control channel can meet the latency 
budget in different use cases. In summary, the performance limitations of the current SDN architecture can 
be classified in three major areas: 

- Scalability. The performance of the SDN controller is closely related to the number of Openflow 
datapaths to be managed in parallel; 

- Latency. The response time to changes in the network topology depends on the transport latency 
between the controller and SDN switches and the amount of simultaneous events to be processed; 

- Resiliency. Since the controller is the brain of the SDN network, resilience of the controller itself and 
the control channels from the switches to the controller greatly affects the correct operation of the 
complete SDN network. 

In the literature, there are many proposals to overcome the limitations related to the three areas mentioned 
above. Some works propose a distributed/hierarchical control architecture. Agent-based solutions can be 
seen as another type of distributed controller, where a local agent is installed in each SDN switch and takes 
over some of the tasks from the applications on top of the central controller. For instance, [135] delegates 
some of the offloading functionalities to local agents in order to reduce the redundant signaling and the 
processing overhead at the controller. The agent based approaches require some additional application 
layer processing capabilities at the SDN switch, which might not always be feasible. A parallel solution to the 
distributed controller architecture itself is the flow rule system. For example, hierarchical flow rule cache, and 
dynamic and adaptive flow rules. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.1 we review the state of the art on SDN controller design 
and placement strategies. In section 6.2 we introduce previous works dealing with the design of SDN rule 
caching systems, to enhance the scalability of SDN control planes. In section 6.3, we survey techniques that 
have been proposed to improve the reliability of in-band SDN control channels, which is a very relevant 
problem when applying SDN to transport networks. In section 6.4, we survey existent approaches to design 
the northbound interface of an SDN controller. Finally, in section 6.5 we derive requirements to be fulfilled by 
the SDN controller in 5G-XHaul, and present an initial design that will be further elaborated in subsequent 
WP3 deliverables. 

6.1 State of the Art on SDN Controller Design and Placement Strategies 

SDN is considered as a key enabler to realize re-configurability in future networks, both the Internet as well 
as the 5G network. Any reasonably sized network cannot operate on a single controller, since the controller 
becomes a single point of failure for the network. Any network that requires scalability and redundancy will 
need distributed controllers. In the literature, there are many works for distributed controller designs 
[126][127][128][129][134]. In general, SDN controllers can be classified into two categories: replica and 
hierarchical controllers. In a replica SDN controller design (illustrated in Figure 30), multiple controllers can 
be viewed as a logically centralized controller, however, the controllers are physically distributed across 
multiple locations. In this case, all controllers maintain a global view of the network to manage the same 
global functionalities for the underlying devices. Having a global view at each controller, the network can be 
controlled in an efficient way to achieve a better performance. On the other hand, such a design requires a 
full synchronization of states among controllers and thus, inter-controller interaction must be taken into 
account in controller placement strategies. 
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Figure 30: Controller Designs - Replica Controllers. 

HyperFlow [127] is the first distributed control plane for OpenFlow and it is an example of a replica controller. 
HyperFlow is implemented as an application for NOX controllers [161], where NOX is again the first 
framework for OpenFlow controllers. The HyperFlow application is in charge of synchronizing NOX 
controllers' network-wide views, redirecting OpenFlow commands targeted to a non-directly-controlled switch 
to its respective controller, and redirecting replies from switches to the request-originator controllers. 
HyperFlow keeps the state of the controllers in a distributed data store and simultaneously enables local 
caching in the controllers. In general, when there are multiple controllers, they are able to make decisions for 
many flows by just consulting their local cache, or requiring state retrieval from remote controllers and 
resulting in extra delay in the control plane service time. HyperFlow avoids this extra delay by proactively 
pushing all necessary information to all controllers, enabling them to locally serve all flows. More specifically, 
all the controllers have a consistent network-wide view and run as if they were controlling the whole network. 
They all run the exact same controller software and set of applications. Each switch is connected to the best 
controller in its proximity. Upon controller failure, affected switches are reconfigured to connect to an active 
nearby controller. Each controller directly manages the switches connected to it and indirectly programs or 
queries the rest (through communication with other controllers and propagation of selected locally generated 
controller events). To propagate controller events to others, HyperFlow uses a publish/subscribe messaging 
system. It implements this system by using WheelFS [164], which is a distributed file system designed to 
offer flexible wide-area storage for distributed applications. 

Onix [128] is another distributed system which runs on a cluster of one or more physical servers, each of 
which may run multiple Onix instances. As the control platform, Onix is responsible for giving the control logic 
programmatic access to the network (both reading and writing network state). In order to scale to very large 
networks (millions of ports) and to provide the requisite resilience for production deployments, an Onix 
instance is also responsible for disseminating network state to other instances within the cluster. 
OptimalFlow [171] is another SDN controller that monitors a single SDN domain, and redesigns the network 
according to the solutions delivered by an integer linear programming (ILP) optimization problem. The 
developed ILP problem encapsulates a shortest path routing objective. OptimalFlow exposes two 
communication interfaces to enable a hierarchical control plane. Its northbound interface reduces a complete 
switch infrastructure to an emulated (software) SDN switch, which exposes the domain’s edge ports to the 
upper tiers and can be monitored and controlled through the OpenFlow protocol. OptimalFlow’s southbound 
interface connects to an OpenFlow controller, to monitor and control a network of emulated or real SDN 
switches. 

DISCO (Distributed SDN COntrol plane) [165] is one more approach for multi-domain SDN networks. It is 
implemented on top of the Floodlight [162] OpenFlow controller and the AMQP [163] protocol, which 
provides routing, messaging with orientation and prioritized querying. It relies on a per domain organization, 
where each DISCO controller is in charge of an SDN domain, and provides a unique lightweight and highly 
manageable control channel used by agents that can be dynamically plugged into the different domain 
controllers. The agents share aggregated network-wide information between the domains and hence provide 
end-to-end network services. Contrary to other distributed SDN control planes, DISCO discriminates 
heterogeneous inter-domain links such as high-capacity MPLS tunnels and SATCOM interconnections with 
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poor bandwidth and latency. More specifically, a DISCO controller is composed of two parts: an intra-domain 
and an inter-domain part. The intra-domain part gathers the main functionalities of an SDN controller and it is 
responsible for monitoring a domain and managing the flow prioritization. The inter-domain part is based on 
agents that provide the communication among the multiple controllers by building channels between 
neighbouring controllers and sharing information with the link state and the host presence. DISCO, as a 
Floodlight implementation, consists of several modules that are responsible for various functionalities, such 
as the information storage collected from all the controllers, the gathering of information related to the flow 
throughput, latency and packet loss rate, the management of the network SLAs (Service-Level Agreements) 
between the tenants and the service providers, etc. 

HyperFlow, Onix and DISCO try to distribute the control plane, however, they maintain some centralized 
logic as all replica controllers do. Although they use a distributed file system or a distributed hash table or a 
pre-computation of all possible combinations respectively, these approaches impose a strong requirement: a 
consistent network-wide view in all the controllers. On the contrary, there are also hierarchical SDN 
controllers (their design is illustrated in Figure 31). Each hierarchical controller is responsible to manage a 
set of devices from the corresponding layer. Thua, each controller may have different level of control and 
functionalities to manage the underlying devices. The lower layer controllers send local views to the upper 
layer without maintaining the global view of the network. Each controller requires only aggregation of views 
between the layers and there is no state synchronisation among controllers.  

 

Figure 31: Controller Designs - Hierarchical Controllers. 

Kandoo [167] proposes a hierarchical distribution of the controllers based on two layers of controllers: (i) the 
bottom layer, a group of controllers with no interconnection, and no knowledge of the network-wide state, 
and (ii) the top layer, a logically centralized controller that maintains the network-wide state. Each one of the 
bottom layer controllers is responsible for each of the individual SDN domains, while the top layer root 
controller leads all the bottom layer controller. The bottom layer controllers handle the frequent events of the 
local applications, while simultaneously they cooperate with the root controller for handling the rare events of 
the non-local applications. It is important to note that the data flow in Kandoo is not always bottom-up. A 
local application can explicitly request data from an application deployed on the root controller by emitting an 
event, and applications on the root controllers can send data by replying to that event. For instance, a 
topology service running on the root controller is able to send topology information to local applications by 
replying to events of a specific type. In Kandoo, the network state should be pushed proactively and then the 
pushed configuration should be adaptively refined afterwards. Further, Logical xBar introduces a recursive 
building block to construct abstracted hierarchical SDN networks [170]. 

In Orion [134], a hybrid hierarchical control plane is presented for large-scale networks. The proposed hybrid 
hierarchical control plane architecture is relative to the flat control plane architecture (such as HyperFlow and 
Onix) and the centralized hierarchical control plane architecture (such as Kandoo and Logical xBar). Orion 
can reduce the computational complexity growth of SDN control plane from superlinear to linear by 
constructing abstracted hierarchical network views. Thus, the computational complexity of the control plane 
is reduced. Meanwhile, an abstracted hierarchical routing method is utilized to reduce the path stretch 
problem based on the architecture of Orion. M2cloud [169] is another framework that employs two-level 
controllers with decoupled functions. It classifies the controllers to local controllers and the global controller. 
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The local controllers are connected to global controller in order to exchange local events and share network 
view, as Kandoo is doing also. Similarly, the Network Virtualization Platform (NVP) [36] offers a hierarchical 
and scalable control plane. It has been proposed for datacenters, adopting a two-layer hierarchy with 
multiple interacting controllers. The top layer consists of the so-called logical controllers that compute the 
universal flows, which are an intermediate representation similar to OpenFlow but abstract out all network 
edge specific details such as ingress, egress or tunnel port numbers. On the other hand, the bottom layer 
consists of the so-called physical controllers that translate the location-independent portions of universal 
flows with node and location-specific state. The resulting physical flows, which are now valid OpenFlow 
instructions, are then pushed down to the edge nodes, but more details regarding the rules format at each 
layer are given later.  

ALICANTE [166] is a previous FP7 project that proposed a new Internet architecture. According to this 
architecture, the network is sliced to logically isolated planes based on light virtualization. The proposed 
architecture is conceptually similar to SDN, although not following full SDN specifications. The ALICANTE 
controlled network consists of data plane slices named Content Aware Networks (CANs), which are 
controlled by the CAN Managers. CAN Manager and the Intra-domain Network Manager play together the 
role of an SDN controller for a network domain. Actually, the whole network is a multi-domain logical network 
governed by several “SDN controllers” – which cooperate for resource management and routing. The degree 
of centralization is configurable in ALICANTE by defining the placement of CAN Managers and the sets of 
routers to be controlled. 

6.1.1 State of the Art on SDN Controllers placement 

One of the many issues that need to be resolved to achieve an SDN enabled 5G network is the controller 
placement. In particular, someone e.g. the administrator needs to solve the problem: given a network 
topology comprising switches (e.g., SDN enabled BSs) and compute/storage resources, where should the 
controllers (e.g. wireless cluster controllers) run? If there is a fixed number of controllers to be placed, what is 
the best way to place them?  

In recent years there has been promising work on the controller placement problem [130][131][132][133]. 
The initial work of SDN controller placement in [130] introduces the problem of SDN controller placement as 
a problem of deciding how many and where SDN controllers can be put in a given topology. Their focus 
throughout the paper remains on latency reduction where the controllers are placed in a position that 
optimizes the average or the worst case latency. They introduce simple placement algorithms which try all 
possible locations and run in linear manner; yet they do not yield optimal results. In [131], the authors focus 
on trying to satisfy multiple objectives in a controller placement problem such as, minimizing controller to 
switch latencies and controller to controller latencies, while providing load balancing. They establish a 
pareto-optimal frontier where the performance of one of those metrics can only be increased with the loss in 
another metric. The system designers need to decide on the optimal trade-off. In [132], the authors focus on 
assigning switches to statically deployed controllers in an efficient manner, in particular, the assignment 
maximizes the number of disjoint paths between the controller to the switches to increase reliability. [133] 
proposes a MIP formulation of the controller placement problem. The authors presume distinct subsets within 
the network graph, notably switches, number of available controllers and potential controller positions 
respectively, along with other parameters. Then the proposed model can minimize the cost function which is 
sum of planning costs, switch to controller costs and controller to controller costs (e.g. for states 
synchronization) under different constraints (such as controller capacity limit, CP bandwidth per switch).  

Yet, none of this work considers a generic solution which can be utilized for different types of controller 
designs, i.e., both replica and hierarchical controllers. What is more important is that virtualization is a key 
enabler in SDN networks. In a truly virtualized SDN environment, the controllers will be virtual entities 
connected to each other via virtual control links and requiring additional support functions, such as 
databases, to form a control plane. Placement of virtualized controller is still a new topic to be investigated. 

6.2 State of the Art on Dynamic/Adaptive Flow Rules and Hierarchical Rule Caching Systems 

Dynamic and adaptive flow rules is a solution that addresses the challenges of the distributed SDN 
controllers, especially in a dynamic environment. By adding the adaptation capability to the flow rules, the 
amount of required controller – switch communication can be reduced. This in turns reduces the processing 
load and processing time at the controller. The reaction time of the network is greatly reduced and thus the 
user experience is improved. Different to the architecture based approach, dynamic and adaptive flow rules 
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do not depend on the local control plane intelligence at the switch (e.g., agent based approach) and do not 
require additional inter-controller signaling (e.g., states synchronization among distributed controllers). In 
addition, adopting dynamic and adaptive flow rules is an orthogonal scalability solution to the architecture 
based solutions, therefore can be used together with distributed/hierarchical controller architecture and 
complement each other.  

There are many works in the literature which try to introduce more flexibility into the SDN network by 
enriching the flow rules. In [173], Ethane is presented that is an early appeared SDN network architecture 
with a single controller installing only reactively flows, based on the first packet of each TCP/UDP flow. In this 
paper, authors investigate what is the maximum size of a network that could be served by a single controller 
and the results indicate the necessity for distributed and hierarchically connected controllers.  

The hierarchical rule caching architecture enables the support of high speed but usually small size memory 
caches, that are located close to the network device for quick response, as well as the operation of lower 
speed caches that, however, have more space for rule caching and are less expensive. In an ideal world, all 
possible rules that represent all the possible combinations that are available in a given flow space would be 
proactively installed in each network device. Since this is not possible, the intermediate caches presented 
before come to the rescue. Evidently, all rules cannot fit in the 'lowest' (or 'closest' to the device) cache, and 
this is why the 'higher' caches are also required. In the hardware OpenFlow switches, there is a high speed 
Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) that is considered to be the lowest rule cache. The switch 
stores the OpenFlow rules to this memory and once a new packet comes, it performs a parallel lookup to 
quickly identify the highest-priority match for this packet. While TCAM enables fast lookups with flexible 
wildcard rule patterns, the cost and power requirements limit the number of rules the switches can support. 
The hardware switch does a fast lookup in the TCAM, and if there is a 'cache miss' (meaning that there is no 
rule in TCAM matching the packet), then a pull (request-response) process is initiated from TCAM to the 
upper layer cache to find such a rule. If, again, there is a cache miss, then the pull request is forwarded to 
the controller. There is also the proactive push (request) process that is initiated by the higher caches and 
moves the rules to the lower caches proactively. For example, MicroTE [35] is a system that tries to predict 
network traffic and adapts to the traffic fluctuations by dynamically and proactively updating the rules in the 
switches. 

In [172], authors present CacheFlow that is a transparent caching layer that logically sits between a SDN 
controller and a collection of OpenFlow switches. It makes a collection of hardware and software switches, 
which act like a single switch with an infinite rule capacity, and the CacheManager module, which receives 
OpenFlow commands from the controller and uses the OpenFlow protocol to distribute rules to the 
underlying switches. The switches form a cache hierarchy, where packets that experience a cache miss in 
one layer are forwarded in the data plane to a switch at the next layer for handling. For example, a simple 
configuration could be one hardware switch connected directly to a shared cache consisting of multiple 
software switches. On the one hand, the hardware switch provides high port density, high throughput, and a 
modestly-sized TCAM. On the other hand, the software switches provide high rule capacity at reasonable 
throughput to handle “cache misses” in the hardware switch. Of course, the cache hierarchy could be wider 
(with multiple switches at each layer) or taller (with multiple layers).  

The challenging issues in this layered rule caching architecture are to estimate the number of rule caching 
layers that should be exploited, or the available memory space at each layer (as the memory size expands, 
the delay of the response increases), or the algorithm that defines which rules are placed at each cache and 
how they are stored. In [174], authors partition the field space into logical structures called buckets, which 
are cached along with all the associated rules. Through CAB, the rule dependency problem is resolved with 
small storage overhead, while the flow setup requests are reduced by an order of magnitude, saving control 
bandwidth by a half and significantly reducing average flow setup time. In [175], authors aggregate again 
flow entries by spanning several transport connections. In [176], authors present Minimum Weighted Flow 
Provisioning (MWFP) that deals with the NP-hard problem of estimating how many rules should be stored in 
the lowest cache of TCAM and how many should be retrieved reactively by the remote controller, in order to 
minimize the sum of remote processing cost and TCAM occupation cost. They propose an offline algorithm 
by adopting a greedy strategy if the network traffic is given in advance, as well as two online algorithms with 
guaranteed competitive ratios.  

In DIFANE [177], a compromised architecture is presented that leverages a set of authority switches serving 
as a middle layer between the controller in control plane and switches in data plane. The endpoints rules are 
pre-computed and cached in authority switches. Once the first packet of a new flow arrives the switch, the 
desired rules are reactively installed from authority switches rather than the controller. In this way, the flow 
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setup time can be significantly reduced. However, the caching of the pre-computed rules in the authority 
switches consumes large TCAM space.  

In [178], a new caching structure is proposed that improves network performance with a limited rule space in 
the SDN-enabled mobile access network. A two-layer rule space is exploited in each SDN device, which is 
managed by the SDN controller. A cache prefetching mechanism is also used with the consideration of user 
mobility. More specifically, a memory manager is inserted as a module in the existing programmable SDN 
devices, and a cache manager as a network application is deployed on the centralized controller. All rules 
are stored in SDN devices before the cache manager updates the rules. In the cache manager, three 
modules are used to support the cache mechanism: the rule recorder, the topology monitor, and the rule 
updater. The rule recorder stores all rules and the characters of their corresponding flows, while the rule 
updater sends updated information to the SDN enabled switches. All topology information is stored in the 
topology monitor to support the decision of rule updating. The rule updater receives the cache miss 
information and checks if this information causes cache updating. This updater checks the rule recorder and 
decides which rules need to be replaced by the rules for the new flows. How to make this decision is a 
problem dependent on the predicted flow traffic and the cache access history. 

The P4 language specification [136][137] defines the concept of action profile that enables several entries in 
the forwarding table to share the same action set. Action profiles can also be dynamically bound to a match 
entry by using an action selector. The P4 action selector chooses a particular action profile entry for each 
packet either pseudo-randomly or deriving the decision from header fields and/or meta data. While this 
option brings dynamicity to the forwarding tables of the SDN switches, the set of actions from which the 
action selector can choose is still operating only on the data plane (e.g. modify packet header, forward to 
next forwarding table, etc.). [139] implements a Finite State Machine (FSM) at the SDN switch. The switch 
performs different actions (e.g., reconfigure the flow tables) based on the local state at the switch. 

The problem of layered rule caching is even more challenging when the hardware switches are replaced by 
the widely used Open vSwitch (OvS) [138] software instances. The actual software structures that get looked 
up in these virtual switches feature an aggressive eviction scheme (i.e. forwarding rules that remain unused 
for a user-defined number of milliseconds get evicted). The user space cache that supports the kernel 
datapath resides in a user program called OvS-vswitchd deamon - which is designed to run on the same 
machine. Therefore, at the kernel level, the actual datapath lookup tables are always configured reactively. 
Once a packet appears and the datapath lookup table has an entry, then the packet goes through the 'fast-
path', which means that is quickly forwarded without searching in the user level cache. Otherwise, if there is 
no entry then the packet goes through the 'slow-path' and the user level cache is transparently searched. In 
case the user space cache does not have a relevant entry an appropriate request is generated to the 
controller. In order to reduce the miss penalty, the controller can proactively push flow rules to the userlevel 
cache, but he/she cannot interfere with actual datapath cache which is always reactively configured. 
Evidently, the user space cache can be a larger data structure, but given that the datapath lookup is rather 
small, the misses can be relatively frequent, so the user space cache size should not be excessively large to 
the point where a lookup is rather slow. Moreover, OvS provides the action learn that allows modifying an 
existing flow table based on the content of the flow currently being processed at the switch. 

6.3 State of the Art on Reliable SDN control channels 

In a programmable network, a reliable control channel is a key pillar that enables an in-band controller to 
operate the network in a centralized way. The reason is that network updates from the controller to remote 
switches rely on the control plane forwarding. This is extremely important, especially in a high dynamic 
environment where the network topology changes frequently. One example would be mmWave backhauling 
network in 5G-XHaul, where the small cell base stations are connected via mmWave links in multi-hops to 
the base station with wired connections (e.g., optical fiber). The network topology can be changed due to 
several reasons:  

- Switch on/off a small cell 

- Change of the 802.11ad coordinator 

- Change of the membership of 802.11ad service group, i.e., Personal Basic Service Set (PBSS).   

Assuming an in band control channel by mmWave transport, the key challenge here is to maintain a reliable 
control channel in highly dynamic network topologies.  
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Centralized management of the control plane connectivity includes monitoring its reliability and re-
establishing the control plane connectivity when several links are unavailable. According to our study, both of 
them are computationally complex problems. The first one is #p-complete [126] and the second one is NP-
complete [127]. Therefore, it is necessary to design self-organizing solutions to guarantee the reliability of 
the control plane. 

When it comes to self-organizing, it is natural to consider existing well-studied distributed routing protocols. 
Various routing protocols were proposed to meet different traditional network systems ranging from local 
area network (LAN), Internet, data-center network, to mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) and so on. For 
instance, OSPF [128] can be used for LAN, BGP [129] for multi-domain networks, and DSDV [130], AODV 
[131], DSR [132] for MANETs. However, those protocols are known to come with large flooding overheads, 
complex routing policy, not to scale to large network sizes, and not to be agile to network dynamics.  

Firstly, these protocols were proposed originally for traditional networks where once the routing tables are 
established, the forwarding policy is static thus there is no need on frequent control traffic forwarding. While 
in a dynamic environment, flow tables need to be dynamically updated by a (remote) controller, and control 
traffic forwarding is frequent. As a result, using an existing protocols directly to organize the control plane 
does not satisfy the requirements in 5G-XHaul scenarios. 

Secondly, given different types of network infrastructures, a routing protocol needs to be chosen accordingly. 
For example, routing protocols for wireless sensor networks focus on power consumption while routing 
protocols for MANETs consider more the effects of dynamics to the network connectivity. It is impossible to 
decide on the appropriate routing protocol to self-organize the SDN control plane because the control plane 
requirements depend on the actual scenario and are unknown beforehand. 

One may argue that the particular type of network could be known a priori, and thus various standardized 
routing protocols could be pre-installed in the network appliances. Firstly, this is equivalent to run two 
networks in parallel where one of them will be a traditional network. Secondly, this is wasteful and costly to 
implement only for the control plane communication. 

Moreover, one may expect the control plane to support more advanced functions rather than connectivity 
only, e.g. distributed controllers, thus an upper layer peer-to-peer protocol such as distributed hash table 
(DHT) may be needed. P2P DHT protocol/application (e.g., CAN [133], Pastry [133], Kademila [134] and 
Chord [135] can be deployed over the lower layer routing protocols, however, it is clear that any P2P DHT 
protocol needs networking support from the lower layer, which has already had the above issues. A multi-
layer solution makes the control plane even heavier. 

Issues in traditional multi-layer solutions have been realized and lightweight cross-layer protocols have 
appeared particularly from MANET research. One classical work is the virtual ring routing (VRR) protocol 
proposed in [137]. Its idea is to structure all nodes in a wireless ad-hoc network as an ID-based ring overlay 
topology. For each node, the protocol establishes routes to their virtual neighbors in a logical ID space. One 
key feature here is that organizing nodes as a ring facilitates the support of DHT functionality like a Chord 
system. Later, similar protocols were proposed such as in [138][139][140][141], which used different 
approaches to establish routes among virtual neighbors or more extra nodes. Similar examples can be also 
found in [142][143][144][145][146]. 

Directly using VRR-like protocols as the control plane solution can only fulfill our goals partially. First of all, 
those protocols are not self-adapting because they merely consider the connectivity of the network nodes. 
For an SDN control plane, as it transports control traffic that has a higher priority than data traffic, its 
performance is more critical. The required self-organizing protocol needs to autonomously see the conditions 
of the network and adapt the overlay topology of the control plane balancing between resilience and 
efficiency. 

Second, VRR-like protocols are not aware of the underlying network topology. Actually, a P2P system has 
no such need because it originally aims for distributed file sharing among equal peers. In their settings, there 
is no the controller entity location issue. In an SDN, however, the underlying topology directly determines the 
potential location(s) instantiating the controller(s). Therefore, a good control plane is aware of the topology of 
the underlying infrastructure and if an SDN operator requires the SDN to self-instantiate its controller(s), the 
control plane should be able to provide such candidate locations. 
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6.4 State of the Art on SDN North bound interfaces 

A North-Bound Interface (NBI) is an API that interfaces an SDN platform with external applications making 
use of it. An analogy in the realm of Operative Systems is the POSIX interface for Unix systems, which 
allowed applications to be easily ported between different Unix-like systems. Similarly, the NBI for SDN 
platforms should allow network control applications to be ported between different SDN controllers. 
Therefore, the NBI is a critical component for ecosystem creation, and different approaches have been 
proposed to date both in the industry and academia, without having reached consensus yet. 

Initial proposals for an NBI have been put forward by the communities contributing to open source SDN 
controller platforms such as OpenDayLight (ODL) [179] and ONOS [129]. A common approach is to 
generate a NBI that exposes network or configuration state through a REST API. The Representational State 
Transfer (REST) is an architectural framework for distributed systems, whereby data elements are exposed 
as resources over which a set of operations can be performed, namely GET, PUT, POST and DELETE 
operations. These operations are executed through request/response interactions between a client and a 
server. The REST paradigm is very much extended in the Web, and is supported by multiple tools in many 
programming languages, which is key to foster the quick adoption of SDN controllers in the market. 

REST is however less suited to handle event based interactions, where for example an application needs to 
be notified when certain state in the network has changed. An approach to deal with this limitation is to use a 
NBI tightly bound with the controller platform itself, such as the OSGI/Java interfaces used in ODL. Using 
internal OSGI/Java interfaces enables event based communication between the applications and the SDN 
controller, but forces the applications to be tightly bound to the controller platform, i.e. developed using the 
same programming language, which hinders market adoption. Therefore, other approaches to NBI design 
have recently appeared based on message oriented middleware (MOM). A MOM decouples the SDN 
controller from the applications by means of message queues and publish/subscribe capabilities. In 
particular, message queues can support both request/response interactions triggered by the applications, 
and a publish/subscribe framework for event-based interactions. Several MOM protocols exist that can be 
applied to SDN controllers, such as AMQP [180], STOMP [181], MQTT [182], and XMPP [183]. An initiative 
to develop a MOM based NBI for ODL is currently discussed in the Messaging4Transport project [184]. 

A recent trend in the design of NBIs is the use of “Intent based interfaces”. This design approach is pushed 
by the NBI working group of the ONF [185], and its goal is to design an NBI interface that can be easily 
ported to different SDN controller platforms. Intent based interfaces should be declarative allowing the 
control applications to focus on what action or state they desire to be deployed in the network, instead of 
how this action or state is deployed in the network. Thus, an intent can be described as composed by an 
Operation, an Object and a Condition. For example a control application could express an intent in the 
following way: “I want a 10GB connection between Port 1 and Port 2, but I can accept to take 5GB to 8GB”. 
The reader is referred to [186] for a list of use cases on Intent based interfaces. Intent interfaces are 
currently implemented through REST APIs. Information on the intent framework supported in ODL can be 
found in [187], and on the intent framework supported in ONOS in [188]. 

Another approach to the design of NBIs considered within the IETF community is the use of an ALTO server 
to complement the SDN controller. Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) [189] is an IETF protocol 
used to deliver applications information about the network. In particular, an ALTO server collects topology 
data from a network and aggregates it to build a set of network maps considering aspects such as provider 
policy, privacy, confidentiality, etc. Applications can access this information from an ALTO server encoded in 
JSON through a REST interface. Hence, in an environment where ALTO is integrated with an SDN 
controller, the SDN controller can become a source of network information for the ALTO server, and the 
control applications can query the ALTO server for information about the network. Thus, ALTO can be seen 
as part of a potential NBI. 

Another body of work on NBIs for SDN controllers has focused on how to integrate an SDN controller to 
higher level orchestration entities, for example with OpenStack [190] in the case of data centre deployments. 
OpenStack defines a network related plug-in called Neutron [191], which can be seen as a control 
application that communicates with an underlying SDN controller in charge of deploying the network services 
requested by Neutron. As a matter of example, ODL offers the Virtual Tenant Network (VTN) service [192] 
that can be hooked to Neutron to instantiate virtual networks connecting the Virtual Machines (VMs) 
instantiated by OpenStack. VTN is an ODL service that provides virtual network provisioning, flexible traffic 
control, and automatic detouring on link failures. Consequently, a network in OpenStack is mapped to a 
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virtual bridge (vBridge) in VTN, and a port in OpenStack is mapped to vInterface in VTN. Having a NBI 
interface that allows a higher level SDN/NFV orchestrator to control an SDN platform is very relevant in the 
case of 5G-XHaul, where the transport network is going to be a component orchestrated by a higher level 5G 
entity. 

In the academic community several network operating systems have been proposed each of them offering a 
particular NBI to interfaces running on top of it. A relevant example is Onix [193] that offers to applications 
the abstraction of a Network Information Base (NIB) as a data store containing all network state and 
configuration capabilities. Applications can read and write to the NIB using a REST interface, where Onix 
provides a framework to resolve potential conflicts. Finally, also within the academic community a second 
kind of NBIs have been proposed that are defined by the abstractions offered by SDN programming 
languages. Examples of this type of NBIs can be found in Frenetic [194], Pyretic or NetKAT [195]. The 
interested reader is referred to [196] for a survey on this type of solutions. 

6.5 5G-XHaul hierarchical control plane Requirements and Initial Design 

Based on the works introduced in the previous sections, we introduce in this section the requirements to be 
fulfilled by the 5G-XHaul control plane, and present an initial design of the 5G-XHaul controllers and rule 
caching system that will be further elaborated on subsequent WP3 deliverables. 

6.5.1 5G-XHaul requirements on control plane  

The 5G-XHaul SDN controller should satisfy the requirements mentioned below and summarized in Table 7, 
that will be further elaborated in subsequent deliverables.  

Table 7: 5G-XHaul SDN controller requirements 

Requirement Summary Description 

R1 Scalability 
The distributed architecture of the 5G-XHaul 
controller will offer scalability concerning the 

network size. 

R2 Time sensitivity 
The rule caching architecture of the 5G-XHaul 

controller should enable quick response to reactive 
rule forwarding to the datapaths. 

R3 
NBI allows loosely coupled 

applications 

The 5G-XHaul NBI will allow the development of 
applications loosely coupled to the 5G-XHaul 

platform. In this sense REST or message oriented 
NBIs will be considered preferentially 

R4 Exposed state 

The 5G-XHaul NBI will expose long and short term 
network state to applications, as well as providing a 
framework for applications to communicate desired 

policies in a declarative manner. 

R5 
Integration with NFV 

orchestrator 
The 5G-XHaul NBI will allow integration of the 5G-
XHaul controller to a higher level NFV orchestrator 

 

6.5.2 Initial design on 5G-XHaul hierarchical SDN controller and rule caching system 

The 5G-Xhaul controller should be distributed and follow a layered approach, where each layer is 
responsible for different operations (c.f. Section 2.2.2). The major functionality carried out at each controller 
level can be illustrated through an example. Consider a tenant defining a slice according to the abstraction 
introduced in section 3.2.2. As we have already explained in Section3, the tenant indicates the ETN where 
each VNF/PNF included in the slice is connected, where the selected ETN may be located in different 5G-
XHaul areas. Thus, once defined, the slice is submitted to the 5G-XHaul Top controller through a north 
bound interface (NBI). The responsibility of the 5G-XHaul control plane is then to wire the transport tunnels 
connecting the ETNs involved in the tenant's slice. The first task of the Top controller is to look up the Level-
1 controllers in charge of the ETNs included in the layer two segments defined in the received slice. Once 
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the Level-1 controllers are identified, the Top controller runs a path allocation algorithm to establish a path 
between all the ETNs participating in the same layer two segment. The path determined by the Top 
controller is expressed as a set of Level-1 controller areas, whereby a Level-1 controller area is composed of 
all the 5G-XHaul areas, where the corresponding Level-0 controller is controlled by the Level-1 controller. 
For each determined path, the Top controller requests the involved Level-1 controllers to allocate a transport 
connection between ETNs under their control, or between an ETN and a neighbouring Level-1 area. In order 
to determine these paths, the Level-1 controllers run a path allocation algorithm that returns the set of 5G-
XHaul areas composing the path, along with the corresponding Level-0 controllers in charge of each area. 
Consequently, for each path, the Level-1 controller submits a request to the corresponding Level-0 
controller, which runs a path allocation algorithm to identify the transport tunnels and paths connecting each 
involved ETN and IATN within the 5G-XHaul area under its control. Once the process completes the tenant 
slice is fully connected and communication may begin. Table 8 illustrates the high level functionality included 
at each controller level. 

Table 8: High level functionality at the different controller levels 

Level Function Description 

Level-0 

Path Allocation Allocate tunnel path inside the 5G-XHaul area 

Topology Management Maintain topology within 5G-XHaul area 

QoS & OAM Maintain per tunnel statistics and OAM metrics 

ETN end point discovery 
Discover per tenant end points connected to 

an ETN in the area 

IATN Discovery 
Discover IATNs in the 5G-XHaul area, and the 

areas they connect 

NBI to Level-1 North Bound Interface to Level 1 controller 

Level-1 

Inter-Area Path Allocation Allocate paths between ETNs at area level 

Inter-Area Topology Management 
Maintain connectivity graph between 5G-XHaul 

areas 

Area level QoS & OAM Maintain area level QoS and OAM metrics 

NBI to Top controller North Bound Interface to Top controller 

Top 

Inter-Level 1 Path Allocation 
End to End path allocation at Level-1 controller 

level 

NBI to service 
North Bound Interface to service / VIM / 

orchestrator 

Tenant and Slice management 
Generation and assignment of unique slice IDs 

and Tenant IDs 

 

Moreover, the 5G-XHaul controller should have the responsibility of cache monitoring and orchestration 
support. The caches should be inquired for their health and statistics to determine the overall effectiveness 
of cache operation. The cache manager will also decide and enforce rule updates (i.e. changing the 
behaviour of existing rules) and will decide which cache should host which rules. It will also need to handle 
coherency issues. With the aforementioned support the 5G-XHaul controller should be able to tune the 
caching system, at runtime, to realize an elastic control plane. 

An indicative cache node anatomy is depicted in Figure 32. The idea is to build one type of software cache 
node and let the cache manager decide its role and position in the hierarchy, at runtime. The node should 
feature a Push/Pull API to support rule transactions, a rule object store where rules in the form of objects will 
be stored and cache hierarchy information store where the role of the cache will be realized. The ability to 
retarget the same node at different level of the hierarchy at runtime, lies at the generic APIs that allow for a 
clean separation of concerns, the configurable cache hierarchy info, and most importantly, the flexible Rule 
format. In the example below, we outline the basics of a rule object. It should have a RuleID that will uniquely 
identify and enable its update, Matching Info and Forwarding Actions which can be quite generic and 
appropriate for specific rule generation and, finally, rule handling functions that can be invoked to make rules 
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more specific. This design will allow the cache manager, to dynamically reconfigure cache hierarchy, switch 
nodes off if not needed or engage more and flexibly realize optimal behaviour. 

 

Figure 32: Initial Cache Node Design. 

Finally, in the 5G-XHaul controller architecture, Dynamic and Adaptive flow rules can be used both by the 
local ETN controller (local Ctrlr) as a template to adapt to different tenants and in External Per-tenant 
Hierarchical Cache as a flow rule abstraction (as shown in Figure 33). This allows for certain degree of local 
adaptability. For instance, multiple tenants can require the same transport service (e.g., use the same 
transport class between two ETNs). The same flow rule template can be used where the matching field of 
tenant ID can be adaptive to the actual use case. In the hierarchical rule cache system, the tenant rules 
stored at each hierarchical external cache level are used by a group of switches at the same level (e.g., 
several ETNs in the same area). Making the rules as general as possible could reduce the number of rules 
stored at each external cache. The general rules can adapt to the situation at the target ETN where it needs 
to be installed.  Here the adaptation is in the abstraction level and is independent to the actual transport 
technology. For instance, different ETNs might have different virtual port pointing to the same logical DP NFV 
of the tenant. 

 
Figure 33: Usage of Dynamic and Adaptive Flow rules in 5G-XHaul control plane. 
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7 USER MOBILITY AND RAN-TRANSPORT INTERACTION 

In essence, for 5G, the transport network will convey traffic to and from different RAN domains, using 
different 5G and legacy RATs. The upcoming 5G networks are expected to support the evolution of current 
services, and new services, which will imply new requirements on the RAN. This would consequently bring 
new requirements on the transport network which, in short term, will not be able to cope with the demand for 
beyond-2020. Therefore, a new joint mobile and transport networks perspective has to be brought up for the 
evaluation of transport technologies, supporting the belief that no single solution can solve the holistic 5G 
transport problem. 

Typically, the transport network maps RAN traffic to a relatively small number of quality of service (QoS) 
classes used by transport network operators. In the 5G context, the vast deployment of small cells into 
existing mobile networks can improve throughput and users’ QoS. In such a dense wireless deployment with 
mobile nodes and limited spectrum, it however becomes a difficult task to allocate radio resources, 
implement handovers, manage interference, balance load between cells, etc. 

There are use cases for network flexibility that require coordination between the control and management of 
the mobile network and transport network resources, namely mobile-transport network interaction. These use 
cases are particularly interesting as they determine the control plane architecture where relevant information 
needs to be shared between controllers of different domains. These use cases are presented in Section 7.3. 

This section is structured as follows. In Section 7.1, we survey the state of the art in Mobile-transport 
interaction and mobility awareness. In Section 7.2, we introduce specific Mobile-transport interaction 
requirements derived from the candidate technologies considered by other 5G-PPP projects in the design of 
5G RANs. In Section 7.3, we provide an accurate analysis of use cases that require a joint Mobile-transport 
interaction. We conclude this chapter in Section 7.4, where we put forward our requirements and views on 
this topic, and draft an initial design of our planned interaction with 5G mobile network. 

7.1 State of the Art: Mobile Network - Transport Interaction, User mobility awareness 

In the current 5G vision, there exist many research paths which require certain level of coordination between 
the transport network and the mobile network. We first cover a general view of this interaction, to then move 
to one of the specific use cases tackled within 5G, which is the user mobility awareness and the way the 
transport and mobile networks must interact upon this. 

7.1.1 Mobile Network -Transport Interaction 

The main goal from the coordination between the mobile and transport domains is to improve the Quality of 
Experience (QoE). In current networks, sources of degradation of the QoE are often an indication that 
network resources are overutilized, i.e. the network could not be dimensioned for the worst-case traffic 
scenario. Overprovisioning is the approach currently leveraged by mobile operators, offering low complexity 
at the expense of high cost and inefficient use of resources. The other approach, to be considered 
nowadays, is the allocation of transport resources on demand to cope with the specific transport needs, 
which may vary over time. In this context, novel networking functionalities are playing a role currently, such 
as NFV and SDN. 

SDN benefits and builds on coordination and information exchange between RAN and the transport. Caching 
is another feature that capitalises on context-awareness and instantaneous network information (e.g., 
system interference, QoS requirements, and transport capacity) to achieve gains in alleviating the transport 
loads during peak hours, consequently, coordination between RAN and transport is crucial. This coordination 
also plays a key role in terms of the energy efficiency in the transport, tackling with wired and wireless 
transport technologies and architectures as part of the energy consumption model. 

There are several underlying sources for dynamicity in the network that might impact the transport network 
[197]:  

- Adding/removing network resources/elements: connectivity, compute and storage resources;  
- Service deployment: deployment of new services, such as new end-user services or supporting 

services to service providers;  
- UE dynamicity: dynamic traffic patterns from user movement/migration, variations in user activity;  
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- Service dynamicity: dynamic service usage patterns with wide range of service requirements and 
impact of dynamic system behaviour;  

- Failures and service windows: re-routing traffic and minimizing impact; 
- Weather conditions: changing weather conditions impacting performance in the transport network 

(microwave, free-space optics). 

7.1.2 Joint transport and backhaul design  - Awareness 

A joint radio access and backhaul design was introduced by the BuNGee project [198], which raised the 
benefits of such joint operation to optimise the performance and efficiency. The iJOIN project identified joint 
BH/RAN design as an enabler for the next generation of networks, bringing up the terminology of RAN as a 
service (RANaaS). This joint design tackled RAN awareness on one side, and joint RAN/BH functional 
design [200] on the other side. iJOIN defined a flexible RAN architecture, i.e. neither fully distributed nor fully 
centralised [199]. 

As examples of BH/RAN awareness are BH aware resource allocation (e.g., [201], [202]) and cell 
association (e.g., [203]). In [204] the authors propose adjusting the radio coverage of a cell in view of the BH 
availability and capacity, exploiting reinforcement learning to adjust the cell range extension offset. The RAN 
therefore leverages from BH information to redistribute users in a way that maximises user QoE, and that 
adapts to temporal BH constraints. A centralised optimisation mechanism to also adjust the cell range 
extension offset was presented in [205], with the goal of minimising the mean network packet delay. In [206] 
the authors tackle BH latency and resilience via a BH-aware user association, with the goal of improving 
QoS while performing load balancing. 

From the SDN perspective, the resources in different network segments, e.g. mobile and transport networks, 
are managed independently by separate logically centralized controllers. Multiplexing of time and frequency 
resources between the transport and the mobile network links attracts attention, where the two links are 
operating on the same frequency band in a dynamic TDD, or when they operate in the same spectrum, 
requiring strategies and algorithms for controlling transmit power, channel allocation and data rate.  

Works tackling problems regarding radio resource management (RRM) focus on two classes of solutions: 
resource virtualization and resource abstraction: Regarding resource virtualization the research works in this 
direction [207] have attempted to determine which functions should be centralized and virtualized on the 
cloud and deployment model, such as fully centralized or partially centralized; The resources, e.g. base 
stations in a geographical area, are abstracted as a big base station or a big cell that consists of a RAN 
controller and radio elements. The RAN controller will dynamically schedule and allocate radio resources to 
each radio element. The works in this direction, e.g.[208], focus on methods of allocating radio resources 
from a radio resource pool in the controller. 

The optimal level of transport resources abstraction is being discussed within standardization bodies, as in 
[209]. In [210], the authors propose a proof of concept of an SDN-based control plane for joint orchestration 
of radio and transport resources. Different domains of radio, transport, and cloud are studied in [211] 
together by an orchestration layer, where different types of resources from several individual control domains 
provide a joint view towards applications or higher-level orchestration. Finally, in [212], authors offer a RRM 
perspective to the 5G BH problem, discussing the potentials of BH-aware resource allocation in a multi-RAT 
environments, and proposing the usage of a unfied wireless BH bandwidth allocation in a small cell case 
study employing in-band backhauling and massive MIMO. 

7.1.3 Support for mobility: mechanisms and user mobility awareness 

The envisioned 5G heterogeneous networks and their deployment entail a number of challenges in terms of 
capacity, coverage, Mobility management (MM) and mobility load balancing across multiple network tiers 
[226]. In particular, MM is essential to ensure a continuous connectivity to mobile user equipment (UE) while 
maintaining satisfactory quality of service (QoS). The 5G network environment then poses the following 
challenges on MM: 

- Increased number of potential handovers, and thus core network (CN) signalling. 
- Handover failure and ping-pong issues given the small cell size. 

Given the above challenges, new management procedures and network architectures that account for these 
mobility challenges are required. 
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Predicting users’ mobility in wireless networks has received a great deal of attention recently, strongly 
motivated by a wide range of applications which increase year by year. Traffic in the different RAN areas is 
expected to fluctuate with the movement of users and dynamic service patterns. This dynamicity could be 
exploited for several reasons, such as improved utilization of centralized RAN resources through pooling, for 
a leaner dimensioning and utilization of transport resources by provisioning connectivity only to areas where 
it is needed, and for saving energy both in the RAN and transport by powering off cells and transport 
interfaces that are not in use. 

UE mobility is currently a key aspect in LTE networks. Efficient MM in the RAN is required for a seamless 
service experience for users on the move. MM is currently implemented in the Mobility Management Entity  
(MME), who is in charge of collecting a series of functionalities ranging from tracking areas - where to page 
the UE - to UE context management. Thanks to SDN and NFV it is possible to re-design part of the system, 
allowing a distribution of the functions for improving both resilience and scalability in the network. As the 
RATs support multi-connectivity (between different nodes or inter-RAT between RAT and legacy systems as 
LTE-A), the MM should support the required coordination between the nodes even when the transport 
network is capacity limited, or introduces some latency. 

An L2 mobility approach similar to the LTE radio handovers management with late path switch was 
implemented in [227]. A L2 tunnel between source and target APs is established for packet forwarding. This 
tunnel could be based e.g. on Ethernet MAC-on-MAC encapsulation. In the meanwhile, the target AP issues 
a more permanent path switch request to the SDN controller, that sends the reconfiguration command to the 
various switches along the path. 

On horizontal handovers, controllers can explore geolocation to reduce path changes [229], [230]. They can 
also improve vertical handovers, speeding up control signaling and providing load balance across different 
technologies [231]. Even at times without UE mobility, a centralized controller could balance the traffic 
among EPC nodes, or find new routes in response to failures [232], [233]. Although these aspects are 
identified as open issues by several authors, they are left only as motivation, and few practical solutions are 
presented. 

In [226] the authors claim to decentralise part of the MME functionalities down into the access network, 
either in the base stations operating as L2 switches, or at the L3 routers interconnecting several base 
stations. These decentralised features would be operated in nearby data centers. 

Mobility prediction is a technique to identify future targeted base station in advance, to reduce handover 
latency, and finally to enhance handover performance in wireless networks. Since 5G development is in the 
early stages, there is a unique opportunity to develop and integrate mobile radio based positioning 
technology in 5G from the beginning. With an initial integration of appropriate positioning technology the 
impact on communication can be minimized and synergies between communication and positioning can be 
exploited. 

The most common technique of mobility prediction is based on user’s mobility history. Based on this 
technique, a network requires to track and record movement information about the user. The existing 
algorithms estimate the next location of a specific user by inspecting the data available about her past 
mobility, i.e., her past trajectory, and exploit the inherent repeated patterns in the data. These patterns 
correspond to a (regular) behavior of the user, e.g. commuting from home to work or visiting favourite 
restaurants, and need to be extracted from the data to provide accurate predictions. To this aim, one has to 
observe the behavior of the user over long periods of time. As presented in [214], the network searches the 
user’s route and predicts a set of potential handovers based on the user’s history and current location. 
However, this technique is only applicable for regular user or if the network has the user’s mobility history. 
The authors in [215] have considered spatio temporal technique to predict the next location of the user. The 
technique considers the user’s location and time as well. Besides the frequently visited places, the total time 
that the user has spent in the places is also computed. Many other mobility prediction methods and 
algorithms based on these techniques have been devised over the last decade, see e.g. 
[216][217][218][219].  

Another possibility is the use of Markov Chain techniques to predict user’s movement [220]. Standard 
Markov Chains are memoryless, as the prediction of the next state only depends on current state. However, 
in [221], the authors have extended the limitation of standard Markov Chains as the prediction depends on n-
previous location. 
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The distance between the UE and the access node can be estimated from the received signal strength 
(RSS) of an uplink pilot signal with known transmit power by converting the resulting propagation loss into a 
distance with the help of a path loss model [8]. Alternatively, such a distance can be estimated with the time 
of arrival (ToA) method, which measures the propagation time of a signal from the UE to the AN [222], 
typically requiring very accurate clock synchronization. 

Yet another technique for mobility prediction is based on user movement direction [223]. Here the prediction 
is based on the user’s direction and signal strength. The user’s direction can be calculated based on an 
angle of direction between mobile node and desirable access point. If the angle is less than an angle 
threshold, the mobile node is moving towards the access point and handover can be triggered. This 
proposed technique shows a decrease of latency in L2. The authors in [224] propose a prediction based on 
user’s moving direction where the handover request is triggered based on conventional received signal 
strength (RSS). Predicted cell is defined by calculating a variance of relative distance from a mobile user to 
each of candidate target cells. Moreover, the position of users can be calculated via Angle of Arrival (AoA) 
estimation [226]. 

7.2 Long-term transport network requirements 

5G RANs are expected to become significantly more heterogeneous and dense, with small and large cells 
operating at both low and high frequencies, where mobility support, in this context, can get much more 
complex. It is also expected that the use of technological solutions like beamforming, network MIMO and FD-
MIMO will make the concept of cell edge much more diffuse, equalizing the SINR distribution inside the cell. 
Also, the use of high frequency bands (combined with beamforming) makes the reliability of the radio 
connection between user and network more dependent on the potential presence of obstacles rather than on 
interference or coverage levels. 

In this sense, there are several developments expected to happen that may affect to the transport 
infrastructure: 

- The possible evolution of the RAN architecture towards a cell-less one, where the user plane for the 
UE is not dependent on the cell it is connected to

6
, but on a specific, non-variable identifier which is 

valid through the whole network or part of it (e.g., the one that is controlled by the same physical or 
virtual network entity). In this context, it is not the UE that detects that it has moved to a different part 
of the network by scanning the signals that the cells broadcast, but the network that detects that UE 
is moving by scanning the signals transmitted by the UE. From the UE viewpoint, there are no 
handovers within the area, but seamless mobility between different radio points. The support of this 
architecture implies that the transport network should be able to map the UE’s traffic flow templates 
(that include the IP address and port) to different radio points in a dynamic way. The upgrade rate 
can be very high (e.g., on a per packet basis), so this may be a very stringent requirement for the 
controller of the transport network connectivity plane. The cell-less architecture should require also 
to support the capacity to reconfigure the anchor point where flows from the UE that come from 
different radio points are combined. The transport infrastructure should also be able to support the 
fast transmission of the control plane critical information, e.g., messages indicating the change of the 
radio point to transmit to or receive from the UE. This may require the support of frame preemption 
capabilities in the transport infrastructure. This transition to a cell-less architecture is illustrated in 
Figure 34. 

                                                      
6
 Scheduling, scrambling, ciphering and other user plane functionalities are linked to the temporal 

identifier that is assigned by the cell the UE is connected to. 
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Figure 34: Cell-Less Architecture. 

- The need to support multicast or other multipoint cooperative mechanisms in order to overcome 
blockage issues when using high frequency bands with beamforming. In addition to the blockage 
that may happen due to large obstacles, like mountains or buildings, high frequency links may be 
obstructed by small obstacles, like vehicle, people or the body of the user. For the support of these 
features, the transport infrastructure should be able to create multicast trees in a dynamic way, so 
information may be transmitted the UE from different radio points simultaneously. 

- Support of multipath communications, in order to take advantage of the availability of different RATs 
in a seamless way. It is expected that multipath anchoring will extend from the TCP (multipath TCP) 
and PDCP (inter-site Carrier Aggregation, LTE LWA) layers currently supported to other layers, 
mainly to the MAC layer, so all the protocol stack among different RAN air interfaces will be shared 
except for the PHY layer, as represented in Figure 35. The transport infrastructure in this context 
should be able to support the exchange of information related to the scheduling process, that will 
include not only scheduling decisions but also measurements required to make them. For the 
support of these long term requirements, tight synchronization of the transport nodes will be 
necessary, both in frequency and phase. 

 

Figure 35: Envisioned 5G multi-connectivity protocol stack. 

7.3 Use cases for information exchange between the Mobile and the Transport Networks 

Unlike in 4G, where it is assumed that the transport network can be overprovisioned, in 5G the mobile 
network design needs to consider the performance of the transport network. In particular, the characteristics 
of the transport network will dictate the optimal allocation of RAN signal processing functions between a 
Remote Unit (RU) and Centralized Unit (CU) [235], which is critical to implement cooperative and 
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interference mitigation techniques that increase spectral efficiency. Thus, parameters like the transport 
network available rate and latency are key in the selection of the RAN configuration to be used. 

We next present a set of use cases that motivate the need for a mobile network and transport information 
exchange: 

- Proactive congestion avoidance: Lack of coordination between the mobile network and transport 

may result in the RAN triggering a handover to a target base station that is then connected to a 

congested link in the transport network. In order to avoid these situations, the RAN must be aware of the 

transport network congestion levels when triggering handovers between cells. 

- Load balancing: Information about the RAN enables the transport network to more effectively 

balance the traffic load between base stations and mobile network functions across different paths. This 

results in a better utilization of resources within the transport, as well as in an overall improvement of 

QoE. 

- Fairness: Currently, transport networks do not offer the same granularity in QoS profiles as the RAN 

provides. Transport networks are therefore unable to distinguish among different types of traffic, which 

may result in unfairness, or policy violations, upon congestion. A RAN-transport information exchange 

would for example allow to appropriately re-classify RAN traffic into transport QoS classes in order to 

comply with the policies defined by the Mobile Network operator at all times. 

- Self-backhauling: Early 5G deployments require means for incremental deployment as initially the 

density of 5G base stations with dedicated backhauling would be limited. A useful technique which can 

be beneficial in future systems is self-backhauling. The support of wireless self-backhauling is a 

technique studied by some 5G RAN proposals. If such capabilities are available, RAN and transport 

should coordinate to decide when it is best to make use of self-backhauling. 

- Energy Saving: If operating in isolation, the mobile network and the transport may take conflicting 

decisions when trying to minimize energy consumption by independently switching off RAN and transport 

nodes. Energy efficiency is a clear example where RAN-transport coordination is required for a global 

system optimization. 

- Mobility Management: To support the required coordination between the nodes to obtain a seamless 

service experience clustering of base stations can be used. In this case, the network consists of a set of 

clusters (e.g. mmWave Access Points, APs) that are able to deal with the network dynamics. These APs 

can be configured by the network as the UE moves, being one of them connected to the core and, 

depending on the network context, to decide which of them connects to the core. 
- Cell-less RAN architecture: Some 5G RAT proposals operating at very high frequencies, where 

blockage and path loss due to NLoS are very significant, are studying the possibility of not having a 

mobile device exclusively attached to a single base station, but rather be able to receive/transmit data 

from/to different base stations according to channel measurements performed by the mobile device. 

Changing points of attachment at such short time scales requires a very tight coordination between RAN 

and transport in order to quickly reconfigure the downlink and uplink paths. 

- BH network resource sharing: resource sharing at the backhaul level can help network operators to 

recover from network failure or link congestion. Works in this category are targeted at solutions based on 

SDN and slicing mechanisms to create multiple virtual BH networks and allow one operator to share a 

portion of its own resources with another operator. In other words, these solutions helps re-direct mobile 

traffic from the communication links of one network operator to another for the purpose of load sharing in 

heavy traffic or link failure conditions. 
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7.4 5G-XHaul Requirements and Initial Design on mobile – transport interaction and mobility 

awareness 

7.4.1 5G-XHaul requirements on mobile-transport interactions 

The 5G-XHaul transport solution should address not only requirements associated with the support of 
mobility procedures as they are currently defined, but also those that may result in the future from the 
evolution of the 5G networks. 

We present in Table 9 the initial set of requirements that must be supported by the 5G-XHaul transport 
solution in terms of transport and RAN interaction and mobility awareness. 

Table 9: 5G-XHaul Mobile-Transport interaction and mobility-related requirements. 

Requirement Summary Description 

R1 Backhaul/RAN awareness 

Information about the status of the RAN should be 
available for the transport network control, and vice 
versa. This interaction should happen at different 
time scales depending on the characteristics of the 
information exchanged. 

R2 
QoS support in the transport 

network 

The transport network should be able to take into 
account the QoS policies defined for the RAN/Core 
in order to configure the transport  
services provided. 

R3 Support of self-backhauling 

The transport network should be able to use the 
RAN spectrum resources for backhaul purposes in 
case this is the best option available from a tech-
nical and economic viewpoints. 

R4 
Support to dynamic multicast 

services 

Dynamic multicast services should be supported by 
the transport network in order to provide resilience 
for the mmWave RAN. 

R5 
Support of fast RAN-

transport network interaction 

In order to support seamless mobility associated to 
a cell-less RAN architecture, the transport network 
should be able to re-route the user data plane to 
different base stations in a per transport block ba-
sis. 

R6 
Mobility related information 

gathering 

Access from the Transport Controller to information 
gathered by other network elements, including 
probes, which may be used to configure the 
transport network. 

7.4.2 5G-XHaul initial design on mobile-transport interactions and mobility awareness 

The goal of the 5G-XHaul is to design/implement a transport network infrastructure capable of enabling 5G 
Mobile Network operators (MNOs) to efficiently engineer the transport network resources by utilising RAN-
related information.Therefore, an important service to be provided by the 5G-XHaul transport solution is the 
ability (of MNOs) to interact with the mobile network in a more tightly coupled way than what is possible in 
4G, in order to improve QoE. This idea would represent a holistic view of the network when talking about 
scalable control plane design. Figure 36 depicts the 5G-XHaul transport solution as a bridge between the 5G 
Core Network and the RAN, representing some of the interfaces envisioned within the 5G-PPP community 
[236] [237]. 
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Figure 36: Envisioned interfaces between mobile network and transport. 

A core function of the 5G-XHaul transport controller (Figure 36), is the ability to interface with either 4G or 5G 
RANs in order to estimate spatio-temporal demand variations in the RAN and allocate the required transport 
resources accordingly. For this purpose, the 5G-XHaul will consider several interfaces that could facilitate the 
exchange of information (at different timescales) between the transport and RAN networks, such as:  

- The interface between the upper tiers of the 5G-XHaul control plane and the MME – or its 5G 
equivalent – in order to monitor the varying traffic demands at macro level (e.g. by means of 
anonymised traces, such as the number of users per tracking area, or estimated weekly patterns), 
assisting thus the planning-related transport network decisions. 

- The interface between the RAN controller and the layer-0 controller (c.f. section 2.2.2) -at shorter 
timescales- that could be used to optimise RAN transport coordination for handover or load 
balancing purposes. 

- The interface between the MAC scheduler
7
 and the  5G-XHaul ETN (c.f. section 2.2.2) allowing the 

MAC scheduler to quickly change the point of attachment of a flow, which is a critical feature in cell-
less architectures e.g., in mmWave RANs [234]. 

The design principles for the identified interfaces depend on the timescale of the available side information 
i.e., long-term information obtained from observations over long periods of time, such as statistics related to 
users’ requests and average communication times with BSs and other UTs, or short-term information related 
to instant changes e.g., instantaneous channel state information and real-time location information. It is 
obvious that the collection of long-term information will lead to a low overhead traffic, while the usage of 
short-term information can provide better performance/results but requires more frequent updates.  

In the following, we provide an initial design for the above-mentioned interfaces and we discuss candidate 
techniques that will be developed in the project for mobility awareness. 

7.4.2.1 Long Term (LT) Mobile-Transport Interface 

Long term/Macro mobility measurements from the RAN refer to those that could be used in the transport 
network to optimize the allocation of the resources (e.g. in the mmWave mesh, switch off ONU transceivers). 

                                                      
7
 In 4G, the MAC scheduler is a function inside the RAN protocol stack in charge of scheduling packets from different radio 

bearers on the available radio resources. An equivalent meaning is assumed for 5G. 
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Here, both the Level-0 and Level-1 controllers (c.f. section 2.2.2) play a role at different levels (intra-area and 
inter-area, respectively). Figure 37 presents the exchange of information between the 5G-XHaul transport 
controllers and the MME and RAN controllers: 

- MME (or 5G equivalent) exchanges data with the Level1-Ctrlr (c.f. section 2.2.2). The data to be shared 
could be the number of UEs per tracking area. Historical forecasts or predictions on users’ mobility can 
be calculated to anticipate the movement of the users. The timescale for exchanging information among 
the RAN and the transport would be days, weeks, etc. 

- RAN controller exchanges information with the Level0-Ctrlr (c.f. section 2.2.2). The SDN–RAN controller 
is responsible for controlling and managing the radio resources for the radio access elements.The BSs 
have to be linked to an ETN, which is controlled by the Level0-Ctrlr. The information exchanged can 
range from the estimated movement of the UEs, to mobility predictions, to load balancing, etc. The 
timescale for exchanging such information between the RAN and the transport would be in minutes. An 
overview of the information (parameters) that could be exchanged over this interface is given in Section 
7.4.2.3. 

RAN 

controller

(e.g. RNC)
Control plane

MME
Control plane

T1-Ctrlr

T0-Ctrlr

 

Figure 37: Long Term (LT) RAN-Transport interface. 

This LT information incurs a low overhead to then obtain less fine grained information, which may also expire 
and not reflect the current status after a period of time. This would lead to inaccurate measures. 

7.4.2.2 Short Term (ST) Mobile-Transport Interface 

In this approach (see Figure 38), the interactions between the RAN and the transport network refer to cell-
less architectures, for instance, in mmWave RAN, where the MAC scheduler may decide based on UE 
measurements to transmit data from a different BS. 

The centralized MAC scheduler selects the target BS at resource block level depending on the UE 
measurements and sends a command to the transport controller so that the target BS is updated accordingly. 
The MAC scheduler is a function attached to an ETN and locally communicates with its corresponding ETN 
to update the target endpoint. The timescale for exchanging information among the RAN and the transport is 
in milliseconds. 
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Figure 38: ST Mobile-Transport interface. 
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7.4.2.3 Mobile network parameters to be mapped to the initial design   

Based on the description of the interfaces introduced in the previous sections, a list of candidate parameters 
that could be collected and processed by the 5G-XHaul (i.e., the transport controller) to undertake the 
adequate measures and actions required within the transport network. These parameters could include: 

1. Connectivity-related info (e.g. list of attachment points, active attachment point). 

2. Access network-related info (e.g., cell-id, LAC/TAC, RAT, RSSI/RSRP for the mobile network and 

SSID, BSSID, RSSI, etc. for the WiFi network). 

3. QoS/QoE-related info (e.g., latency, maximum upload and download bitrates that can be achieved at 

the current location). 

4. Terminal-related info (manufacturer, phone model, OS release, CPU/memory/battery info, etc.). 

5. Location and timestamp info. 

Our aim is to have a reduced/minimum set of parameters given the increase of signalling overhead over the 
network when sharing all this information. This set of parameters could be sent by the UE periodically or at 
specific events, e.g., low signal, successful/unsuccessful handover, cell reselection, etc. The number of 
parameters to be exchanged is not fixed and is dependent on the algorithm that runs at the controller side, 
whose efficiency impacts the timescale of the exchange of information via the interfaces. This algorithm and 
its operation, in turn, will be determined by the services to be offered, which might define which parameters 
to be exchanged. The following parameters could be exchanged via each of the interfaces introduced in 
7.4.2.1 and 7.4.2.2: 

 MME – Level1-Ctrlr 

o Latency (min/max/Average)  
o Latency (%packets lost) 
o Latency (Packet size) 
o (max) download bitrate (measured value) 
o download bitrate (packet size) 
o download bitrate (%packets lost) 
o (max) upload bitrate (measured value) 
o upload bitrate (packet size) 
o upload bitrate (%packets lost) 

 

 RAN controller – Level0-Ctrlr 

o The cell-id/LAC each mobile is “connected” to ->  
 (a) #Active Users / cell and  
 (b) #Potential Active Users / Cell (based on “status”) 

o RAT: e.g. (GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, HSPA/+, 4G, 5G) 
o PSC/PCI 
o RSSI 
o RSRP 
o RSRQ 
o RSSNR –SINR 
o CQI 
o Ev/No 
o Timing Advance 
o Neighboring Cells Info 
o List of Bands / Frequency Used 

 

 MAC scheduler – ETN 

o QoS data from the Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF): minimum guaranteed 
bandwidth, maximum allowed bandwidth, packet loss rates, relative priority of users, etc. 

o Messages from the UEs regarding the radio channel quality, the strength or weakness of the 
signal, etc. 

o Measurements from the radio receiver regarding radio channel quality, noise and 
interference, etc. 
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o Buffer status from the upper layers about how much data is queued up waiting for 
transmission. 

7.4.2.4 Techniques for user mobility awareness 

One of the key elements of the 5G-XHaul control plane is its cognitive capabilities, namely the ability to 
measure the current network state and, based on past experiences, to forecast short-term spatio-temporal 
traffic demand variations. Given the reduced cell size in future very dense 5G networks, understanding traffic 
demand variations is considered to be essential for MNOs to optimize the overall network performance. The 
generation of spatio-temporal demand models though requires the control plane to be able to predict the 
movements of the mobile users. In 5G-XHaul several alternative designs will be leveraged, each will then 
require different degrees of integration between the RAN and the transport network.  

Apart from the already mentioned interface with the MME (see Figure 36), we may also extract information 
from the RAN to track the movement of users. This can be carried out  via Location-based PHY functionality 
embedded in RAN nodes like, for example, the Angle of Arrival (AoA) or the Time of Flight (ToF) techniques, 
which may deliver very accurate position and direction estimates. This last approach enables more precise 
spatio-temporal modelling with the downside of requiring a tighter integration between the mobile network 
and the 5G-XHaul transport network. The 5G-XHaul cognitive control plane will thus allow for robust spatio-
temporal traffic models able to operate with different granularities of RAN mobility information, while being 
flexible enough to be integrated with different 5G RANs. 
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8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This deliverable provides an analysis of the state of the art on scalable control plane issues for 5G networks 
and  defines the requirements of the 5G-XHaul control plane, presenting also an initial design. The proposed 
design enables the unified control through well-defined SDN southbound interfaces of a transport network 
infrastructure composed of heterogeneous technology domains in a scalable way, whilst enabling 
virtualization and slicing, support for QoS and user mobility awareness.  

After providing a state of the art review of relevant 5G control architectures, the high-level requirements of 
the 5G-XHaul control system are defined and an initial view of the control plane architecture is presented 
together with the description of the functionality of the components. We then lay out the network virtualisation 
requirements to be fulfilled by the 5G-XHaul control plane and sketch an initial solution design for supporting 
multitenancy over the 5G-XHaul trasport network that will be further refined in subsequent WP3 deliverables. 

Quality of Service (QoS) support in the data plane technologies considered in the project, namely the optical 
and wireless is also examined. Previous work on traffic engineering, QoS routing and end-to-end QoS 
across domains is described. The requirements to be fulfilled by the end to end QoS mechanisms defined in 
5G-XHaul are also presented together with some initial design of QoS support in mmWave and in the control 
plane functionality. Moreover, we focus on the issues of SDN southbound intfraces for sub-6GHz 
technologies, such as LTE, WiFi and we further describe mmWave technologies. We also describe the 
southbound protocols for optical transport technologies (i.e. TSON and WDM-PON) and we define the 
requirements and an initial design proposal for the southbound protocol for candidate technologies in 5G-
XHaul. 

An analysis of the state of the art of the challenges of SDN when applied to large scale, highly dynamic 
networks is also presented. The requirements to be satisfied by the proposed 5G-XHaul solution are listed 
and an initial approach of the hierarchical and distributed control plane is described together with techniques 
such as rule caching, used to tackle issues of scalability and fast response to changing network conditions. 
Finally, we highlight the current and envisioned state of the art in RAN-transport interaction and user mobility 
awareness, focusing on the cases which makes this interaction necessary. We also put forward our 
requirements and views on this topic, drafting an initial design of our planned interaction with 5G RANs. 

The work presented in this deliverable extends the high-level control plane architecture also described in 
D2.2 by providing detailed description of the functionality of the control-related components that will be 
developed and evaluated during the project. Apart from providing a detailed review of the related work in the 
areas related with the control plane functionality of the 5G-XHaul system, the requirements and initial design 
of the proposed solutions have also been presented. This design will be refined in the second year of the 
project and components of the control plane will be developed and evaluated.  

The hierachical SDN control plane, the virtualisation support and multi-tenant operation of the transport 
network as well as the various SDN southbound interfaces of the data plane technologies considered in the 
project will be developed, integrated and deployed in the two project testbeds for experimentation and 
demonstration that will be performed in WP5. At the same time, the proposed algorithms related to QoS-
enabled resource management for sub6 and mm-Wave and traffic engineering will also be developed and 
evaluated through simulations.  

The detailed implementation design of the 5G-XHaul control system components and the evaluation results 
will be documented in D3.2 and D3.3 at the end of the second and third year of the project respectively. 
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Acronym Description 

3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project 

5G Fifth Generation Networks 

5G-PPP 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership 

ADC Analogue-to-Digital Converter 

API Application Program Interface 

ARQ Automatic Repeat Request 

BER Bit Error Rate 

BB Baseband 

BBU Baseband Unit 

BH Backhaul 

BS Base Station 

CAPEX Capital Expenditures 

CBR Constant Bit Rate 

CN Core Network 

CP Cyclic Prefix 

CPRI Common Public Radio Interface 

C-RAN Cloud Radio Access Network (aka Cloud-RAN) 

CSMA/CA  Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance 

DAC Digital-to-Analogue Converter 

DC Data Centre 

DL Downlink 

e2e end-to-end 

eNB Evolved Node B 

EPC Evolved Packet Core 

FCS Frame Check Sequence 

FEC Forward Error Correction 

FH Fronthaul 

ICN Information-Centric Networking 

ILP Integer Linear Programming 

ISP Internet Service Provider 

IT Information Technology 

ITS Intelligent Transport Services 

ITU International Telecommunication Union 
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KPI Key Performance Indicator 

LLC Logical Link Control 

LLR Log-Likelihood Ratios 

LoS Line-of-Sight 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

LUT Lookup Table 

MAC Medium Access Control 

MANET mobile ad hoc networks 

MBB Mobile Broadband 

MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme 

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 

MME Mobility Management Entity 

mmWave Millimetre Wave 

MNO Mobile Network Operator 

MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching 

MTC Machine-Type-Communications 

MVNO Mobile Virtual Network Operator 

MWFP Minimum Weighted Flow Provisioning 

NBI North-Bound Interface 

NFV Network Function Virtualisation 

NGFI Next Generation Fronthaul Interface 

NGMN Next Generation Mobile Networks 

NLoS Non-Line-of-Sight 

NOMA Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access 

OBSAI Open Base Station Architecture Initiative 

OLAP on-line analytical processing 

OLT Optical Line Terminal 

OLTP on-line transaction processing 

ONU Optical Network Unit 

ORI Open Radio Interface 

OS Operating System 

OTN Optical Transport Network 

P2P Point-to-Point 

PBB Provider Backbone Bridge 

PGW Packet Data Network Gateway 

PGW-C packet data network gateway control plane 

PGW-D packet data network gateway data plane 
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PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol 

PON Passive Optical Network 

QoE Quality of Experience 

QoS Quality of Service 

RAN Radio Access Network 

RAT Radio Access Technology 

RB Resource Block 

RF Radio Frequency 

RLC Radio Link Control 

RRH Remote Radio Head 

RU Remote Unit 

SDN Software Defined Networking 

SDO Standards Developing Organisations 

S-GW Service Gateway 

SGW-C Service Gateway Control plane 

SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SLAE Sub-Wavelength Lambda Allocation Engine 

SLNR Signal to Leakage plus Noise Ratio 

TAF Transport Adaptation Function 

TC Transport Class 

TCAM Ternary Content-addressable 

TDD Time Division Duplex 

TSON Time-Shared Optical Network 

UC Use Case 

UDW Unified Data Gateway 

UE User Equipment 

UL Uplink 

VBR Variable Bit Rate 

VLB Valiant Load Balancing 

VM Virtual Machine 

VN Virtual Network 

VNO Virtual Network Operator 

VNP Virtual Network Provider 

WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

WP Work Package 

 


